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INTRODUCTION 

More than 2,000 years separate history's first record

ing of the two independent events from which the subject of 

this thesis has arisen! 

Hardly could the Chinese philos9phe; who is credited 

in the Chinese Annals with the first recorded sunspot obser

vation, be aware that the small black speck he saw on the face 

of a haze-hidden sun would someday have a profound effect on 

world-wide radio communications. 

Ironically, more than 2,000 years later, in 1901, 

Marconi was equally unaware that his successful spanning of 

the Atlantic Ocean by radio for the first time was possible 

only because of the existence of sunspots -- the same sunspots 

that noted astronomers of his day were calling "holes cut in 

the sun's surface by solar hurricanes thus exposing the cooler 

layers below!" 

The history of the development of world-wide radio com

munications during the present century is in fact the sequence 

of events that have brought a common meaning to man's first 

observance of a sunspot and his first long distance communica

tion . by radio -- two links of histor~, separated by more than 

2,000 years in time, but now forged together by our present 

knowledge of the ionosphere. 

A knowledge brought about by the brilliant contributions 

of such persons as: 

1 



Oliver Heaviside of England and America's 
Arthur Kennelly who, independently of each 
other, theorized in 1902 that Marconi's trans
Atlantic radio crossings were made possible by 
an electrically conducting layer in the upper 
regions of the atmosphereo 

Edward Appleton (later knighted by the King of 
England for his discoveries), and his British 
co-workers who in 1~24 found conclusive evidence, 
by radio angle of arrival measurements, of the 
existence of the electrified reflecting region 
in the earth's atmosphere suggested earlier 
by Kennelly and Heaviside. It was Watson-Watt 
(a co-worker of Appleton's) who gave the name 
"ionosphere" to this region. 

Breit and Tuve, two American scientists who in 
1925 performed the first measurements of the 
ionosphere. By transmitting short pulses ver
tically upwards, and timing the delay between 
the direct pulse and the ionospherically reflected 
echo, they measured the height of the reflecting 
region, and its reflecting characteristics. The 
measurement methods developed by Breit and Tuve 
have made it possible to study the ionosphere on 
a world-wide basis over the past 35 years. 

England's Naismith, who with Appleton observed 
from the eclipse of June, 1927 that the ionosphere 
weakened as the sun's radiation was cut off from 
reaching the earth, thus implying that the prin
cipal solar-factor in the production of ioniza
tion in the ionosphere is ultraviolet radiation 
from the suno 

Dr. Edison Pettit and his associates at the Mount 
Wilson Observatory in California, who in 1929 
announced a direct relationship between sunspot 
activity, the sun's ultraviolet radiation, and 
the degree of ionization in the earth's upper 
atmosphere. 

And of the thousands of scientists and engineers 
throughout the world, who over the past three 
decades have made hundreds of other significant 
contributionso 

2 

To cite the contributions of all who have so far played 

a part in this history (of which the final chapter is still far 

from being written) would require several volumes covering at 



1 o.ast th:r :::~ major- area 1 of ~c1en·..,.:..J. .:..... _r. te:..• .. t -- ·t a.r' 

pnysics, io.:1.c..,spheric pn;y.3lcs., and r·a.di•·. propagaci 11 

engineerjng. 

The:• "b.:i..gg1:::st probi.e.m. t: :i.countere(t in th~ prepa:t"ation 

of this thesis was, in f'act, the boi ing down and k.-iitting 

toget.her of a 1a.1~ge mass or in!"'ormation and .subject ma.tter 

.... _, 

.in wid.ely dif rerent fields for presentation i.n a. r,eaeona.ble 

number of p."".ge:,s. A det.ailed di.sc·1..1as1on of' the broad f'ield of 

ionospheric radio propagation is well beyond the scope or 

this thesis. 'Ihe author has limited detailed disc·u.ssion in 

th.is thesis to tho,3e aspects or high frequency radio communi

cations, and the general charact-erist1c:s of the ionosphere, 

which have a dependence on the sunspot cycle, and the use of 

this lmowledge for short and long range r~.dio propagation 

engineering, and frequency allocation studies. Liberal use 

ot footnotes provide :suitable references for more detailed 

investigations. 

Sunspots themselves, their nature and characteristics, 

and some theories concerning their origin are discussed in 

Section I. Section II is devoted to an analysis of sunspot 

cycles, an-d predictions of their probable behavior -·~ a very 

import;ar..i-t fact-or in long-~range propagation studie,s. 

rrhe influence or sunBpots and the sunspot cycle on 

high .frequency rad1o pt•opagation is discussed in .Section III, 

emphasizing that radio propagation engineering depends upon a 



knowledge of ionospheric behavior, especially with regard· 

to the choice of the optimum frequency to use on a circuit. 

Section IV is devoted to discu:ssing the pred.iction of f"'uture 

behavior of the ionosphere so that it may be possible to 

plan the use of .frequenc1.es, and design systems equipment 

based on radio propagation requirements, months and even 

years in advance. 

Long-range propagation. analyses f'or t.he remainder ot 

the present solar cycle, and for several subsequent solar 

cycles., are given in Section V for ten or the wo;r·ld• s most. 

important high frequency radio circuits. 

The Appendix to this thesis contains what -the author 

believes i:s the first up-dated table or 12-month smoothed -··----~~ 
Zurich sunspot numbers (recorded during the past 200 years) 

to be published since the early 1940, :s. 

The main character of this thesis - sunspots - ar·e 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

4 



FIGURE 1. 

An official U.S. Navy photograph of sunspot groups on 

the £ace of the sun1 June 24, 1957. 

4A 



SECTION I 

THE NATURE OF SUNSPOTS 

A. Physical and Visual Characteristics. With the 

use of suitable tele~.copic and photographic equipment, sun

spots can be seen to develop from small dark areas, or pores, 

on the granular structure of the brilliant photosphere, or 

surface of the sun. The time necessary for a small pore to 

develop into a sunspot of considerable size generally takes 

several days, although some have been formed in a matter of 

a few hours, and others over a period of several months. 

Every fully developed sunspot consists of two dis

tinct regions, which stand out sharply from the surface of 

the sun. The dark inner depression, called the umbra, is 

surrounded by the more luminous, raised, penumbra (Fig. 2). 

The umbra is generally much smaller in area than the penum

bra. Spectroscopic studies indicate that in most large sun

spots the umbra is a depression in the sun's surface having 

an average depth of several thousand miles. 

The umbra of a sunspot looks dark against the sun's 

disk because a sunspot is a region on the photosphere where 

the temperature is lower than the surrounding area. Thus, 

while the spot area is hot (about 7,500 degrees F.) its 

temperature is actually about 1,500 degrees cooler than that 

of the general surface of the sun. The spot gives off about 

50% as much light as the same area of the photosphere and 

5 
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FIGURE 2. 

Close-up photograph of sunspots ·taken at 80,000 feet 
from an unmanned balloon on August 17, 1959. The rais.ed, 
luminous penumbra surrounds the dark inner depression 
called the umbra. Photograph courtesy Dr. Martin 
Schwartzschild, Princeton University Observatory. 
(See M. Schwartzschild, "Photographs of the Solar 
Granulation Taken from the Stratosphere·", Astrophys. 
J. , Vol. 130, No. 2, Sept. 1959, 
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consequently appears dark by contrast. 

Sunspots almost always appear in groups. These groups 

range in size from small clusters of tiny spots a few hundred 

miles in diameter to huge groups stretching nearly 200,000 

miles across the sun's surface, and containing individual 

spots as large as 80,000 miles in diameter -- an area into 

which several planets the size of the earth could easily dis

appear! The measurement of the total area of sunspots from 

daily photographs, as an index of solar activity, is carried 

out by the Royal Greenwich Observatory at Herstmonceux, 
1 

England. 

Sunspots, embedded in the sun's surface, move parallel 

to the solar equator in an east to west direction as the sun 

rotates. If a spot is born on the side of the sun out of view 

from the earth, it will first appear at the eastern limb, 

drift westward, and then disappear out of sight past the 

western limb after about 13 days, which corresponds to half 

of the sun's rotation period. 

Many spots are short-lived, being seen for a day or 

two before they disappear. Often, however, large sunspot 

groups will last for months, being visible, on several suc

cessive solar rotations. For this reason many terrestrial 

phenomena which are influenced by localized activity on the 

sun tend to occur at intervals of a~out 27 days. 

1 "Sunspot and Geomagnetic Storm Data 1874-1955, derived ' from 
Greenwich Observatories," Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 
London; 1955. 
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The number of sunspot groups, and individual sunspots, 

visible on the sun's surface varies between wide limits over 

a period of time. During some years, many months pass without 

a visible sunspot. During other years the sun's face is 

covered with many large groups, each containing dozens of 

spots. Sunspot activity follows an approximate 11-year cycle, 

steadily rises from very few, to a maximum amount, then slowly 

recedes to a minimum amount again (Fig. 3). Much more will be 
2 ' 

said about this sunspot cycle·· later in' ·. this thesis. 

Sunspots do not appear on the sun's surface hapha~--· 

ardly; they are never seen at the poles or at the equator, 

but always break out at the start of a new cycle at approxi

mately the 30th degree of latitude on both sides of the solar 

equator. As the cycle progresses, the zone of occurrence 

slowly migrates towards the equator. By the time the cycle 

has run its course the spots are approximately five degrees 

from the equator. But at the same time, a very few spots 

are appearing again in the 30 degree belt, and a new cycle 

begins. 

While sunspots are under daily scrutiny from the 

giant telescopes of dozens of solar observatories throughout 

the world, large ones can often be seen with the naked eye, 
. ' provided that a piece of ~moked glass, or some other suitable 

ray filter is used to protect the ,eye from serious damage by 

2 See Section 2, "The Sunsp.ot Cycle". 
\ 
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the sun's rays. Occasionally, at sundown or when haze or 

light fog obscures the sun's rays, large sunspots are seen 

quite easily. Such was the case recently in England, when 

light haze at sundown made it possible for this author (and 
3 

thousands of others) to clearly see without the aid of 

telescope or filters, two of the largest sunspots reported 

in recent years. 

8 

B. Magnetic Characteristics. One of the most signi

ficant discoveries concerning sunspots took place in 1908. 

By use of his newly-invented spectro-heliograph, Dr. George 

E. Hale of the Mount Wilson Observatory in Californ~a, ~n 

that year, photographed sunspots in the light of incandescent 

hydrogen (and shortly later by calcium), for the first time. 

Hale's photographs demonstrated that large sunspots are fre-
. 4 

quently engulfed in whirling masses of gas, or vortices. 

From this he reasoned that charged particles of ionized gas 

circulating around the vortex structure of the sunspot might 

be expected to generate a magnetic field at its center. His 

deduction proved correct when six years later, in 1914, he 

found that the spectrum lines of light emitted from sunspots 

exhibited the Zeeman effect, the characteristic splitting of 

lines originating in a strong magnetic field -- thus proving 

the existence of a magnetic field in the region of sunspots. 

3 

4 

"Sunspots seen by thousands," Daily Telegraph and Morning 
Post, London, page l; January 26, 1959. 

G.E. Hale, "Solar vortices.:," Astrophy. J. Vol. 28, page 
100; 1908. 
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Subsequently, the magnetic fields associated with sun

spots have been measured and mapped by several researchers in 
5 

this field. Measurements made at the Mount Wilson Observa-

tory during the International Geophysical Year reveal very 

hi,@ih fields associated with some sunspots, fields as much as 

'8-,000 times the earth's field at the equator. Recent investi-
6, 7 

gations by Norwegian scientists, show that the ratio be-

tween the relative areas of the penumbra and umbra over a 

period of time appear to be connected with corresponding 

changes in the strength of the magnetic .fields surrounding 

the sunspot area. 

The majority of large sunspots occur in pairs and are 

of the bi-polar type, with one spot of a pair having N mag

netic polarity and the other S polarity. Furthermore, Hale 

found that if the "leader,~ or spot furthest west, in a pair 

north of the solar equator is an N pole, then the other spot, 

5 

6 

7 

G.E. Hale and S.B. Nicholson, "Magnetic Observations of 
Sunspots," Part I and II, Carnegie Institute,- Washington, 
n.c.; 193s. 

E. Jensen, J. Nord, and T.S. Ringnes, "Variations in the 
structure of sunspots in relation to the sunspot cycle," 
Scientific Report #3, Institute of Theo. Astrophy., 
University of Oslo; 1955. 

E. Tandberg-Hanssen "A study of the P,enumbra-umbra ratio 
of sunspot pairs," Scientific Report 'H4, Institute of 
Theo. ~strophy, University of Oslow; 1956. 
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or follower, is an S pole. South of the equator the polari

ties were found to be in reverse order. It has since been 

found that with each new sunspot cycle, there is an inter-
. 

change of polarities between both solar hemispheres. It thus 

takes two solar cycles (roughly 22 years) for the magnetic 

fields surrounding sunspots to complete a polarity cycle 

(Fig. 4). 

C. Old Theories of Sunspot Origin. History vaguely 

records that the visual sightings of sunspots before the in

vention of the telescope, if they draw any explanation at all, 

were usually interpreted as either slow, high-flying animals, 

or as far away clouds. When the Jesuit friar Joseph Scheiner, 

one of the first specialists in solar research, saw his first 

sunspot telescopically in 1611, his fellow astronomers explained 

the phenomenon as stains on the lenses of his telescope? 

It was in fact Galileo, inventor of the telescope in 

1610, who offered the first serious explanation of sunspots. 
g 

In 1613, he wrote: 

g 

"Having made repeated observations I am at last 
convinced that the spots are objects close to 
the surface of the solar globe, where they are 
continually being produced and then dissolved, 
some quickly and some slowly; also that they 
are carried around the Sun by its rotation, 
which is completed in a period of about one 
lunar month. This is an occurrence of the 
first importance in itself, and still greater 
in its implications." 

Galileo, "Three letters on sunspots," Accademia dei Lincei, 
Rome; lolJ. 
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In this review, elementary as it was, Galileo was 

far nearer the truth than many of his successors were.to be 

during the next 300 years. 

Ironically, it was in this same treatise on sunspots 

that Galileo established the rotational period of the sun, 

and in which he stated his support of the Copernican doctrine 

that the sun is the center of the solar system and that the 

earth revolves around it. This initiated the series of events 
9 

for which he was to pay so dearly later in life. 

During the 18th and 19th centur'ies, explanations were 

given for sunspots by many noted astronomers. The theories 

varied from considering sunspots as cold mountain peaks tower

ing about the luminous surface of the sun, to calling them 

holes caused by solar hurricanes in the fiery, luminous clouds 

surrounding the sun, through which one could glimpse the cool 

surface beneath. 

Early in the 20th century (and occasionally more re-
10,11 

cently), several scientists had proposed that sunspots 

may be caused by the forces of solar tides being produced by 

I the influence of other planets in the solar system in much the 

I 9 For supporting the Copernican theory, Galileo was condemned 
for heresy by the Inquisition, and in 1632 was forced to 
admit publicly that his statements were not truei although 
he secretly believed in them until his death in 642. 

lO E.W. Brown, "A possible explanation of the sunspot period," 
Mo. Not. of the Roy. Astron. Soc., Vol. 60, page 599; 
1899-1900. 

11 F. Sanford, "Influence of planetary configurations upon 
the frequency of visible sunspots," Smith. Misc. Collect., 
Vol. 95, No. 11, Pub. 3391, 5 pages; June 5, 1936. 
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same manner that the moon causes tides in the oceans of the 

earth. The influence of the planet Jupiter was often sited 

as the cause of the 11-year sunspot cycle, since its rotational 

period around the sun happens, coincidentally, to be 11.S 
12 

years! 

Recent theories of sunspot origin began with Hale's 

discoveries between 1908 and 1914 that sunspots have a gaseous 

vortex structure, and possess powerful magnetic fields. No 

theories· put forth previous to these discoveries could ade

quately explain these facts. 

D. Modern Theories .Q! Sunspot Origin. Any complete 

theory of sunspots must obviously take into account their 

vortex structure and magnetic fields; their change in magnetic 

polarity with alternate cycles; their_. appearance at high solar 

latitudes at the beginning of a new cycle and their slow pro

gression toward the solar equator as the sunspot cycle advances; 

the fact that they never occur on the solar equat_or. or near 

the poles; and their tendency to follow an 11-year cycle in 

their occurrence behavior. 

With these facts to work with, V. Bjerknes, a Norwegian 

meteorologist, in 1926 put forth his "vortex" theory of sun-
13 

spots, which is the origin of the popular notion that sunspots 

are "cyclones". The theory assumes two tubes of whirling 

·12 

l3 

For an interesting detailed discussion of planetary in
fluence on sunspot behavior see: H.T. Stetson, "Sunspots 
in Action," Chap. 10, pp- 136-145, Ronald Press, N. Y.; 
1947. 

V.Bjerknes, "Solar Hydr-odynamice," Astrophy. J. Vo. 64, 
pp. 93-121; 1926. 
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ionized gas extending completely around the sun at no great 

depth below the visible surface; one on each side of the 

equator, twisting in opposite directions. Occasionally the 

tube breaks through the photosphere, and produces two oppo

sitely spinning vortices of ionized gas, which expand, cool, 

and consequently appear~· as two dark sunspots '(Figs. 5 and 6). 

Bjerknes further theorized that these gases in circular motion 

generate the magnetic fields associated with the spots. Sun

spots formed by the tube in the northern hemisphere would have 

magnetic polarities opposite from those formed in the southern 

hemisphere because of the opposite circulation of the gases; 

and in a period of 11 years the tubes migrate from 30 degrees 

latitude to 5 degrees, thus producing the shifting of sunspot 

zones. The two rings, according to Bjerknes, were then supposed 

to contract and to sink down into the ·· sun's interior, while two 

similar rings spinning in opposite directions to the former 

(the 22-year magnetic cycle) rose up through the surface at 

30 degrees latitude to give rise to the new-cycle spotso 

Bjerknes' theory drew considerable attention in that 

it appeared to completely explain the characteristic behavior 

of sunspots; however, it soon raised unanswered questions of 

equal magnitude. For example, what phenomena in the interior 

of the sun caused the tubes of ionized gas to form?; what 

forces caused the motion of the tubes in its 11-year movement 

towards the equator?, etco 

More recently, a newer and more revolutionary approach 

to the problem has been pr~posed by the Swedish physicists, 
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FIGURE 5 

Origin of sunspots according to Bjerknes Theory 

--
FIGURE 6. 

Opposite spinning vortices of ionized gas forming 

sunspots, according to Bjerknes Theory. 
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Alfven and Walen. Drawing from his work in the field of 

magneto-hydrodynamics Alfven assumes that a strong magnetic 

field exists deep inside the sun, and that the solar gases 

that exist there are ionized and therefore electrically con

ducting. He supposes then, that if a small volume of the 

conducting gas in the center of the sun begins to move in 

the magnetic field an electromotive force is generated. This 

emf, in turn, causes an electric current to flow through the 

material, and every flowing current possesses a magnetic 

field associated with it. The induced magnetism reacts with 

the original field in such a way as to slow down the motion. 

A braking action of this kind causes energy to be passed on 

from one part of the material to the next in the form of a 

wave motion. This new kind of wave, known as a magneto

hydrodynamic wave, travels out in opposite directions along 

the lines of force of the sun's field. Walen, who has devel

oped and amplified Alfven•s ideas, has shown that these waves 

will assume the form of small rings and that when two move 

away simultaneously from near the sun 9 s center one north-

wards and the other southwards -- they will be spinning in 

opposite directions (not unlike those described by Bjerknesi) 

It is estimated that it takes 40 years for the two rings to 

reach the sun's surface by guidance along the lines of force. 

Owing to the inclination of the lines of force, the rings 

14 For a more detailed discussion see: M.A. Ellison, "The 
Sun and its Influence," Chap. 2, pp. 51-59. Routledge 
& Kegan Paul Ltd., London; 1955. 
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will reach the surface earlier in high latitudes than in low 

latitudes. Where one of these rings intersects the surface 

in, say, the northern hemisphere, two sunspots will appear 

with circulations in opposite directions forming the charac

teristic vortices and magnetic fields. Corresponding groups 

appearing in the southern hemisphere will have opposite cir

culations, and therefore opposite polarities, to their north

ern counterparts. 

While the work of Alfven and Walen has added much 

substance to Bjerknes' original theory, it is still quite 

speculative in nature concerning physical behavior within 

the sun's interior. 

A new theory of sunspots, opposing ones widely held 

in the past, has recently been advanced by Dro Do Ho Menzel, 
15 

director of the Harvard College Observatory. While 

Bjerknes, Alfven and Walen base their explanation of sunspot 

origin on physical events occurring within the sun~s interior, 

Menzel bases his theory on physical happenings in the sun's 

atmosphere. 

Because of the tremendous heat near the surface of the 

sun, explains Dr. Menzel, electrons are torn from most of the 

component atoms of hydrogen gas which is known to exist in 

great abundance near the surface of the sun, leaving the gas 

in an ion-ized state. Over most of the sun 9 s surface, extreme 

15 
D.H. Menzel, "The edge of the sun," Smithsonian Report 
for 1956, pp. 215-227 (also reprint publication H4273 
of the Smithsonian Institute); 1957. 
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thermal convections and turbulence takes place as the large 

bubble of hydrogen gas rises and cools, giving off large 

quantities of energy as electrons recombine with their ions 

in the process. Over regions of the sun where magnetic 

fields exist (sunspots, for example), the hot ionized gas 

becomes highly'conductive to the electric currents ,ssoc~ated 

with these fields. Electric currents flowing in the ionized 

gas, create magnetic fields, which impart a certain amount of 

rigidity to the gas, as if the material were semi-solid (Dr. 

Menzel points out that this is in agreement with magneto

hydrodynamic theory.) He then theorizes that thermal con

vection has a hard time getting started in such a rigid gas, 

and that the violent turbulence ordinarily associated with 

the strong thermal convections over the rest of the sun's 

surface does not take place. According to Dro Menzel, this 

lack of convection causes the temperature in the vicinity of 

the magnetic field to drop below that of the sun's surface, 

resulting in a darker area -- or sunspot. Dr. Menzel con-

cludes that sunspots are, therefore, "islands of inte'nse calm 

floating in the otherwise turbulent sea of the sun 9 s atmosphere." 

Dr. Menzel 9 s theory, while it represents a new approach 

in the explanation of sunspots, does not fully explain, as in

deed no theory yet does, the various complex and remarkable 

manifestations of the solar cycle. Nor is this very surprising 

when one considers that most of the physical knowledge concern

ing the sun has been derived from experimental work carried out 

under the very restricted conditions existing in terrestrial 
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laboratories. The immense scale of solar phenomena, the.high 

temperatures and low pressures in the atmosphere,. the move

ments of ionized gases in the presence of magnetic and electric 

fields, point out the inadequacy in the methods of terrestrial 

physics in describing fully the behavior of matter in such 

novel surroundings. But a new age is dawning! In the not too 

distant future space vehicles will indeed be trespassing the 

sun's atmosphere -- observing, measuring, and verifying solar 

data which will,in time,provide scientists with the basis for 

a more complete theory in explaining the remarkable behavior 
16,17 

of sunspots. 

16 

17 

For a more comprehensive discussion of solar physics see: 

G. Abetti, "The Sun," the Macmillan Co., N.Y.; 1957. 

For a lighter discussion of solar phenomena see: 

G.D. Kuiper, "The Sun," University of Chicago Press; 
1953. 

and; 

G. Gamow, "The Birth and Death of the· Sun," Viking Press, 
N. Y. ; 1940. 



SECTION II 

THE SUNSPOT CYCLE 

A. Sunspot Numbers. Sunspots are known to have 

been observed by the Chinese many years before the birth of 

Christ. But it was not until 1611, one year after the invention 

of the telescope by Galileo, that permanent records of sunspot 

activity began. In that year, Galileo, as well as two other 
1 2 

early s~lar researchers, Scheiner and Fabricius began to 

draw pictures of the featurss of the sun's surface by pro

jecting telescopic views upon a white wall or screen. A 

number of Galileo's drawings of the solar disk made in 1612 

still exist, and these show many large spots. 

For the next hundred years or so, perhaps brought 

about by scientific inhibition as a result of the Inquisition 

and Galileo's fate, history records few reliable descriptions 

of the sun's surface. 

During the middle of the 18th, and early 19th centuries, 

many European astronomers independently began keeping accurate 

1 

2 

J. Christolph Scheiner, 1575-1650, a German astronomer 
belonging to the Order of the Jesuits claimed to have 
seen sunspots for the first time during March, 1611. 

Johannes Fabricius, 1587-1615, German physician and 
astronomer, independently of Galileo and Scheiner, dis
covered sunspots telescopically during early 1611, 

18 
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records of sunspots seen on the face of the sun on a regular 
3 4 

basis. To one of these, Hendricks. Schwabe, an amateur 

astronomer from Dessau, Germany, goes the credit for the dis

covery of the sunspot cycle. With the intellectual curiosity 

characteristic of a true scientist, Schwabe began his work on 

the sun in the early part of the 19th century, painstakingly 

counting the_ spots that appeared day after day, and year after 

year. After nearly twenty years of observations, he pub

lished his findings in 1843, showing that the interval between 

the periods of greatest sunspot activity was something near a 

decade's duration. 

In 1849, shortly after Schwabe's announcement of the 

existence of a solar cycle Rudolf Wolf, director of the Zurich 

Observatory, devised a means for astronomers to describe rela

tive solar activity in terms of a common standard called a 
5 

"sunspot number." This number is obtained from daily solar 

observations of individual sunspots and sunspot groups made 

at various observatories, and reduced to a common basis by 

means of the formula: 

(1) Relative sunspot number (R)=k(lOg+f) 

where g is the observed number of sunspot groups, f the total 

3 

4 

5 

Standacher of Nuremburg preserved records during the period 
1749-1799; Flaugergues 1794-1830; Tevel 1816-1836; Adams 
1819-1823; Arago 1822-1830; and Schwabe 1826-1855. 

Heinrich Samuel Schwabe, 1789-1875, who was a pharmacist 
by profession, engaged in astronomy as a hobby. 

R. Wolf, "Mitteilungen uber die Sonnenflecken," Naturfor
schende Gesellschaft in Zurich Viertiljahrsschrift; 1856. 



observed number of sunspots, either individually or in 

groups, and k is an appropriately calculated scale factor 

for bringing the observations of many different observers 

into general consistency, and takes into account the type 

and power of the telescope used, the viewing conditions, 

and the individual observer. 

20 

The factor 10, which multiplies g, was selected by 

Wolf in order to give greater weight to the large active sun

spot groups, which he intuitively judged to be a more import

ant criteria of general solar activity, than to small spots 

of short duration. It is both remarkable and fortunate that 

this rather arbitrary choice of representation, made more than 

a century ago, has since afforded excellent correlation with 

a large number of diverse terrestrial phenomena -- relation

ships which were completely unknown to Wolf at the time? 

The Zurich Observatory has been publishing daily sun

spot numbers recorded near mid-day according to the formula 

of equation (1) since 1849. Since there is considerable 

fluctuation in the daily numbers (see Table 1), a first 

smoothing is obtained by averaging the daily numbers over a 

period of a month. These monthly~ relative sunspot 

numbers (see Table 2) are further smoothed by taking a 12 

month average. Twelve-month running smoothed sunspot numbers 

(Table 3), upon which the solar cycles are based, are then 

derived from the following equation: 
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Table 1 

A typical example of the large variation 
in daily Zurich sunspot numbers (R). 

August, 1957 

Day R Day R 

1 150 16 198 

2 148 17 189 

3 178 18 197 

4 166 19 185 

5 147 20 170 

6 162 21 144 

7 167 22 147 

8 141 23 114 

9 121 24 104 

10 88 25 138 

11 95 26 164 

12 118 27 182 

13 120 28 222 

14 135 29 244 

15 170 JO 255 

31 282 

Mean: 162.6 



Table 2 

. Monthly mean relative 
ZurichSWlspot Numbers 

(Rm) for 1956 - 1958. 

Month 1956 1957 

January 73. 6 165,0 

February 124. 0 130,2 

March 118. 4 157.4 

April 110. 7 175. 2 

May 136.6 164,6 

June 116. 6 200.7 

July 129. 1 187. 2 

August 169.6 158.0 

September 173. 2 235.8 

October 155. 3 253.8 

November 201. 3 210.9 

December 192. 1 239.4 

Yearly Mean 141. 7 189,9 

I 

''! I[: 
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1958 

202.5 

164.9 

190. 7 

196.0 

175.3 

171.5 

191.4 

202.2 

201.2 

181.5 

152.3 

187 .6 

184.6 



(2) Rs= 1/2 Rm1 + Rm2 + Rm3+ •••• RmJ.2 + 1/2 .RmJ.3 
12 

where Rs is the 12-month running smoothed 
sunspot number centered on Rro,7 and, 

Rml to Rm13 are monthly mean relative sunspot 
numbers for 13 consecutive months. 

23· 

The original preparation of the daily relative sunspot 
6 

numbers begun by Wolf in 1849, and carried on by pis successors 

at the Zurich Observatory (with field stations at ,Locarno and 

Arosa, Switzerland), results in a long, unbrok~n, and very 

valuable series of heliophysical data of over a century's 

duration. 

In addition, Wolf, using the sunspot records of earlier 

observers, reduced to a common standard (in relation to the 

formula in equation· 1), mean monthly relative sunspot numbers 
7 

back to 1749; with the data for the year 1755 marking the be-

ginning of the first accurately recorded sunspot cycle. Since 

that year, 18 complete sunspot cycles have taken place, with 

the 19th now in progress. 
8 

Recently Chernosky and Hagen, reduced to a common 

standard some of Wolf's less known estimates of mean monthly 

sunspot numbers for earlier years, thus extending the solar 

cycle series (but with somewhat less accuracy), back to 1700. 

6 

7 

8 

A. Wolfer, W. Brunner, and now M. Waldmeier. 

A resume of Wolf's work is given in the u.s.w.B. Monthly 
Weather Review, Vol. 56, pp. 401-407; Oct. 19~8. 

E.J. Chernosky and M.P.Hagen, "The Zurich sunspot number and 
its variations for 1700-19571 " J. of Geo. Res., Vol. 63, 
No. 4, pp. 775-788; Dec. 195~. 



Table 3 

Example showing how the 12-moath running 
smoothed sunspot number (R8 ) is derived. 

(2) Ra• 1/2 Rui1+Rm2+8m3+••••8ml.2+1/2 -RmJ.3 
2 

For R5 centered on July, 1956, Rmi t hrough 
Rml,3 are monthly mean numbers for January, 
1956 through January, 1957 (Table 2). 

24 

R {July, 1956)• 1/2(73.6)+124+118.4+ •••• +192.l+l/2(165) • 145.5 
e 12 

1' 
' . ( _I 

, 
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D. Jo Schove, using records of aurora and sunspot 

sightings, has attempted to trace periods of maximum and mini-
9 

mum sunspot activity back to the fifth century B.C. 

Zurich sunspot numbers (daily and monthly means), are 

published monthly in several scientific publications through

out the world. In this country they appear ip The Journal of 

Geophysical Research; the Quarterly Bulletin .Q!! Solar Activity; 

the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory's F Series, Part~, 

and others. Twelve-month smoothed running numbers appear 
10 

monthly in Qg Magazine, and in the Central Radio Propagation 

Laboratory's F Series, Part A. Daily numbers, the monthly 

mean, and a six-month prediction of 12-month smoothed running 

numbers are also broadcast monthly by the Swiss Short Wave 
11 

Broadcasting Service. 

Another use of spots as criteria of solar activity 

consists of measuring the total area that they occupy (both 

umbra and penumbra), expressed in millionths of the sun's 

visible hemisphere. Such measurements have been carried out 

9 

10 

11 

D.J. Schove, "The sunspot cycle, 649 B.C. to A.D. 2000," 
J. of Geo. Res.; Vol. 60, No. 2, pp. 127-146; June, 1955. 

Appearing in a monthly Radio Propagation Column written 
by the author of this thesis. 

Scheduled in English to North America on the fourth day 
of each month at 8:35 and 11:20 PM EST on 6185, 9535, 
and 11,865 kilocycles (1959 schedule). . . . 
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on a daily basis by the Royal Greenwich Observatory, Herst~-
12 

monceux
9 

England since 18'71+-o The variations in the total 

area measurements are generally in close agreement with 

similar variations in the relative sunspot numbersc While 

the relative sunspot number 1s the more popular method 9 both 

systems are in reasonable accord as a general index of solar 

activityo 

A compilation of monthly and annual means of Zurich 

relative sunspot numbers over periods of time have been 

published in various scientific journalso The most recent 

compilation, from Januarys 1749 through December
1

1957 

appears in the lournal ~ GeophysiQal R~s~arcpo Because 

of the importance of the relative numbers in solar physical 

investigations, as well as in the relationships between solar 

and terrestrial events, this thesis brings this compilation 

up to date through January, 1960, and it appears in the 

Appendixo 

A table of 12-"'onth running smoothed sunspot numbers 
14 

for the period 1749 - 1938 was published by Brunner in 

19390 This thesis brings this compilation up to date 

through July, 1959$ and it~ too~ appears in the Appendix 0 

I2 

13 

14 

"Sunspots and Geomagnetic Storm Data Derived from Greenwich 
Observations, 1874-1954,,'v Her Majesty• s Stationery Pffice, 
London; 19550 

Chernosky and Hagens ~"' W ·e. 

w0 Brunner, '°Tables on sunspot frequency for 1'7491-1938," 
T~rr 0 Mag 0 and Atmoso Electo, Volo 44, PPo 247-256; 
Septo 19390 
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The author believes that this may be the first publication 

of this data in tabular form since Brunner 0 s tables were 

published 1n 19390 

Bo Analysis .Qt Sunspot Cycle Behavioro 
·15 

Figure 7, 

derived from 12~month running smoothed Zurich sunspot num~ 

bers, shows observed sunspot cycle behavior from 1750 through 

1959 0 In accordance with the Zurich Observatory cycle num

bering system, the cycle which began in 1755 is shown as 

cycle 1 0 Since 1755 eighteen complete sunspot cycles have 

taken place and the 19th cycle is now 1n progresso The cycles 
I 

prior to 1819 (cycles 1 to 6) are based on generally scanty 

data compared to those observed since 18190 Any detailed 

studies of the course of sunspot cycles should, therefore, 

give considerably more weight to those occurring after 1819 

(cycles 7 to 19)o 

From Figure 7 it can be seen that no two cycles are 

exactly alike, although a definite repetitive behavior is 

establishedo Such basic cycle characteristics as duration, 

height of maximum, depth of minimum, and ascent and descent 

time vary from cycle to cyclea 

The duration of a sunspot cycle is determined fl-om the 

time it takes for the cycle to rise from a minimum, reach a 

maximum, and return to minimum againo Table 4 gives the dates 
I 

each cycle began; the dates maximum solar activity occurred; 

l5 A 11st of 12-month running smoothed sunspot numbers from 
1750 to the present is contained in the Appendix0 
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the duration of each cycle 1n years; the 12 ... month running 

smoothed .Zurich sunspot at minimum and maximum; and the mean 

sunspot value for each cycleo In Table l+, decimal _parts of 

a year are used, where a period of one month and six days is 

equivalent to Ool yearo The mean sunspot value for each 

cycle shown in Table l+ is derived by dividing the summation 

of the monthly mean sunspot numbers for each complete cycle 

by the number of months in each cycle (in effect integration) 0 

Additional characteristics of sunspot cycle behavior 

such as the duration of ascent9 duration of descent, and 

intervals between maximums are given in Table 5o 

From the comparisons 1n Tables l+ and 5, the following 

conclusions can be drawn concerning sunspot cycle behavior: 

2o 

The duration of the cycles 9 from minimum to 
minimum, vary in length from 9 to 1306 'yea1·s 0 

The average duration tor the 18 cycles so far 
recorded (giving double weight to the cycles 
since 1819 which are b~sed on more reliable 
data) is 11 years, hence the usual reference 
to the 11-year sunspot cycleo 

The minimum of the 19 cycles so far recorded 
vary between sunspot numbers of Oto llo2o 
The average minimum value is a sunspot count 
of 1+080 

The maximum values for the 18 completed cycles 
varies between sunspot numbers of 1+8o7 and 
158060 The average maximum value, giving double 
weight to those cycles since 1819~ is 104 0 60 
The 19th cycle 9 now in progress, reached a peak 
of 20103 in March, 19580 This is the highest 
maximum ever recorded 1n the more than 200 years 
that reliable sunspot records have been kept 0 

The mean sunspot numbers for the 18 cycles, 
which in fact represent an integration of the 
area under each sunspot curve 9 varies between 
1805 and 'l'+o59 a factor of four to one 0 
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Table 4 

Comparison of certain 
sunspot cycle characteristics. 

Cycle rue Dura- ,ucl,b Smo2t ~sui Ng. 
No. liln• ~- t Jon M.i.D.• ~- Mu.a. 

1755.2 (Marl 1761.5 (Jun) 11.3 8.4 86.5 42. I 

2 1766.5 (May l 1769.7 <Sepl 9.0 I 1.2 115.8 59. I 

3 1775.5 (Junl 1778.4 <Mayl 9.2 7.2 158.6 66.7 

4 1784.7 (Sepl 1788. I <Feb l 13.6 9.5 141 .2 62.0 

5 1798.3 <Aprl 1805.2 <Feb l 12.3 3.2 49.2 23.2 

6 1810.6 ( Ju I l 1816.4 (Mayl 12.7 o.o 48.7 18.5 

7 1823.3 <Aprl 1829.9 <Novi 10.6 O. I 71. 7 37.4 

8 1833.9 <Nov> 1837.2 (Marl 9.6 7.3 146.9 67.2 

9 1843.5 ( Ju I l 1848. I <Feb l 12.5 10.6 131.6 55.7 

10 1856.0 (Jani 1860.1 <Feb) 11.2 3.2 97.8 48.5 

II 1867.2 <Marl 1870.6 CAugl I I. 7 5.2 140.4 53,2 

12 1878.9 (Deel 1883.9 <Deel 11.3 2.2 74.2 34.4 

13 1890.2 (Feb l 1894.1 <Jani II .9 5.0 87.9 38.7 

14 1902. I (Jani 1906.2 <Feb l II .5 2.6 64.2 32. I 

15 1913.6 (Aug) 1917.6 <Augl 10.0 I .4 105.4 44.7 

16 1923.6 C Ju I l 1928.4 <Apr l 10.2 5.6 78.1 40.6 

17 1933.8 (Sep) 1937 .4 (Apr l 10.4 3.5 1.19.2 57.7 

18 1944.2 (Feb l 1947.5 <Mayl 10.1 7.7 151.8 74.5 

19 1954.3 <Apr> 1958.2 <Marl* 3.3 201.3* 

*Tentative, cycle not yet complete 

I"', 



Cycle 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Table 5 

Comparison of additional 
sW'lspot cycle characteristics. 

Years 
Min. - Max. Max. - Min. 

6.3 5.0 

3.2 5.8 

2.9 6.3 

3.4 10.2 

6.9 5.4 

5.8 6.9 

6.6 4.0 

3.3 6.3 

4.6 7.9 

4.1 7.1 

3.4 8.J 

5.0 6.J 

3.9 8.0 

4.1 7.4 

4.0 6eO 

4.8 5.4 

3.6 6.8 

3.3 6.,8 

J.9* 

JO 

Max. - Max 

8.2 

8.7 

9.7 

17.1 

.11.2 

13.5 

7.J 

10.9 

12.0 

10.5 

13.3 

10.2 

12.1 

11.4 

10.8 

9.0 

10.1 

10.7* 

*Tentative, cycle not yet complete. 
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The ascending period of the 18 recorded sun
spot cycles varies between 2.6 and 6.9 years. 
The average period of ascent from minim.um to 
maximum is 4.3 years. 

The descending period from maximum to minimum 
sunspot activity varies between 4 and 10.2 
years. The average descent period is 6.7 
years. The average sunspot cycle is, there
fore, unsymmetrical about its point of maximWll 
intensity; with the rise from minimum to maxi,.:. 
mum more rapid (4.3 years) than the fall from 
maximum to minimum (6.7 years). 

Cycles with higher maximums rise considerably 
faster, and descend somewhat more graduallyi 
than less intense cycles. For example, eye es 
number 3, 4J 8, 11, and 18, the highest cycles 
recorded, aJ.l rose from minimum to maximum in 
less than 3.5 years. 

The interval between the maximums of two adja
cent cycles varies from 7.3 to 17.1 years, 
with the average period being 10.9 years. 

Figure 8 shows the mean, or average, sunspot cycle 

as described by the characteristics discussed above. It 

should be remembered, however, tqat there have been rather 

large deviations from mean values in the characteristics of 
i many cycles. 

Several solar researchers have pointed out other 

characteristics of the sunspot cycle. For example, 
16 

Bracewell, based on the fact that sunspots change magnetic 

polarities with each cycle, suggests a 22-year sunspot cycle 

where each 11-year cycle is half a phase. Bracewell 9 s 

suggestion is shown in Figure 9 where the 11-year phases of 

16 
R.N. Bracewell "The sunspot number series," Nature, No. 
4354, pp. 649-l50; April 11, 1953. 
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each 22-year_ cycle can be seen to exhibit an interesting 

symmetry about their mean values. According to Brace~ll's 

suggestion, it would have been possible to predict the pre

sent intense solar period as the negative phase of the ex

ceptionally high ll~r,ear cycle of 1944.2 - 1954.)1 
17 Gleissberg, examining sunspot data for the past 16 

centuries, postulates a long term cyclic effect of between 

75.5 and 82.l years, with an average of 78.8 years, and com

prising of 7.1 shorter 11-year cycles. Using independeDt 

data, Ba11118 confirms this systematic variation in the short~ 

period cycles having a period of between 7 and 8 11-year , : ~· 

cycles, with a mean of 79 years. 

Schove,19 from his studies of sunspot and aurora data 

back to 644 B.C. also confirms the regularity of mean sunspot 

cycles of 11 and 78-year duration. 
20 Anderson, noting the striking similarity between 

the sequence of maximums o:f cycle.~ 1, 2 and 3~ (i.e. 83, 106, . ' .. 
155) and cycles 16, 17 and 18 (i.e. ,78, ll4, 151), and the 

marked likeness between the corresponding cycles themselves, 

17 w. Gleissberg, "Preliminary determination o:f the mean 
duration o:f the 80-year sunspot cycle~" Naturwessen
scha.ften, Vol. 42, No. 14, pp. 410; 1~55. 

18 E. Balli, "A study or short-period fluctuations in the 
frequency o:f sunspots," Ann. Astrophys., Vol. 18, No. 2, 
PP• 118-26; 1955. 

19 Schove, 12£• ill• 
20 c .N. Ander son, "Notes on the·· SW'l·spot cycle-," J. of. Geo. 

Res., yol. 59, P• 455; 1954. 
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suggests the existence of a 169-year cycle {the average dis

tance apart between these two groups of cycles); w~ile 
21 

Oppenheim speculates on the existence of a super-cycle of 

450 years duration? 

On the other hand, Visser22 of the Dutch Observatory 

at DeBilt suggests the influence on the 11-year cycles of a 

much shorter cycle based on running 27.275-day smoothed sun

spot numbers, coinciding with the sun's rotational period. 

Other investigators23, 24 have suggested primary or 

secondary cycles of 4.8, 8, 13. 5, 15, and 21-years ·;· etc. No 

explanation of the sunspot cycle has yet proved satisfactory, 

and current estimates of its mean length {other than the 

11-year recurrence tendency) vary according to the period 

selected for investigation. 

In summation one point is apparent; the variation 

between different sunspot cycles appears to be due to the 

complex super-imposition on the basic 11-year cyGle of many 

short and long duration secondary cycles. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

s.Oppenheim.l Wien, Sitz. Ber. Ak. Wiss., Vol. 2a, .No. 137, 
p. 134; 192~. 

S.W.Visser, "Behavior of the present sunspot cycle," 
Nature 1 No. 4630, pp. 253-254; July 26, 1958. 

H.H. Clayton, "The Sunspot Period," Smithsonian Misc. 
Collection, Vol. 98, No. 2,·Pub. 3526, 18 pages; 
March 27, 1939. 

H.T. Stetson, "Sunspots in Action," Chap. 11, pp. 146-159, 
Ronald Press Co., N.Y.; 1947. 
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c. Prediction of Sunspot Cycles. Since the discoyery 

of the sunspot cycle by Schwabe in the middle of the 19th . 

century, considerable interest has been exhibited by a number 

of investigators in forecasting the trends of future cycles. 

Becoming somewhat of a sport for mathematicians, statisti

cians, and those who have a flare for studying cycles, the 

methods of prediction have covered a wide range, including 

standard harmonic analysis, auto-correlation techniques, and 

cycle matching. Until recently these predictions were largely 

of academic interest, but with the discovery over the past 
f 

thiTtY years of the close relationships which exist between a 

large numb~r of diverse terrestrial phenomena (e.g. ionos

pheric conditions, short wave radio blackout~, geomagnetism, 

aurora, etc.) and sunspot activity the pred~ction of' sunspot 

.umbers has assumed considerable practical importance. 

The number of those who have applied various mathe

matical schemes in analyzing sunspot activity and in making 

predictions is far too great for detailed discussion in this 

thesis. Most predictions made during the past decade or two 

have "fallen by the wayside" as subsequent sunspot behavior 

has shown them to be incorrect. As examples of some of the 

approaches ~hat have so far been considered, a few of the more 

interesting methods will be discussed; with reference made in 

the Bibliography to a considerable number of published papers 

· on this subject. 
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Since there is at present no satisfactory theory fully 

explaining sunspots and their- origin, the physical laws gover

ning their behavior pattern are not known. Analytical methods 

used for determining future cycle behavior must, therefor~, be 

·based on the observed patterns of previous cycles. Search for 

empirical laws governing solar activity has proceeded generally 

according to two different schools of thought, one holding that 

solar activity is a periodic phenomenon, the other considering 

each solar cycle as an independent event. 

When considering the solar cycle as a periodic pheno

menon, harmonic analyses have been used to determine short~· and 

long-period recurrence behavior, with future prediction based 

on the extrapolation of these results. Perhaps the most com

plete of the many harmonic analyses made of sunspot numbers on 
25, 26 

the basis of periodici t/ ... 3 that of C. N. Anderson. 

Based upon his detection of a remarkable similarity between 

the yearly average of the unsmoothed relative Zurich sunspot 

numbers for 1749-1800 and 1917-:1953, Anderson assumed the 

fundamental single period of the solar cycle as 169 years, 

and determined the relative amplitude for 79 harmonics of 

this period (Table 6). He found the 15th harmonic outstand

ing, with a relative amplitude of 70. '!he 15th harmonic 

25 c.N. Anderson, loc. cl~., pp, 455-461. 

26 
• I 

c.N .. Anderson, "A representation of the sunspot cycle," 
Terr. Mag., Vol. 44, p. 1?5; 1939. 
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Table 6 

Results of harmonic analyses 
conducted by c. N. Anderson. 

Single Single 
Har- Period Relative Har- Period Relative 
monic Ye ars ~mplitude monic !ears Am)'litude 

1 169 7 41 4.1 3 

3 56.3 4 43 3.9 6 

5 33.B 3 45 3.8 9 

7 24.2 6 47 3.6 5 

9 18.8 10 49 3 .4 6 

11 15.4 10 51 3.3 5 

13 13.0 11 53 3.2 5 

15 11.26 70 55 3.1 4 

17 10 13 57 3.0 

19 8.9 26 59 2.9 4· 

21 8.1 13 61 2.8 2 

2.3 7.4 3 63 2.7 

25 6.8 9 65 2.6 

27 6.3 12 67 2.5 --
29 5.8 2 69 2.4 3 

31 5.5 3 71 2.35 

33 5.1 4 73 2.3 3 

35 4.8 6 75 2.25 2 

37 4.6 77 2.2 3 

39 4.3 79 2.15 2 
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cor~esponds to a single period of 11.26 years. Particularly 

significant of Anderson's analysis is the large number of 

mall amplitude components required to reduce the residue, 
,1 

thus pointing out the very complex nature of solar cyc~e 

behavior. 

Anderson further detected that the actual duration 

of the fundamental 169-year period was equal to the duration 

of fifteen consecutive 11-year cycles. Analysis of dat._~ 

since 1610 shows this period ranges between 164 a~d 169 

years. For the purpose of predicting future sunspot activity, 

each one of Anderson's fifteen 11-year cycle periods can be . 
split into two phases. Figure 10 is a graph of the duration 

of these 7½ 11-year cycle phases from 1610 to 1954. A. r _egu

lar -iariation r~ging between 79 and 88 years ie apparent. 

The present 169-year period (consisting of the 15 cycles from 

1785 through the minimum of 1954) consists of an ascending 

phase of 88 years (the ?½_cycles from 1785 through 1873) and 

a descending phase of 81 years (the 71 cycles from 1873 

through 1954). By extrapolating the present descending trend, 

it is possible to predict the beginning of the next cycle and 

its year of maximum sunspot 'count. For example, the duration 

period of 7½ consecutive 11-year cycles, including the next 

cycle (cycle ·20), · will be'-81.3 years according to the graph 

of Figure 10. Adding 81.3 to'the date corresponding to 7½ 

previous 11-year cycles (1884.6) gives 1965.9 (December, 1965) 
~ 

as the beginning of the 'next solar cycle. In a similar man-

ner, April, 1970 ;s expected to be the year of maximum. sunspot 
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count for cycle 20. According to Anderson's theory that sun

spot behavior repeats every 169 years, cycle 20 should be a 

very weak cycle, with the maximum 12-month running smoothe~ 

sunspot number approximately 50 (recurrence of cycle 5). 

The degree of accuracy that might be surmised from such a 

forecast may be judged from a comparison of similar predic

tions for the past three cyclee with those values actually 

observed (Table 7). The predicted and observed dates for 

the beginning and maximum periods of the paet three cycles . . 
are in very close agreement. The prediction of the 12-month 

running smoothed sunspot numbers at s~nspot ma.ximum (based on 

the 169-year recurrence tendency) while in good agreement 

with the values observed for cycles 17 and 18, was approxi

mately 35% low for cycle 19, the most intense cycle ever 

recorded. 
.27,28 

The extensive work of M. Waldmeier of the Zurich 

Observatory is a good example of the analyses of the sunspot 

number series on the basis that each so-called 11-year cycle 

represents a relatively independent event. Waldmeier's 

method makes no assumption as to any long-term periodicities 

in sunspot phenomena, but rather favors the hypothesis that 

27 M. Waldmeier, "Neue eigenschaften der sonnenfleckenkurve" 
Astr. Mitt. Zurich, No. 133, P• 105; 1935. ' 

28 M. Waldmeier, "Ergebnisse und probleme der sonn~nforschung," 
Akad. Verlagsgesellschaft, Leipzi~, p. 120; 1941. . 



Table 7 

~· ,,• 

Comparisbn between observed parameters 
and those predicted by Anderson's 
method for cycles 17, lS, and 19. 

Cycle Cycle Max. Sun-
Start Max, spot No, 

Predicted Cycle 17 1933.3 1937.3 105 - 125 
Observed Cycle 17 1933.S 1937.4 119 

Predicted Cycle 18 1944.2 1948.2 145.,. 165 
Observed Cycle lS 1944.2 1947.5 152 

Predicted Cycle 19 1954.4 1958.5 125 - 155 
Observed Cycle 19 1954.3 1958.2 201 

Predicted Cycle 20 1965.9 1970.3 45 - 65 

39 
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each rise and subsequent fall is an independent outburst. 

Waldmeier's extensive studies of past "independent outburste" 

have resulted in the following empirical laws: 

then 

If Rm~ maximum smoothed monthly sunspot number of a 
cycle, 

T • time, in years, from minimum to maximum, 

-Q-= time, in years from maximum to a sunspot 
number of 7.5 (an average minimum value), 

R5 = sunspot number five years before the maxi~um, 

s1 = sum of the smoothed monthly average sunspot 
numbers from minimum to maximum, 

s2 = sum of ·' the ~moothed monthly average sunspot 
numbers from maximum to minimum, 

(3) log Rm,= 2.69 - 0.17T 
:!:0.09 :!:0.02 

for even cycles 

(4) log Rm =+2.48 -+O.lOT 
-0.10 -0.02 

{ 5) -Q- = 3.0 ++0.030 Rm 
±o.6 -0.006 

(6) R5 = -11.4 ,+ 0.29 Rzn 1· + 
:!: 6.7 -0.06 

{ 7) Si = 0 • 4Rm + ·· 2 5 3 8 
±3 .2 ! 340 

( 8) S2 = -572 + 40.6 Rm 
±600 ,I~ 5 .9 

,, ,,, 

( 9) Q ... 15.64 - .s_ •. sl. lOi-.. Rm 
3.0 + 0.030 ~ 

{10) Q :a: 2~.8 -
3.0 

10.00 log Rm 
+ O.OJO Rm 

for odd cycles 

for both odd and even 
cycles 

for even cycles 

for odd cycles 
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Waldmeier's empirical laws are best suited for pre

dicting the remaining course of a given cycle once it has 
29 

begun. For example, .by observing the rate of increase 

for the first two years of cycle 18 (it rose from 7.7 in 

1944.2 to 67 by 1946.2), and using the relationship between 

the slope of rise (30 in this example) and maximum sunspot 

number (see Fig. 11), an Rm of 115 would have been predicted 

for cycle 18. According to Waldmeier's first empirical law 

(equation 3), the time from the beginning of an even cycle 

to an Rm of 115 would be 3.7 years, which forecasts the maxi

mum of cycle 18 for 1947.9. The maximum actually occured at 

1947.5 with an Rm of 152. Using the observed Rm of 152, 

equation (5) gives the predicted time from the.maximum of 

cycle 18 to minimum as 7.5 years, or January, 1955. The end 

of cycle 18 actually occurred during April, 1954. The agree~ 

ment between Waldmeier's predictions and the observed values 

for cycle 18 are at best, only fair. Using the same method 

to forecast parameters of the present cycle (cycle 19) the 

following results are obtained·: 

Observed slope of rise f'or first two 
years of' cycle • 57 
R... predicted from Fig. 11 = 192 
T .. from equation 4 • 1.9 · 

T~is leads to a predicted peak 12-month running 

smoothed sunspot number of 192 occurring during 'February,~1956. 

29 M. Waldmeier, "A prediction of the next maximum of solar 
activity" Terr. Mag. and Atmosp. Elect., Vol. 51, p. 
270; 1946. 
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Waldmeier's prediction for cycle 19 was in considerable 

error. The exceptionally high maximum indicates necessary 

revisions in Waldmeier's basic empirical laws if they are to 

be used to predict the remainder of cycle 19 with any reason• 

able degree of accuracy. 

Applying correction factors based on data observed 

during the first 4½ years of cycle 19, the author of this 

thesis ~s revised equation (5) for use when Rzn exceeds 150 

as follows: 

(5A)-Q- = 2.4 + .024 Rm 
Inserting the obser~ed Rm of 201 into equation ( 5A1) results 

in a prediction of 7.2 years between the peak of cycle 19, 

and the end of the cycle. Since the peak of the present 

cycle occurred on 1958.2, Waldmeier's method, revis~d by 

this author, forecasts the end of cycle 19 as May, 1965. 

The methods suggested by Anderson and Waldmeier are 

but two examples of the numerous~empirical laws that have 

been developed for the prediction of sunspot cycle behavior. 

At be·st, because of the lack of knowledge conc,erning 

the physical behavior of sunspots, empirical laws are but• a 

rough estimate of future solar activity. The success of any 

one method in a particular instance must be considered in 

relation to a comparatively large. D:umber of failures. Until 

there is some satisfactory physical picture describing the 

nature of sunspots, the long-range prediction of sunspot cycle 

behavior will be subject to considerable error. 

,.. 
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Despite the lack of a physical explanation for sun

spot behavi.(?r, there is an observable characteristic of 

sua~pots w~ich is indicative of the general progress of a 

solar cycle. This is the drift pattern of spots from high 

latitudes towards the equator as the solar cycle progresses. 

At the beginning of each new solar cycle, the first outbursts· 

of sp0ts occur in two zones, 25 to 30 degrees north and south 

of the su1'·, s equator. As the cycle proceeds, each zone · slowly 

shifts towards the equator by about two degrees per year. 

By sunspot maximum, each zone has reached about 15 degrees, 

and by m~nimum activity the zones nearly touch the solar 

equator. Then, for almost a year, spots of the new cycle 

(/With reversed magnetic polarity'} can be observed in high 

latitudes, while the last remaining spots of the old cycle are 

still appearing close to the equator. Thus, the new and the 

old cycles overlap. The date usually assigned to sunspot 

minimum is that at which the spots from the old and the new 

cycles are equally numerous. The latitude drift of sunspots 

during a cycle is now a reliable indicator of sunspot minimum, 

and a general indicator of activity throughout the remainder 

of the cycle. Perhaps, as more data is accumulated from 

future sunspot cycles, laws based on the rate of sunspot 

drift may play an important part in predicting sunspot behavior 

with greater accuracy than is now possible. 

At the present time, therefore, the prediction of 

future solar activity (which is necessary in radio propagati~n 
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engineering) must consist of estimations based on any of 

several empirically derived relationships, with revisions 

of initial predictions based upon the observed behavior in 

the progress of the latest cycleo 

Do §ynspot Cycl(l J..2:,, The year 1958 will go down in 

scientific history as the year in which the most intense 

solar cycle ever recorded reached its peak. Rising at an 

unprecedented rate from its beginning during April, 1954 

(with a 12=month running smoothed sunspot number of 3 0 3), 

the present sunspot cycle ( the 19th recorded since 17~·5) 

reached a record breaking maximum of 20lq3 during March, 1958 0 

'.l."'h.is intense maximum was the highest smoothed sunspot number 

ever recorded in the more than 200 years that reliable sunspot 

data has been kepto The previous high of 158.6 was recorded 

during May, 1778 (cycle 3)o The great intensity of the pre~ 

sent cycle is stressed by the fact that it rose past the pre

vious level of record high sunspot activity during November, 

1956, and nowj more than three years later, sunspot activity is 

still more intense than during any previously recorded cycle& 

At the time of writing the latest available 12-month running 

smoothed sunspot number is 15109 centered on July, 1959. 

Fortunately for solar research, this period of the 

sunus greatest spot activity occurred during the recent 

International Geophysical Year, which began on July 1, 1957 

and ended on December 31, 19580 During the IGY, the sun, 
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sunspots, and many other mutually related terrestrial phe

nomena, were for the first time under continuous coordinated 

surveillance by dozens of observatories throughout the world. 

The influence of this unusually intense solar activity upon 

the ionosphere and high frequency (short wave) radio propaga~ 

' tion conditions, as well as some results of the IGY studies 
' 

will be discussed later in this thesis. 

While cycle 19 is yet far from completed, the smoothed 

sunspot numbers have been decreasing slowly, but steadily, 

from the record maximum of March, 1958, and it appears almost 

certain now that the peak of the present cycle has passed. 

It took 3.9 years for the present cycle to rise from 

minimum (in 1954.3) to maximum (in 1958.2). This is somewhat 

-faster than the 4.3 years average ascent time of all previous 

cycles, but not as fast as the rise of the last two cycles 

(cycle 17 rose in 3.6 years to a peak of 119.2; cycle 18 in 

3.3 yea.rs to a peak of 151.8). The progress of cycle 19 since 

it began in 1954 is shown in Figure 12. Predictions of sun

spot behavior for the remainder of the cycle are shown in 

Figure 13. According to the forecast methods of Anderson and. 

Waldmeier, discussed previously in .this Section, the present 

sunspot cycle is expected to decline steadily until it reaches 

a minimum value sometime between May, 1965 (Waldmeier) and 

December, 1965 (Anderson). 

An additional prediction has been received March 10. 
' 

1959 by the author from Miss J. Virginia ~incoln of the 
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National Bureau of Standards. Miss Lincoln's forecast for 

the remainder of cycle 19·, quoted in the following paragraph, 

is based on a formula for predicting smoothed annual·sunspot 
31 

numbers developed by A.G. McNish and herself: 

"The latest known 12-month running smoothed sun
spot number is for August, 1958. Using the final 
Zurich monthly sunspot numbers through 1958 it 
comes to 184.2. The Lincoln-McNish prediction 
for August 1959 is 142.0. Normally this is as 
far in advance as we recommend the use of our pre
diction method. Howeverl two years ahead, by the 
coefficients in Trans. AuU 30 1 676, 1949, August 
1960 would be 110.7; and predicting three years 
ahead August 1961 would be 53.2; and for the re
maining future years the mean of the past cycles 
g - 18 would be the 'best' prediction." 

According to the Lincoln-McNish method therefore , ' 
the end -of the present cycle should occur 11 years (the mean 

duration of the ten previous cycles) after its starting date, 

or May, 1965. This agrees exactly with the prediction ob

tained using Waldmeier's relationships. 

The Lincoln-McNish method is based on regression 

analysis and auto-correlation techniques. A first approxima

tion to the prediction of a future value for a particular 

period in the present cycle is taken as the mean of the values 

observed during similar periods of the ten previous cycles 

(8 _ 18). This estimate is improved by adding to it a correc

tion factor based on the amount of deviation observed bet~een 

30 Chief Radio Warning Service Section, Radio Propagation 
Physi~s DivisionJ Control Radio Propagation Laboratory, 
N.B.S. Boulder, volorado. . _ 

31 A.G. McNish and J.V. Lincoln, "Prediction of sunspot 
numbers," Trans. Amer. Geophye. Un., v. 30, pp. 673-85; 
Oct. 1949. 
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earlier values of the present cycle, and the mean cycle
0 

1hese correction factors are determined by the method of 

least squarese 1he standard error in this prediction method 

observed during the last complete cycle (cycle 18) was 13
0
4

0 

Monthly predictions for one year in advance, based 

on the Lincoln--McNish method are published in the CRPL-F 
32 -

Seriesj/ Part ~ "Solar Geophysical Data~'' 

Taking an average between the results that are ob-. 

tained by use of the Waldmeier, Anderson, and Lincoln

McNish methods ( shown in Figure 13), the 12-month running 

smoothed sunspot numbers predicted for the next six years by 

the author are shown in Table 80 A shorter-range prediction 

based on this same approach, published by the author in 
33 

August, 195'8, compared within 5% with values actually 

observed during the first six months of 1959
0 

In attempting to forecast the behavior of future solar 

cycles, the author prefers the procedure of C.N.Anderson, dis

cussed previously. While admittedly very empirical in nature, 

Andersonvs procedure, when applied to the past three cycles, 

gives res~ts in reasonably close agreement with observations. 

Andersonos suggested 169~~ear repetitive period in sunspot 

activity indicates that the present high maximum (March, 195'8), 

32 Published monthly by the Central Radio Propagatio~ Labpra-, 
toryi National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado

0 

33 G0 Jacobs, "Propagationi sunspot cycle progress," CQ 
Magazine, Volo 15, Noo tl, pp., 68-69, 102; Aug. 1958., 
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February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Table 8 

Predicted 12-month running 
smoothed sunspot nwnbers, 

1959-1965, based on the 
methods of Waldmeier, Anderson, 

and Lincoln-McNish. 

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 

132 97 58 39 

1Z7 94 57 38 

124 91 56 37 

1Z2 87 55 35 

120 83 53 34 

118 80 50 33 

152 115 75 48 31 

150 112 71 46 29 

146 109 66 44 27 

144 106 64 43 25 

139 103 61 42 24 

135 99 59 41 23 

48 

1964 1965 

22 11 

21 11 

21 10 

20 9 

19 8* 

18 9 (8) 

17 9 (7} 

16 10 (6) 

15 10 _(5) 

14 11 (4) 

13 12 (3) 

12 13 (2)** 

ii, Minimum predicted by Waldmeier and Lincoln-McNish. 

** Minimum .predicted by Anderson. 

0 Anderson's values. 



which has its counterpart in the maximum of 1788, may simi

larly be followed by several very low cycles corresponding 

to those of 1798 (cycle 5), 1810 (cycle 6), and 1823 (cycle 

7) G This implies that the 12-month running smoothed sunspot 

number may not rise above 70 between the years 1962 and 2005, 

and that for 34 years of this period it may be below 501 

Such a state of nature would have very serious implications 

for high frequency radio communications, as shall be dis

cussed later in this thesis. 

Anderson's procedure is very clearly speculative and 

it will take approximately another 325 years to amass enough 

sunspot number data to reliably test for the existence of his 

suggested 169-year periodicityo In the opinion of the author, 

however, until such time as a valid scientific explanation for 

the existence of the solar cycle is developed, nothing better 

can be relied upon for such long-term predictions 0 Theim

portance of sunspot number predictions in long-range high 

frequency propagation studies, and in frequency allocation· -and 

radio systems planning will be discussed in more detail later 

in this thesiso 



SECTION III 

Solar Influence on Radio Propagation 

A. Historical. Although little more than a century 

has elapsed since the study of wave propagation first began, 

a full account of its develo:pnent up to the present day would 

fill a weighty volume -- so numerous are the contributors to 

this science. In this sub-section, however, it is hoped to 

discuss, if perhaps only briefly, those contributions that 

have been of considerable importance in the evolution of our 

present knowledge of long-distance, high frequency radio 

propagation. 

The tenacious and methodical investigations of Michael 
1 

,araday led to the first serious suggestion of wave propaga-

tion. After his discovery of electro-magnetic induction in 
2 1831 he gave considerable thought to magnetic media and lines 

of force and whether magnetic force required time for propa

gation, or movement, through a media. In 1846, (in a paper 

1 M. Faraday, "Experimental Researches in Electricity," 
B. Quaritch, London; 1839. 

2 Faraday's Law of Induction states that if1 for any reason 
the number of lines (N) of magnetic flux,¢) which thread' 
through a conductor is altered, an electro-magnetic force 
(E) will be produceR in the conductor during the change 
or E (volts) • -10- N,gi. ' 

dt 

50 
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entitled "Thoughts on Ray Vibration"), Faraday intuitively 

suggested (but without proof) that perhaps the sudden move

ment of a magnetic body might be capable of propagating a 

disturbance through the surrounding space under the influence 

or the magnetic field. 

Dome years later this suggestion excited the curi

osity of James Clark Maxwell, a Scottish scientist and 

mathematician interested in magnetism and electricity since 

early boyhood. Based upon brilliant mathematical reasoning 

which he completed in 1843, Maxwell developed his famous 
· 3,4 

relationships lmown as"Maxwell's equations," which assert 

that electric and magnetic fields, if changing in time, 

generate each other and by their combined action progagate 

energy as waves out into space with the velocity of light. 

Maxwell's mathematical theory of electro-magnetic wave 

propagation stimulated the investigation by several contem

porary scientists for a means of producing and detecting 

electro-magnetic waves -- if in fact they did exist in nature. 

In 1888, fifteen years after Maxwell first announced 

his electro-magnetic wave theory, the German scientist 
5 

Henrich Hertz was able to verify their existence. By 

3 J.C. Maxwell, "Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism," 
Oxford Uniyersity Press, N.Y., 2 vols.; 1873, 3rd ed. 19o4. 

4 J.D. Kraus, "Electro-Magnetics," Chap. 7, pp, 285-343, 
McGraw Hill, N.Y.C.; 1953. 

5 H.R. Hertz, "Electric Waves," Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 
London; 1900, 
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discharging an induction coll through a spherical spark-gap 

Hertz generated waves through space \1diich he was able to de• 

tect by observing their arcing effect through a spark-gap 

detector several yards awayo Hertz further demonstrated 

that these waves could be reflected and refracted in the 

manner of light waveso By detecting nodal points when the 

waves were reflected, the length of these "Hertzian waves" 

were found to be in the region of 25 to 50 centimeters 

(microwaves by present day terminologyo) Hertz0 s demonstra

tion proved conclusively that electro-magnetic wave s exist 0 

He, therefore, verified Faraday0 s intuitive prediction and 

Maxwe11us mathematical prediction that electro-magnetic 

· waves, differing from light waves only in wavelength, could 

be propagated through spaceo 

The last decade of the 19th century saw the first use 

of Hertzian waves for signalling; or communication purposes. 

As higher power oscillators were developed, and various types 

of detectors were invented, telegraph signals could be sent 

up to several hundred yards without use of wires 0 In 1896, 

a British Admiralty prize of 20,000 powids Sterling for the 

development of a ship-to~shore wireless communication sys

tem w~s won by Guglielmo Marconi. Using a revolutionary 

oscillatory circuit of his own design, a grounded vertical 

antenna as a radiator, and an improved detector \ilhich he 

developed i Marconi established communications between the 

Prince of Wales on tbe' Royal Yacht 1If the So~vent ,Channel 
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and Queen Victoria in her residence on the Isle of Wight, a 

distance of several miles. In 1899, he transmitted across 

the English Channel, a distance of about 30 miles. In 1901 

Marconi constructed a station in Cornwall, England at which 

he was able to hear signals from the Isle of Wight, nearly 

200 miles away. Contemporary mathematical physicists claimed 

this to be the approximate maximum range for electro-magnetic 

propagation. On the basis that radio waves, like light waves, 

travel in straight lines, they theorized that propagation was 

limited to the horizon, and that wireless signals travelling 

beyond the horizon, since they could not curve around the 

earth's surface, would continue in a straight line through 

the atmosphere and be lost in space. When, later in 1901, 

Marconi succeeded in picking up radio signals in Newfoundland 

transmitted from his station in Cornwall more than 1800 miles 

across the Atlantic Ocean, the mathematical theories were 

questioned. Spurred ~n by Marconi's success, considerable 

discussion took place in scientific circles in an endeavor to 

explain the mode of propagation responsible for guiding wire

less waves around the curved surface of the Atlantic. In 
, · 6 7 

1902, Kennelly in America and Heaviside in England, inde-

pendently reasoned that Marconi's experimental evidence 

' 

6 A.E. Kennelly, "On the elevation of the electrically conduct
ing strata of the earth',s atmosphere," Elec. World and Eng., 
V. 15, P• 473; 1902. 

7 o. Heaviside, Ency. Brit., 9th Ed., V. 33, P• 215; 19P2. 

I I 
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proved that previous assumptions that the earth is surrounded 

by free space were incorrect. They suggested, instead, that 

an electrically conducting layer in the upper regions of the 

atmosphere was responsible for reflecting radio waves beyond 

the eart~., s curvature. That such a layer ( the ether) could 

also form the conducting belt for electric currents in the 
g 

upper atmosphere had been suggested by Balfour Stewart 

some years earlier in connection with his theory of the 

daily variation of the earth's magnetic field. 

Heaviside further made the suggestion that the 

conductivity of this region is due to the presence of positive 

and negative ions produced, most probably, by the ionizing 

action of solar radiation. 
9 

Eccles; in 1912, after observing that the intensity 

of atmospherics (static) varied diurnally (especially between 

day and night), gave his support to Heaviside's suggestion of 

a solar dependent conducting layer in the earth's upper 

atmosphere. In addition, he proved mathematically that ionic 

refraction could take place. In 1924, J. Larmor, ~sing the 

work of Eccles as a basis, derived the first rigorous math

ematical doctrine for explaining the propagation of electro

magnetic waves through an ionized atmosphere in the absence 

g 

9 
Balfour Stewart, Ency. Brit., 9th Ed., p. 36; 1882. 

w. H. Eccles, "On the diurnal variations of the electric 
waves occurring in nature and on the propagation of 
electric waves round the bend of the earth," Proc. Roy. 
Soc. (London) Part A, V. 87, pp. 79 - 99; 1912. 
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of any external magnetic fieldso The Eccles-iarmor theory 

states that when an electro-magnetic wave travels through 

an ionized media j the motion of the electrons in the media 

is influenced by the electric field of the passing wave 0 

Electrons will vibrate under the action of this force, and 

their motion will produce conduction currents, which are out 

of pµase with the electro~magnetic wave. The phase relation

ship between the wave and the conduction cur~ent results in 

the phase of the wave being altered in such a way that the 

wave behaves as though the velocity has increasedo As the 

wave penetrates f urther into the ionized region, the density 

of the free electrons increase, the greater the conduction 

current becomes ~ and the greater the wave velocity. Figure 14 

illustrates this effect. Suppose AB represents the wave front 

of a wave entering an ionized media by the oblique path indicated 

br the arrowo While the wave is travelling in free space, A 

and B travel at the same speed -- the speed of light (186,000 

miles per second)o When the wave enters the ionized region, 

however , the top of the wave front will be in a region of 

greater electronic density than the bottom part, and will 

therefore travel at a greater velocityo Thus A1 , A2 , etc. 

will be travelling faster than B1, B2, etc., and the wave 

will begin to bend away from regions of high electronic 

density, describing the trajectory shown in Figure 14. In 
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FIGURE 14 

Mechanism or ionospheric wave refraction. 

( In free space the velocity of the wave at 
A is equal to the velocity at B; in the ion
osphere the velocity at A is greater than 
at B because A is in a reglon of greater 
electronic densi~.) 
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10 

this way, according to the Eccles-Larmor theory, the 

wave is diverted from its oblique path by the effect of the 

ionized region, and sent downward towards earth again. 

It is interesting to note that by 1924, while the 

theoretical work of Kennelly, Heaviside, Eccles, Larmor, 

and many others over a period of twenty-two years pointed 

towards the existence of an ionized atmosphere, such a 

region had not yet in fact been actually identified! The 

first tangible evidence that such a region existed came in · 

late 1924 when Appleton, Barnett, and their British co-
ll, 12 

workers, by observing the fading characteristics of 

broadcast signals from a nearby transmitter, and measuring 

their angles of arrival, proved the existence of an indirect, 

or sky wave component, being reflected earthward from the 

Kennelly"Heaviside layer. 

Perhaps the most striking evidence of the existence 

of the ionosphere was furnished during 1925 by two American 

10 

11 

12 

For a more complete explanation of the Eccles-Larmor 
theory see, "The Upper Atmosphere," 2nd Ed., Chap. 6 
pp. 178 18;, bys. K. Mitra, pub. The Asiatic Society 
Calcutta; 1952. ' 
E. v. Appleton and M. A. F. Barnett, "Local refle·ction of 
wireless waves from the upper atmosphere," Nature, v. 11;, 
PP• JJ4 - JJ5; 1925. 
E. v. Appleton and M.A. F. Barnett, "On so~e direct 
evidence for downward atmosphereic reflection of electric 
rays," Proc. Roy. Soc. ( London) , Part A, V. 116, pp. 621 .. 
641; 1925. 
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13, 14 
scientists, Breit and Tuve. They transmitted radio fre-

quency pulses of very short duration vertically upwards, and 

received the echoes of these pulses as they were reflected 

from the earth's atmosphere. Both the direct ground wave pulse 

and the reflected echo were recorded on an oscillograph co~

nected to a receiver at a short distance from the transmitter. 

From the time difference between the ground wave pulses and 

the received echoes, they easily deduced the height of the re

flecting region. The radio wave is assumed .to travel with the 

velocity of light for the entire path up to the.ionized region 

and down again. 

Shortly thereafter, by varying the frequency of trans-

mission over a wide range, Breit and Tuve found that above a 

certain frequency reflected echoes were no longer received. 

They termed this cut-off value the "critical frequency" and 

found that its value varied throughout the day. Later in this 

section the importance of the critical frequency as a probe 

for measuring the degree of ionization of the earth's upper 

atmosphere, and the significance of its variation in radio 

propagation engineering, will be discusse~ in greater detail. 

13 G. Breit and M.A. Tuve, "A radio method of estimating 
the height of the conducting layer," Nature, v. 116, 
p. 357; 1925. 

14 G. Breit and M.A. Tuve "A test for the existence of 
the conducting layer," Phys. Rev., V. 28, pp. 554-573; 
1926. 

q 
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In the almost 35 years that have elapsed since Breit 

and Tuve first sent pulses of r. f. energy into the earth's 

upper atmosphere, this technique has become the standard method 
15 

for exploring the ionosphere on a world-wide basis, and of 

measuring its characteristics such as layer height, maximum 

electron density and absorption coefficient, 

By 1925, there was no longer any doubt that long 

distance radio communication is possible only because of the 

existence of the ionosphere and that it is the ionosphere 

that reflects radio w~ves to great distances beyond the curva-

ture of the earth. 
16 

Late in 1925, Appleton ·published his first works 

describing the propagation of radio waves through the iono

sphere in the presence of the earth's magnetic field. In 
17 

1927, he derived additional formulae for the dispersion, 

absorption and polarization of the waves. At about the 
18 

same time, Goldstein, by a different method, arrived at 

15 

16 

17 

18 

The name "ionosphere" for the complete region in the 
earth's atmosphere in which ionization occurs was first 
suggested in the late 1920's by the famous British 
scientist Sir Watson Watt, and has since been universally 
adopted. 

E.V. Appleton, "Geophysical influence on the transmission 
of wireless waves," Proc. Phys. Soc. (London), V. 37, 
pp. 16D-22D; 192~. 

E.V. Appleton, URSI Reports, Washington, D.C.; 1927. 

s Goldstein, "The influence of the earth's magnetic field 
0

~ electric transmission· in the upper atmosphere," Proc. 
Roy. Soc., Part A, V. 122, p. 260; 1928, 
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the same results, 
19 

A year or so later, in 1929, Hartree 

59 

also derived the same formulae independently, The Appleton

Hartree fonnula, or the magneto-ionic theory, as it is often 

called, describes with rigorous mathematical proof, the 

passage of an electro-magnetic wave through an ionized 

medium in the presence of the earth's magnetic field. The 

proof is complex and tedious, and beyond the scope of this 
20 

thesis. 

From the early ionospheric investigations of Appleton 

and his co-workers, and Breit and Tuve, it soon became 

apparent that the characteristics of the ionosphere were 

solar dependent (e.g. critical frequencies were higher .. 
during the daytime than during the evening, and varied 

seasonally). 

In 1924, Dr. Edison Pettit of the Mount Wilson 

Observatory, California, began daily systematic measure

ments of the ultra-violet light in the solar spectrum being 

received on the earth. He found that the intensity of ultra

violet radiation increased greatly with the rise in sunspot 

numbers from 1924 to 1927. As sunspots decreased in number 

19 

20 

n. R. Hartree, "The propagation of electro-magnetic 
waves in a stratified medium," Proc. Comb. Phil. Soc., 
v. 25, pp. 97 - 120; 1929~ 

For a complete discussion, and proof of the Appleton
Hartree magneto-ionic theory, see: 
Mitra, .QE• ill• pp. 185 - 210. 
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after the 1928 peak, the ultra-violet radiation decreased 
21, 22 

accordingly. Dr. Pettit's work in this field, and simi-

lar measurements made elsewhere in the world, have led to the 

scientific premise that the ·intensity of ultra-violet radia

tion from the sun can be measured by sunspot behavior. 

The dependence of the ionosphere upon solar radiation 

was further established during the solar eclipse of 1927 when 

the British researchers Appleton and Naismith reported a con

siderable decrease in the ionization of the earth's atmosphere 

during the few minutes that the moon totally blocked the sun's 

radiation from reaching the earth. From this apparent co

incidence between the cutting off of the sun's radiation and 

the decrease in ionization, they concluded that the principal 

solar factor in the production of the ionosphere was the ultra

violet radiation from the sun. Traveling at the speed of 

visible light, ultra-violet radiation would be expected to 

produce the maximum eclipse effect simultaneously with the time 

of greatest visual darkness. 

Solar eclipses, therefore, offer a very important 

opportunity for studying the mechanism by which the sun creates 

21 

22 

E. Pettit, "Ultra-violet solar radiation," Proc. Nat. 
Acad. Sci., V. 13, N. 6, pp. 380-387; 1927. 

E. Pettit, "Measurements of ultra-violet solar radiation," 
Astrophys. J., V. 75, PP• 185-221; 1932. 
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the ionization of the earth's atmosphere. At no other time 

is it possible for th~ ionizing radiation of the sun to be 

suddenly cut off in the middle of the day. During all total 
23 

eclipses observed since 1927, as the moon began to blank 

out the sun, readings from ultra-violet detectors, and the 

intensity of ionization of the earth's atmosphere, have been 

observed to drop off simultaneously in direct proportion to 

the area of the sun being blocked. When the sun is com

pletely masked, there is practically no ultra-violet radia

tion detected and ionization is at a minimum. As a result 

of observations of this sort made during every solar eclipse 

since 1927, it is now relatively certain that ultra-violet 

radiation from the· sun is the main source of energy producing 

ionization of the earth's upper atmosphere, although other 

ionizing agents may also exist. 

Dr. Pettit's correlation between sunspot numbers 

and the intensity of ultra-violet radiation sweeping into 

the earth's atmosphere coupled with the observations made 

during the eclipse of 1927 that linked ultra-violet radia

tion with the degree of ionization of the earth's atmosphere, 

led during the early 1930's towards the search for a 

direct relationship between ionospheric characteristics 

23 nsolar Eclipses and the Ionosphere," by W.J.G. Beynon 
and G.M. Brown, Pergamon Press, London; 1956. 
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and the sunspot numbers. Such a relationship was soon found 
24, 25 

to exist when several ionospheric investigators in 

this country, and in the United Kingdom and elsewhere, ob

served the almost linear correlation between· monthly median 

value critical frequency measurements and 12-month smoothed 

running sunspot numbers. By the mid 1930's, therefore, the 

general characteristics of the ionosphere had been deter

mined; the relationship between the ionosphere, ultra-violet 

radiation, and the sunspot cycle had been established; and a 

rigorous mathematical explanation of propagation through this 

ionized medium (the Appleton-Hartree formula) had been devel

oped. Co-incidental with this development of scientific 

~nowledge concerning ionospheric radio propagation was the 

equally rapid developnent of long-distance radio communica

tion. The pressing demands for more reliable, further-reaching 

radio circuits stimulated radio propagation research during 

the late 19J0's towards the practical application of iono

spheric data to the solution of radio communication problem8 • 

The consideration that must be given to ionospheric para

meters in radio transmission engineering will be discussed at 

length later in this thesis. It should suffice to say at this 

point, however, that through the efforts of such scientists 

24 

25 

L.W. Austin, "Solar Activity and Radio Telegraphy" 
P.I.R.E., V. 20, N. 2, pp. 280-285; 1932, ' 

H. Plendl "Concerning the influence of the eleven-year 
solar activity period upon the propagation of waves in 
wireless telegraphy," P.I.R.E., V. 20, pp. 520-539; 1932. 
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26 27 28 
as Ratcliffe, Smith, Appleton and many others through-

out the world, engineering techniques have been developed 

that permit use of the ionosphere for reliable world-wide 

radio communication, despite its vagarious nature. 

By the end of the second World War, the principal 

tool for exploring the ionosphere was, still the sweep

frequency, vertical-incidence pulse method devised by Breit 

and Tuve. 

Beginning in 1946, a further breakthrough in ionos

pheric and radio propagation research began to take place 

when, for the first time, rockets were used to penetrate the 
29 

ionized region of the earth's upper atmosphere. During 

the late 1940's and until the beginning of the Interna~ional 

Geophysical Year on July 1, 1957, more and more rockets of 

greater power were used for much deeper penetration 

26 FT Farmer and J.A. Ratcliffe, "Wireless waves re
fie~ted from the ionosphere at oblique incidence" 
Proc. Phys. Soc. London, V. 48, pp. 8)9-849; 193t. 

27 T. R. Gilliland, S.S. Kirby, N. Smith, et. al., 
"Characteristics of the ionosphere and their applica
tion to radio transmissions," Proc. Inst. Radio Eng. 
v. 25, pp. 823-840; 1937. ' 

28 
E. v· Appleton and W. J. G. Beynon, "The application 
of i~nospheric data to ·radio communication problems 
Part I" Proc. Phys. Soc. London, V. 52, pp. 518-533; 
1940. ' ' 

29 For a discussion of rocket exploration of the upper 
atmosphere see Mitra, .2.E• ill• PP• 559-595. 
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of the ionosphere than is possible with vertical-incidence 

pulse measurements, 

On July let, 1957, began the greatest coordinated 

scientific effort ever undertaken by mankind -- the Inter-

national Geophysical Year. From more than 65 countries 
' 

nearly 20,000 scientists, engineer~, and technicians turned 

their efforts for eighteen months (until December 31, 1958) 

towards intensive, coordinated research into the nature of 

the world about us -- studies of the earth from the shifting 

ice packs of the Arctic to the frozen wastelands of the 

Antarctic; studies of the oceans and atmosphere from the 

deepest depths to the highest reaches; and ,studies of solar 
30,31 

and cosmic phenomena whose effects are felt on earth • 

. In the field of ionospheric physics, the ionosphere underwent 

an unprecedented investigation on a world-wide scale. From 

a vastly increased number of ionospheric observation stations, 

numbering more than 250 at carefully selected locations within 

forty one countries, the ionosphere was probed on a continuous 

basis during the IGY using both vertical and oblique incidence 

pulse sound~ng techniques. Supplementing these ground-based 

studies of the ionosphere was the vast amount of data concern

ing the structure of the ionized region obtained from the more 

30,31 For an account of the success of the _IGY in solar
terrestrial studies see: 

H. Odishaw, "International Geophysical Yeari Part I," 
Science, Vol. 128, pp. 1599-1609; December ~6, 1958. 

Proc. Instit. Radio Eng., Vol. 47; Feb., 1959. 
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than 300 research sounding rockets of various types fired by 

seven different countries during the IGY. Perhaps the crown

ing achievements of the IGY, a~d the start of a new era in 

ionospheric and radio propagation research, was marked by the 

launching of seven artificial earth satellites by Ruasia and 

the United States. Girdling the entire earth several times a 

day, artificial earth satellites provide the means for even 

more extensive investigation of the ionized regions of the 

earth's upper atmosphere not previously possible by ground

based probes, or rocket exploration. In the short period of 

time that has elapsed since the October 1957 firing of 

Sputnik I, a large amount of valuable data concerning electron 

densities, height of the ionized region, horizontal inhomo

geneity, and diurnal, seasonal and latitude variations in 

ionospheric parameters have been amassed from satellite 
32,33 

explorations. 

The vertical and oblique ionospheric sounders, rockets, 

and artificial earth satellites, are all very valuable scienti

fic tools that have permitted, and will continue to permit, an 

ever-increasing understanding of the ionosphere. But, even as 

these pages are being written, we are perhaps entering into a 

completely new phase of ionospheric research -- leading to 

scientific control of the ionization in the earth's upper 

atmosphere! 

·32 w.W.Berning, "Earth satellite observations of the ionosphere," 
Proc. Instit. Radio Eng., V. 47, PP• 280-288; Feb. 1959. 

33 v I Krassovsky "Exploration of the upper atmosphere with 
the.help of the'third Soviet Sputnik," Ibid. pp. 289-296. 
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On August 1st and l2th,i 195'8, extreme disturbances 

of the ionosphere were noted over a very large area of the 

Pacific Oceano These disturbances were characterized by rapid 

fluctuations in ionic density, complete fadeouts on many radio 

circuits in the South Pacific, abnormal magnetic fluctuations, 

and the occurrence of rare tropical auroras over Hawaii and 

over Apia in the Samoan Islands~ These disturbances have been 

related in time to known high altitude megaton H-bomb explo

sions which took place between 30 and 60 KM over Johnston 

Island 9 about 800 miles southwest of Honolulu, Rawaii
0 

These 

were the first reported instances of the influence of nuclear 
34, 35', 36 

explosions upon geomagnetic characteristicso 

Since there had been no pre~announcement of the 

August 1st and 12th firingsi the geomagnetic effects observed 

throughout the Pacific area were made Without knowledge, at 

the time, that the cause was high altitude H-bomb explosions
0 

34 
A0 L0 Cullington, "A man--made or artificial aurora," 
Nature, Volo 182, page 1365; Novo 15', 19580 

35 W0F O Utlaut, ev1onospheric effects due to nuclear 
explosions1" National Bureau of Standards Report 
Noo 6o50 9 1 pages; April 30, 19590 

36 S 0 Matsushita, non artificial geomagnetic and iono
spheric storms associated with high-altitude explosions n 
JG of Geoo Reso, Volo 61+, Noo 9, PPo 1149-1161; Septo ' 
19590 
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Later during August and early September, 1958, high 

altitude atomic blasts were set off as part of a pre-arranged, 
37, 38 

well coordinated effort~ ProJect Argys, ~ to determine 

the effects upon the earth• s upper atmosphereo 

On March 26si 1959, the President 0 s Science Advisory 

Committee, and the National Academy of Sciences jointly 

announced the remarkable results of ProJect Argus, sciencees 

first known attempt at injecting into the earth•s atmosphere 

a known, and controlled amount of electrons, and observing 

the geophysical effects of this experiment on a world-wide 

scaleo 

As part of Project Argus, three atomic blasts were 

set off secretlysi above the earth 0 s atmosphere, on August 27, 

30, and September 69 19580 Rocket~launched from U
0
S0 Navy 

ships located in the South. Atlantic, about mid-~ay between 

Cape Horn and the Cape of Good Hopej the atomic blasts in

jected electronic radiation into the earth 0 s upper atmosphere 

at a reported level of approximately 300 mileso The initial 

burst of electrons, trapped by the earth 0 s magnetic field, 

was carried along the lines of magnetic force in such a manner 

as to create j within an hour 11 s time , a shell or "skin" of 

radiation almost completely girdling the earth at high alti

tude (see figure 15')o Elaborate preparations were made to 

38 

W0 TrombleY.si "Triumpt,l in space for a tcrazy Greek'," 
Life, Volo !+6, PPo 31.;.31+; March 30, 195'90 

NoC .. Christofilos~ ''The Argus experiment", Jo of Geo. 
ResO j Volo 64, Noo 8, PPo 869-e75; August 19590 



ob~erve the effect of the Argus firings from the ground, from 

airplanes and rockets, and from an earth satellite (Explo-• 

rer IV) 0 The effects of Argus were readily observable from 

the ground by recorded changes in the magnetic field, and in 

radio soundings of the ionosphereo Bright auroral glows 

appe~red overhead at the point ot firing, and were also 

reported at geomagnetic conju~ate locations near the Azore 

Islands in the North Atlantic, ~nd near Samoa in the South 

Pacific 0 Science's first attempt at forming an artificial 

ionosphere appears to have been successful, and the geo-• 

physical effects produced by Project Argus persisted for 

several dayso 

With the whole world now being used as one vast 

laboratory, the continued harnessi~g, and the eventu~l con

trol of the ionization in the earthus upper atmosphere appears 

to be inevitable in the years aheado From such fascinating 

developments will emerge, no doubt, many new techniques for 

utilizing the earth's upper atmosphere for more reliable and 

more efficient radio communications than is now imaginable
0 

Bo -:formation and ~tructuu .2! ~ Ionosphereo The 

ionosphere is that region in the ~arth•s atm9sphere _where 

radiation, primarily from the sun, causes the molecules of 

the gaseous constituents of the atmosphere to break up into 

relatively high densities of charged particles. The process 
, 

involved, dealing ~1th the behavior of gases in magnetic and 

gravitative fields, is extremely complicated and is not yet 



FIGURE 15. 

. t Ar us. Radiation from high 
Pr?JeCe A-:omb explosions in South 
altitud db th earth's mag-Atlantic, trappe Y e 
netic field, engulfed the upper atmos-

. thinly ionized shell. (A.P. phere 1n a 
Drawing). 
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fully understoodo While a detailed discussion of the process 

believed responsible for ionization of the earth's atmosphere 

is beyond the scope of this thesis~ it will be discussed in 

a general way in the remainder of this Sectiono In this 

general discussion, several references are made to published 

material containing a more thorough discussion of the 
39, 4oj 41 

subjecto 

The gases constituting the eartho~ atmosphere= 

namely oxygen and nitrogen~ with some hydrogen and helium -

like al~ material bodies, are composed of atoms made up of 

negatively charged electrons assumed ~o be traveling in orbits 

about positively ch~rged_ nuclei. (after Bohrvs theory)o Atoms, 

µnJ..ess they are under the influence of energy forces, are in 

electrical equilibrium, the negatively~charged electrons just 

counter=balancing the positive charge of the nucleus (see 

Figure 16)0 A neutral atom of this kind exerts no electrical 

force outside its own structureo 

The present day ~oncept of the forma:tipn of the iono

sphere, that is 9 the explanation for the source of energy 

39 

40 

ltl 

M0 Nicolet» 10 The con'stitution and composition of the 
upper atmosphere, 1e Proco IoRoEo ~ Volo 47 9 PPo 142-147; 
Febo 1959" 

Ko Rawer, '9The Ionosphere, 19 Chapo 2 9 PPo 76-98, F,, Unger 
Publishing Coo, New York; 19570 

Mitra,£».~ £llo PPo 279-291-+o 
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that unbalances the atomic equilibrium of the gases in the 

earth's atmosphere 9 is fundamentally based on the theory 
429 43 

first proposed by So Chapman .in 19310 

Chapman, relying upon the quantum theory, shows that 

the energy associated with ultra=violet radiation emitted from 

the sun and penetrating into the earthffs atmosphere 9 could be 

responsible for unbalancing~ or ionizing, the particles of gas 

existing thereo According to the quantum theory, light is 

composed of photons each with a quantum of energy E, propor

tional to its frequency~ as follows: 

(1) E ~ hv 

where his Planck0 s constant (6 .. 62x10-3
1
+ 

joule~sec); vis the _frequency of the 
light wave in cycles per second and E 
is energy expressed in jouleso 

According to equation (1) 9 the higher the frequency 

(v) 9 the greater the energy involved in a fundamental quantum 

of lighto The frequency of ultra=violet light is on the order 

of 8xlo16 cycles per second~ and the photons of such ligh t 

involve very high energieso ~\lhen such a high energy photon 

reacts on an atom of gas, in regions of the earth's atmosphere, 

it can remove an electron from it 9 leaving the atom unbalanced 

with an excess of positive chargeso Such an unbalanced atom 

is called an ion 9 and the process by which it is formed is 

42 • 
So Chapman 9 

90 The absorption and dissociati ve or ionizing 
effect on monochromatic r adiation in the·atmosphere on a 
rotating earth 9 w Proc~ Physo Soco London, Volo 43, 
PPo 26-lt·5; Jano 19310 

S" Chapman9 •0Some phenomena of the upper a tm9sphere," 
Proco Royo Soco London~ Volo 132A~ Noo 820 9 PPo 353~374; 
Augo 19310 
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~alled ionization (see Figure l6)o If the ultra-violet 

ra9-iation is removed , the ''free" electron recombines with 

71 

the ion to again form an atom in electrical equilibrium
0 

'!his 

process , the opposite of ionization, is called recombination
0 

Recombination takes place in the ionosphere during the night 

ti~e hours when the ionosphere is cut off from the sun's 

direct radiationo 

Qhapmanus basic theory has b~~n substantiated during 

the __ numerous eclipses that have occurred since 19310 During 

~n eclipse, when ul_traviolet radiation is cut off from reaching 

the _earthus atmosphere , the e~ectronic density of the iono

sph~re falls off sharplyo More recently, observations made 

by rockets and earth sa tel11 tes give further support to 

Chapman's basic theoryo While ultraviolet radiation from 

the S'UI! is now considered to be predominantly responsible 

for the i~nization process, there is some evidence that 

other sourc~s of radiation (ioeo corpuscular and X-ray 

radiation_ from the sun7 cosmic rays, aµq meteors) may also 

_contribute to the process to some degreeo . As u1 tni-violet 

ra9iation sweeps into the earth 0 s atmosphere from above, it 

~irst produces ionization of the thin density qf air it 

encounters 0 As the r~~iation penetrates deeper into the 

atmosJilere it encounters greater densities of a~r and the 

amount of 1on1zation_increaseso ~enetrating further, it 

produces more and more ionization9 but the wave is also 
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attenuated because it is giving up energy in the ioniz~tion 

processo Finally, the wave penetrates to a level where its 

energy is completely dissipated and the ionization process 

stopso Thus, there 1s formed a region of maximum ioniza

tion, with intensity falling off . above and below it
0 

The details of the formation of an ionized region in 

the earth o s atmosphere are shown in Figure 17. 

The formation of the ionized region described above 

1s based on the assumptions that ultra-violet radiation is 

monochromatic (having a single frequency), and that the 

temperature and chemical composition of the atmosphere are 

constant 0 In fact 9 however, ultra-violet radiation consists 

of a relatively wide band of frequencies, and the temperature 

and chemical composition of the a tmosphere vary with al titude. 

For these reasons, at least four distinct ioni zed regions of 

the type shown 1n Figure 17 are formed between approximately 
>+>+ 

30 to beyond >+oo miles above the surface of the eartho 

While these regions are oft en referred to as ''layers•• 

For a rigorous mathematical discussion see: So Chapman 
and J O Bartels, "Geomagnetism10 , 2nd Eda, Vol a l, Chap. 15, 
University Press, Oxford; 195l.o 
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1+5 
(d~signated P, ~ ~ F1 and F2) ~ they_ are not ~oinpletely 

separa t ed one fro~ ti.le otb.ero Each region , o~ layerj actually 

overlaps t o some ext~nt~ forming a continuous, _ but non-1 

llilif ormly ionized area in the earth 9 s a_t mosphe~e with at 

least four _level~ of peak intensity (see figure 18)o This 

ionized area 9 the ionosphere, behaves s?mewhat like the 

restless sea. 0 The degree of. ,ionizati1:m~ and the height of 

each layer9 chan~es_ fr9m hour to hour ~ day to . day, ,and 

seas9n to ~eason ~ geographically and throughout the solar 

cycleo These variations and the~r significance to_ raqio 

communication engineering will be discussed in more detail 

later 1n this sectiono 

The D layer is the lowest region of pronounced .ioniza~ · 

t!oµo It ex:tends from about_30 ~o 55 miles (50 to 90 ;kilo

meters) above the earthus surface and exists mainly during 

the daylight hours o Al though i:t is the ionized region near ... 

est the ear~ , _:there is less present:l.y known about the D layer 

than any other _region of :the ionosphere o The amoun~. of iqniza~ 

tion in thi s region is very low compared to the other layers, 

The allocation ·of letters. to d,esignate the various· regions 
of the ionosphere was initiat~d by,J3ir Egwa~d __ Appl_eton upon 
his discovery of the Kenne~ly=H~ayiside layer in 1924 0 He 
allocated the . le t ter:$ t9._ this laye:r __ after ~e s~bol · 
generally use<I° tc> design~te an el~ctric ~ect9r_o .. . In.1925, 
when he discovered another ionized regi9n ~ta greater 
altitude ~ he used the term .. F. t9 d~signate the _electric · 
Vector reflected .. from i to Sho:r;-tly __ la t~r .he a_s,signe·a: the 
letter D to · the electri.~ vec_t,c;,:r._ he f9un~ to be r~flected 
from ·another distinct region _l9ca t ed be~ow the_E layer 0 

Th;Ls s as ·he has · said·, lef:t sev~r~~ le~t~rs . a_t th~ _disposal 
of future workers· for allocation to other layers Which . . 
they might discover either above -or below the three layers 
identified by himo 
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being on the order of a few elec~rons per cubic mlllimetero 

The intensity of ionization_ is great~st at noon when the_ sun 

is highest in the skyo Shortly after sunset, the D layer 

almost completely disappearso Ionization is believ~d to be 

caused by_ the higher and more intense ultr~violet frequencies 

0£ ~olar radiation~ those that contain enouw energy to 

penetrate furthest into the ~arth•s atmosphereo There is also 

very recent evidence that x-~ay and corpuscular radiation may, 

at_ times, contribute t~ the ioniz~~ion of thi~ re~~on, possibly 

even to some extent during the hours of_ darknesso 

The upper boundary of the D layer blends into another 

distinct region called the E layero The E layer occurs mainly 

during the daylight hours at heights between 50 and 90 miles 

(90 and 15'0 KM)o The layer hei'ght varies somewhat with the 

seasonj lower heights occurring when the sun is overhead, per

haps because the more intense ultra~violet radiation pene

trates further into the earth9 s a tmosphereo Throughout the 

daylight hours, the height is practically constanto The 

density of electrons in the E region closely follows the 

sun's zenith angleo Maximum ionization occurs near noon with 

a typical magnitude of about 120 electrons per cubic mill~

meter (although this maximum value varies by about 50 to 

60% in the course of the sunspot cycle)o As soon as the sun 

sets, almost total recombination takes place, and the E region 

46 For a more complete discussion see: 

JoJo Gibbons and AoHo Waynick, ~The normal D region of 
the ionosphere!" Proco Instito Radio Engo, Vo 47, PPo 
160°161; Febo 9590 
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P~actically disappears completely during the hours of dark

ness0 There now seems little doubt that the ionizing radia

tion Which produces the normal E layer is solar in origin 

and electo-magnetic in charactero ~is has been demonstrated 

many times during the occasion of solar eclipseso Recent 

~Ocket soundings have demonstrated that the ionization is not 

OnJ.y due to high frequency ultra-violet, but also to soft 

x-rayso The chief characteristics of the E region, in com~ 

Parison to the Flayer, is its regularity of formation and 

behavior
0 

47 

Separated by very shallow troughs from the upper 

boundary of the E layer, the F region of the ionosphere begins 0 

In thi . . · s region, ·ionization usually exists at all hours, with 

- Well-defined lay~rs during the daytime and ~ during the 

nigh to 1:he lower daytime layer is known as the Fl layer and 

it e~ists at heights of about 90 to 150 miles (150 to 250 KM)o 
10n1zat1on in the Fl layer, like the E layer, closely follows 

~ar1ations of the sunos zenith angle, reaching a maximum in-• 

'tens1 ty or about 250 electrons per cubic millimeter shortly 

after noon at a typical hei gh t of approximately 100 miles 

(l6o KM)o Although there is considerable similarity between 

tbe characteristics of the Fl and E layers, the degree of 
10nizat1on in the Fl region is about twice that of the E layer 0 

r+,---------
F: or a more complete review see: 

.ib[ Appleton, ,vThe normal E region of the ionosphere 7 u 
0 PPo 155-1590 
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_The upper layer in the F region of the ionosphere 

during the daylight hours is designated as the F2 layer. 

During the night-time hours, the Fi layer disappears, and 

all that remains of the F region is th~ F2 layer. Both the 

Fl and F2 layers are believed to be formed by the same solar 

ion1aiag ultra-violet radiation, but because of the low re

combi nation rate ot the gas atoms 1n the F2 region, this 

layer does not exhibit the simple relationship between 

electron density and solar zenith angle found to hold approxi

mately for both the F1 and E layerso · The F2 layer i s the most 

highly ionized and the most vagarious of the layers, and yet is 

the most useful tor long-distance radio communications 0 At 

.. night9 the height of this region ranges from 90 to 195 miles 

(150 to 325 KM) :tor all seasons of the yearo During the day, 

the height varies from 90 to 180' mlles (150 to 300 KM) i n 

Winter and from 150 ·to ·2,0 miles (250 to ~20 KM) in summer
0 

'.I.he degree of ionization, reaching typical peak values of 

about ~50 electrons per cubic millimeter, exhibits an 

appreciable day-to-day variation in comparison with the other· 

layerso The rise 1n density is very r apid 1n the morning , 

Peaking in the afternoon, and gradually decreasing through

out the night 0 The slow recombination rate of the gas atoms 
' 

il.i this region of the earth's atmosphere permits the layer 

to exist throughout the night despite the fact that the sun• s 

radiations are not present 0 The F2 region undergoes con

Siderable changes in electronic density throughout _the solar 

Ii: 

' I • 

. j 
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cycle, and may b~ as much as .four times as intense at the 

peak o.f the cycle as at sunspot minimum. 

Solar heat appears to a.ffect the F2 layer. During 

the daytime hours o.f the summer months solar heat expands 

the F2 region, greatly causing ionization in the higher 
. ' 

less_dense, regions of the atmosphereo 1his results in a 

lower F2 layer ion density during the summer daylight hours 

than winter, even though the sun's energy is greater during 

the summer monthso The F2 layer is subject to several other 

iilnomalies, and appears to be in.fluenced by the action of the 

earth•s magnetic .field anq solar and lunar tides, as well as 
lt-8 

solar controlo 

77 

In addition to the normal D, E and F regions of the 

ionosphere, there exists an "abnormal" or "sporadic" l la:ve;r:. 

Unlike the normal layers, it comes and goes erratically, and 

its causes are not yet knowno It does not exhibit any o.f the 

usual characteristic·s common to solar control, al though it is 

generall7 believed that solar radi~tion, and perhaps ionization 

from meteorsi play a role in its developmento The height o.f 

sporadicqE ionization 1s variable, but is most commonly about 
I 

60 miles (100 k:m)
0 

It occurs most oft~n during the daytime 

hours of the summer months, but also occurs o.f_ten at night, 

and during the winter monthso I~ appears generally as a very 

intensely ionized, thin region, less than half. a mile in thick-

For a more complete discussion see: D.Fo Martyµ1 -"The 
normal F region of the ionosphere, " ~ 0 pp., llt-·1-155 • 
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ness and of limited geographical extento A typical cloud 

might be 50 to 100 miles in diameter, and it might last 

78 

for several hourso Sometimes the region is patchy or 

partially transparent, and bo~~ its size and duration are 

very variable 0 Many of the sporadic~E clouds drift with 

Velocities as great as a few hundred miles per hour 0 In the 

northern hemisphere, the drift is usually in a westerly 

directiono It is not yet known whether this drift is caused 

by high altitude winds, or by a change in the geograinical 

·distribution of whatever may be causing the ioniza tion~ 

There appears to be at least two main types of 

spol'adic-E ionization, and it is possible that each type may 

be produced by different meanso The ''equatorial type" occurs 

most often in equatorial regions during the daytime hours 0 The 

"northern" type occurs most often in the auroral zone areas 

during the night-time, and in conjunction with magne tic and 

auroral disturbances 0 In temperate latitudes a combination 

of the two seems to exist. 

Sporadic-E ionization is of considerable practical 

importance in radio communications engineering since it will 

often support high frequency pr opagation \llhen it may not be 
49 

P0ssible from the other regular layerso 

Until the launching of the first earth satellite in 

the fall of 1957, 11 ttle was !mown of the earth• s a tmosphere 

For a more complete disucssion see: Eo Ko Smith , J r 0 

"Worldwide Occurrence of Sporadi0•E1n'v National Bureau 
or Standards Circular 582, Govto Pr ting Office; 
March, 1957 o 
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above the F2 layer, and it was generally believed that if 

any ionization existed at all above this level, its density 

would be too weak to ~e_qf any significance to radio com

~un1cat1onso With the recent spectacul~r development of 

rocketry and satellite techniques, the_ region extending 

beyond the F2 layer, and out into interplanetary space is 
50 

now under serious investigationo Chapman has already 

~uggested, based partially on data collected by earth 

satellites ~ that some degree 9f ionization extends outward 

from the sunos atmosphere, through interplanetary space , to 

the ionosphereo 

Jo Ao Van Al~en, University of Iowa scien.tist, re.., 

centJ.y announced :the discovery of at least two belts of 

in~nse ionizing radiation between approximately 4,000 and 
51, 52 

lo,ooo miles above the earth's surfaceo The existence 

or these "Van Allen belts'', fir.st detected with Geiger

counters mounted in the Explorers I and III earth satel lites , 

have been further confirmed from ionizat~on chamber measure

ments made with the Pioneer I lunar probe vehicleo The belts 

appear to be doughnut shaped 9 beipg most intense over the 

equator and weakest over the polar regionso Van Allen and 

51 

52 

' So Chapman, "GeoJilysical discussion 9 " Royo Astroo Soc 0 , 

London; Febo 19580 

''Van Allen radiation belt, ,v IGY Bulletin, Noo 21, pp. 3-6· 
March, _19590 ' 

Ao Rosen, et 0 al 0 ••Ionizing radiation at altitudes of 
3,500 to 36,000 kilometers," Jo Geo 0 Reso , Vol. 64, No 0 7, 
PPo 707~912; July~ 19590 
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his col~eagues believe that the intensity level and the 

structure of these radiation belts may be strongly dependent 

on solar activitya 

On the day that this page is being written, t.he New 
53 

York Times reports that data collecte~ from the UoSa satel-

lite Explorer VII gives additional information concerning the 

Van Allen belts 0 The bottom rim of the lower belt varies 

between about 500 and 9,POO miles above the eartho It is 

closest to the earth over the northern United States and far-• 

thest over the equatoro It seems to be constantly weaving 

back and forth as much as 500 miles in latitude, and its 

intensity may vary tenfold within a few hourso Sometimes 

sharp spikes of the belt, only a few miles thick, reach 

toward the earth.o 

New information about _:the farthest reaches of the 

atmosphere is being obtained from the study of "whistlers'' --· 
Whistle-like sounds which can be qetected at very low radio 

frequencies
0 

These signals, believed to be o~iginating in 

lightning flashes at the surface of the earth, swing out 

thousands of miles along the earthus lines of magnetic force 

before they return to earth in the opposite polar hemisphere 0 

The wave path thus extends out into space to dis

tances oft.he order of an earth radius (approximately 3,900 

miles) above the surface of the groundo In order that the 

~ 
Wo Sullivan ''Satellite reports data on radiation belts," 
NaYo Times,'page l; Febo 7, 19600 
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wave be able to propagate such great distances along the 

lines of magnetic force 7 a certain minimum ionization con

tent must exist at these great heights& Indeed, whisUer 

experiments conducted during the IGY appear to confirm a 

greater amount of ionization and molecular concentration 

along the whistler paths of propagation than was previously 

thought to exist 0 This recent research lends tangible suP

port to Chapman1s suggestion~ stated previously, that the 

earth•s atmosinere extends far beyond the level where it had 

been previously thought to ,eendrv and that there may be a very 

tenuous atmosphere == the sun9 s corona =- filling all the 
~, 55 

space between the earth and the suno 

It is yet much too early to assess the significance 

or these recent discoveries of ionization above the F2 region 

in the earth o s a tmosphereo It is conceivable that this inter

planetary ionization may play a role of great significance in 

radio communication engineeringo Only time and more data will 

Yield the knowledge necessary to determine what this role 

1JU.gh t be
0 

Figure 19 is a simple model depicting present knowledge 

of ionization within the earth•s atmosphere and in interplanetary 

spaceo It is based upon the latest ionospheric measurements 
-,; 

55 

.'!A report on the U 0 S0 program (for the IGY)," IGY 
BUlletin, No 0 8, page 6; Febo 1958° 

Ro A., Helliwell and M0 Go Morgan, "Atmospheric Whistlers, tt 
Proco Instit

0 
Radio Engoj .2,Ilo ~o PPo200-20Ao 
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from world-wide observatories, from satellites and lunar 

probes, and from studies of zodiacal light and other geo-
56, 57,, 58 

magnetic phenomenao 

Co Measurtpg .:the. Ionosphere 0 The most important, 

and most reliable method for determining the electrical pro

perties of the ionosphere is the pulse method originated in 

1925 by two American scientists, Go Breit and MoAo Tuve (see 

footnotes 13 and 14 of this section)o This method consists 

of sending a succession of short, sharp pulses of radio energy, 

or wave packets, at a given frequency vertically upwards 0 nie 

Pulses are timed, and the system synchronized, so that one 

pulse can travel to the ionosphere and back to earth again 

before another pulse is transmittedo The wave pack~t is 

transmitted with the velocity of light (1~6,ooo miles per 

second in free space), slows down as it enters the ionized 

region and eventually stops, then, like a ball thrown up,

wards, reverses its direction and returns to earth as an 

necho'' 0 The pulse and its echo are observed on a cathode-ray 

tube which i s connected to the ou tput of a specially designed 

receiver
0 

Assuming the speed of light in free space as the 

57 

D0 E 0 Bracewell, ''The transition from the ionosphere to 
interplanetary space:/V Nature, Volo 181~ No o 4018, PPo 
1237-3B; May 3, 19580 

T0 Obayashi, ,eThe model of the outer ionosphere ," J 0 of 
Radio Res 0 Lab0p Japan, Volo 6, Noo 26, PPo 4Bl-484; 
June, 1959<> 

T0 Obayashi, ~sol ar corpuscular emission and inter-, 
planetary space,~ ~ o PPo 496-5020 
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constant velocity of the wave packet, and measuring the time 

it takes for the wave packet to return as an echo, the ''vir

tual height'' 51 or point of reflection in the ionos-phere can be 

calculated easily from the following relationship: 

(2) h :l: s;t 
2 

where his the distance in miles from 
the ground to the point of apparent 
vertical reflection; 

c is the velocity of light (196,ooo mps); 
and tis the measured time for the echo to 
return 9 in secondso 

The virtual height calculated by this means is 

actually somewhat greater than the 10 true height1• of re

flection9 since the velocity of the wave packet is actually 

~ .:tbJ!n the speed of light in free space during the time 

that it is in the ionized regiono True he ight, or at least 

a very close approximation to it, can, however~ be deduced 

from virtual height measurements by applying either certain 

mathematical procedures 9 computer programs, or graphical 
tneth 57, 5'8 odso 

The equipment now used for probing the ionosphere by 

PUlse techniques is considerably more sophisticated than the 

early gear devised by Breit and Tu.veo Modern equipment, 

Called i onoson~s~ are fully automatic and are loca ted at 

5' 
J.,Mo Kelso eu The determination of the electron density 
distributi~n of an ionosphere layer in the presence of an 
external magnetic field~ ,v Jo A t ~os o and Terr o Phys O , Vol. 
5, No., 1, pp 0 11~27; March, 19~➔ e 
EoR0 Schmerling~ •~Ionospheric electron-density vs 0 height 
Profiles

9 
,~ IGY Bulletin Noo 16, PP 0 R-11; Octo 1958. 
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more than 125 ionospheric sounding stations throughout the 

worldo This equipment presents photographic records of the 

Cathode=ray tube traces relating t9 the heights of the echoes
0 

Such_ a photographic record i~ called an ionogram. Ionograms 

Present virtual height either as a function ot time (generally 

every 15 minutes) for a specific frequency, or as a function 

of a continuous range of frequencies (usually 1 to 20 mega

cycles) for specific periods of time {generally at least two 

sweeps an hour ) 0 Figure 20 illustrates typical ionogram 

Presentations 0 Ionospheric information obtained from iono

grams are regularly published by national scientific organi

zations throughout the worlqo In the United States, this 

information 1s published monthly by the Central Radio Propaga~-
59 tion Laboratory (CRPL) of the National Bureau of Standards

0 

Extensive information concerning the characteristics 

and structure of the ionosphere, gathered over the past thirty

f1ve years by use of pulse probing techniques, has been of 

great value not only to the physicist or scientist interested 

in the origin and character of the earth•s atmos,phere, but 

also to the engineer interested in radio communicationso As· 

Will be discussed at greather length later in this thesis, 

Use or this information as the basis for predicting the most 

suitable radio frequencies for communication purposes has been 

extremely successfulo 

59 
'
0Ionospheri c Data, Part A," CRPL.,,F series, published 

monthly by CRPL, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, 
Colorado

0 
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During more recent years, as.has already been dis

cussed earlier in this Section, ionospheric measurements 

made by pulse techniques have been augme~ted by measure-
, 

ments made from rockets and earth satellites. However, 

the method orig~~ted by Breit and Tuve thirty-five years 

ago still remains. the most reliable method for detel'Dlining 

the electrical properties of the ionosphere on a continuous 

basis throughout the world. 

From the ionogram presentation illustrated in Figure 

20 it can be seen·that as the transmission frequency of the 

ionosonde increases, a frequency is eventually reached for 

Which no echo is returned to earth. For this frequency, 

and all above it, the electron density in the ionosphere is 

not intense enough to bend the wave back, and it continues 

on through the ionosphere into outer space. The frequency 

immediately below this value - that is, the highest frequency 

fo~ Which an echo is received - is lmown as the critical 

frequency. The critical frequency is a measure of the 

Dlaximum electron density existing within the ionospheric 

regions·and is sealed from ionogram readings. It has been 

defined mathematically in terms ot electronic density in the 
60 

following manner: 

'60 

For a rignrous mathematical treatment, taking into account 
the earth as magnetic field, see ·"Ionospheric Radio Propa
gation", National Bureau of Standards Circular 462, pp. 8-11, 
Govt. Printing Office, Wash., D. C.; June, 1948. 



(3) f2=~ 
0 J.1~ m 

Where e is the charge on the electron 

{lo60x10~20 esu); 

mis the mass of the electron 

(9xlo-28 gro); 

c is the velocity of light in free space 

(3x1010 cm per sec); and 

f 0 1s the critical frequency corresponding to the 

density N0 
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Since e, m and care physical constants, equation (3) 

can be further simpl~fied ~o: 
4 2 (4) N ~ lo24 X 10 fo electrons per c 0 c 0 

Where f 0 is given in megaaycleso 

From equation (4) the maximum electron density of an 

ionospheric layer can be calculated directly from the critical 

frequency value scaled from an ionogram readingo For example, 

the resultant electron density of the F2 layer determined from 

a · critical frequency readion of 6 Mc/s would be 4o5xlo5 

electrons per CoCo 

A very significant point revealed by equation (4) is 

the fact that the electron density of the ionosphere is 

.d1rectlz propor t i onal .;t2 B, sgyare .Q!. the critical .r,reguenClo 

Besides being of utmost importanae to physicists as a 

means for determining the electron content of the ionosphere, 
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the critical frequency is also put to practical use in short 

wave communication engineeringo It is the most important 

measurable characteristic of the ionosphere from the 

communications engineeros point of view since from it can be 

determined the most useful frequencies to use on a short 

wave radio circuit, and of equal importance, those frequencies 

Which will be useless owing to penetration of the ionospheric 

layerso ~e importance of the critical frequency in this 

respect will be discussed in greater detail 'in Section IV 

of this thesiso 

As a result of extensive worl d-wide critical frequency 

data amassed during the past thirty-five years, the character

istics of the ionosphere (up to the F2 layer height} are well 

known today 0 These characteristics are dynamic, changing 

from hour to hour, day to day and season to seasono A 

knowledge of these changing characteristics, brought about 

by the movements of the earth about the sun, or changes in 

the sunvs radiation activity, are essential for effectively 

engineering high frequency radio communication circuits 0 

D0 Regular Ionospheric Variations o Since the existence 

of the ionosphere is dependent on radiations from the sun, it 

is obvious that the movements of the earth through i ts ·orbit 

about the sun, or changes in the sun°s radiation activity, will 

ha~e a direct influence on varying the character istics of the 

ionosphere0 'rhese variations include those which 
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are more or less periodic in their nature, are predictable, 

and can be taken into account in communication engineering 

Planningo Other variations are irregular in nature, 

resulting from more or less unpredictable abnormal behavior 

of the suna The regular variations may be divided into the 

following four classes: 

lo diurnal (hour to hour) 

2o seasonal 

3o geographical 

l+ o solar cycle 

1 0 Diurnalo The hourly variation in critical 

frequencies for the various ionospheric layers is caused by 

the twenty-four hour rotation of the earth about its axis. 

This rotation not only produces a variation in the intensity 

of Sunlight reaching the earth, but also causes a corresponding 

Variation in the intensity of ultra-violet radiation reaching 

the layers of the ionosphere at any specific point above the 

eartho Referring to Figure 21, it can be seen that the 

Variations in the E layer critical frequency throughout the 

day are in direct accordance with the altitude of the sun, 

increasing from a very low value at sunrise, reaching a diurnal 

.JD.aximum at noon (solar time), and then d~creas1ng towards sun-• 

seto For all practical purposes, the E layer disappears at 

night, al though weak traces of it are oftet.\. observed. The 
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E layer critical frequency variation throughout the day varies 

in accordance with the following rather simple rule: 

(~) fe: ~ cos Oo3 X 

where fe is the E layer critical frequency; K is a constant 

which denotes the maximum value which would occur at the 

vertical position or the sun; and Xis the sun•s zenith 
61 

angleo 

The di.urnal variations of the E layer follow a more 

regu1ar pattern than the variations in the other layers, and 

are easily predictable by equation (5)o 

Inspection of the diurnal variation of the 1!'1 layer 

cr1..tical frequency shown in Figure 21 shows a marked similar! ty 

to those of the E layero The F1 layer, like the E layer, is 

directly dependent upon the sun°s zenith angleo The relation

ship between the F1 layer critical f requency and the altitude 

of the sun can be expressed as follows 

(6) . f 1 ~ KF coa 002 X 

where f 1 is the F1 layer critical frequency, K is a constant 

which denotes the maximum value which would occur at the 

vertical position of the sun; and Xis the sun's zenith 

angleo 

The exponential behavior of cos X is only slightly 

different from that or the E layero 

61 

The value of F1 layer critical frequency is somewhat 

The exponent Oo3 has been found to give more accurate re
su1 ts than the more often quoted value of Oo25'o See 
Ko Rawer~ op 8 ci to pa~e 101a 
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greater than E layer values since the F1 layer is at a higher 

altitude and subjected to more intense solar radiation (higher 

Yalue of Kin equation 6) 0 At night the F1 layer is non

existent9 having merged with the F2 layer to form the single 

night~time F layer
0 

Figure 21 shows that the F2 layer critical frequency 

rlses steeply at sunrise, then gradually increases reaching a 

~1nnun a few hours after the sun 1s at its highest elevation
0 

ltd 
ecreases exponentially from this maximum reaching minimum 

Yalue d , 
. s Uring the night-time hours o The F2 layer is the only 

norinai 
·· · layer of the ionosphere which exists at' night With 

Sllfficient ionization to be of importance to high frequency 
l'ad10 

cornmunications 0 The diurnal behavior of the F2 layer 
does 

not obey a simple rule~ and la~s considerably behirid the 

Yar1a tion in the high t sun•s altitudeo Being the es region of 

'the ionosP1_ierej and subject to the most intense solar raqia
tlon 

' the_ ~ritical frequencies of · the F2 layer are 'conside~-
ably- h 

· · - ~g.!'ler than those of the F1 or E layers0_ For ~is reason, 
Ind th 

8 fact that it exists during the night-tim~ hours~ the 
r2 la"'er 1 

-1 s of greater importance to radio communication than 
a2-e the 

0 ther layers of the ionosphereo 

Not much is presently known about the characteri~~ic~ 
Of th 

8 D layer 0 Since this region is so weakly ionized pulse 
Pl'ob;tn 

g techniques usually do not produce echoes, and it has 
llot 

Yet been possible to extensively measure the critical 
· 1 

: J I 



frequency or this regiono It is known, however, tl:.t.at the 

D layer remains ionized as long as the atmosphere receives 

solar radiation. At sundown the ionization disappears as 

quickly as it builds up in the morning, and apparently 

the variation follows the sun°s zenith angle in a manner 

similar to the E layera Since so little is known about 
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the variation or the D layer critical frequency, other than 

similarity to the variation 1n the E layer, it will not be 

discussed separately 1n the remainder of this sectiono 

2o Seasonalo Seasonal variations in the critical 

frequencies of the ionospheric layers take place as a result 

of the changing positions between the earth and the sun 9 as 

the earth travels on its celestial path (orbit) around the 

suno In the E layer these seasonal variations behave accord

ing to the same rule that describes .the diurnal variation 

(equation 5)j that is they are associated with the sun•s 

zeni.t.h angle (see Figure 22)o E layer critical frequencies 

are considerably higher in the summer months, when the sun 

is more directly overhead, than during the winter months. 

During all but the winter months the F1 layer critical 

frequencies vary in much the same manner as the E layer fre

quencies, being dependent upon the sun's zenith angle. During 

the winter months~ however, the F1 layer usually merges with 

the F2 layer 9 and cannot be separately identified, except in 

equatorial regionso 
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Investigation of Figure 22 shows that the F2 layer 

critical frequencies vary seasonally in a rather complex 

manner, being quite opposite to the behavior of the sun 9 s 

zen1 th .. angle during the daytime hourso Al though the sun's 

radiations are much stronger in summer than in winter 

daytime, the F2 critical frequency in the northern hemisphere 

is much .1£?wer during the summer day than during the winter 

dayo During the winter night, however , the critical fre-· 

quency is lower than during the summer night. The spread 

between maximum and minimum values of critical frequency is 

much greater during the winter months than during the summer 

monthso The 0 anomalousw behavior of the F2 critical frequency 

during the daytime hours of the summer months is explained by 

the expansion of the F2 regiono Higher temperatures during 

the summer months are believed to cause the gases in the 

upper region of the ionosphere to expando In an expanded 

atmosphere there are less atoms per unit of space than in 

a contracted atmosphere, the electron density is less despite 

the increase in ionizing radiation~ and consequently, the 

critical frequency is lower than during the winter monthso 

In the southern hemisphere~ the difference between summer and 

winter conditions are considerably less prqhounced, and max-, 

imum values of the F2 critical frequency usually occur 

during the daytime hours of the equatorial months (spring 

and fall)o The reason for this difference is not yet known. 
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3. Geographical. At any specific time ot day 

the mmu s zen1.th angle variea w1.th geographical latitude., and 

the 1.ntensity of 1on1z1.ng radiation sweeping across the earth's 

upper atmosphere vaz,ies accordingly. It ia obvious., therefore., 

that critical frequ~ncies» since their values are dependent 

upon the relative pc,si.t1on between the sun a.Tld the earth., also 

vary with geographical location. 

For the E and Fl layers, geographical variations in 

the critical .frequency correspond almost directly with the 

angular pos1t1on of the sun with respect to the earth. Criti

cal frequencies tor these layers are highest in equatorial 

regions., where the sun is more directly overhead., and de

crease proportionately north and south of these latitudes. 

There 1.s no longitudinal effect upon the variation of E and 

Fl layer critical trequ~ncies. As the earth turns upon its 

ax1.s., the diurnal variations which occur at any point on 

earth are repea.tied a.11 al~:ng the samoe parallel or latitude 

result1.ng in sim.1.lar values or OI"itical frequency at similar 

values of local t1meo 

The latitud-e var1.at1on in F2 critical frequencies 

1.s considerably more complex than tor the E a..~d Fl layers 

(see Figure 23)a The r~ason tor this is probably due to some 

degree or ionization from so'U!roes other than the sun's ultravio

let radiation (perhaps X-ray or corpuscular radiation from the 

sun., or ionization from meteors or other Galactic sources) which 
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behave independently of the sun 1 s zenith angleo The F2 

layer is also affected to some extent by the earth's 

magnetic fieldo 

Along a constant meridian of longitude, while not 

following directly the sun•s zenith angle, F2 layer critical 

frequencies do follow a general~ although somewhat complex, 

pattern of variation with latitudeo Values of critical 

frequency are generally highest in equatorial regions (al

though a very narrow region of depressed values exists 

during the dayti.me) ~ and lowest in the high latitudes and 

the polar regionso The middle latitude values depend upon 

the season of the yearj being quite different for similar 

latitudes in the northern and southern hemispheres when it 

is winter time in one and summer in the othero Winter time 

values at the diurnal peak (shortly after noon) may at times 

be greater in northern temperate regions than near the equa

toro During the equinox months (spring and fall seasons) 

values of F2 critical frequencies in middle latitudes gener

ally fall between those observed in equatorial and polar 

regionso 

A more symmetrical behavior of the F2 layer critical 

frequency is found when values of critical frequency are 

plotted against geomagnetic latitude rather than geogra,DbiQ 

latitudeo An even more striking symmetry is obtained by 
62 

plotting values against magnetic dipo A comparison of the 

62 RoGo Rastogi:;, '9Geoniagnetic influence on the Fl and F2 
regions of the ionosphere - effect of solar activity,~ 
Jo of Atomso & Terro Physo~ Volo 14, PPo 31-40; 1959. 
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symmetry obtained by plotting F2 layer critical frequencies 

against geographic latitudej geomagnetic latitude, and mag

netic dip is shown in Figure 240 

When plotted on geographic coordinates, as is the 

usual custom, F2 layer critical frequencies also exhibit a 

l ongitudinal variationo While not as complex as the varia

tion with latitude, values differ along meridians of longi

tude, at the same local time and along a constant parallel 

of latitudeo Much of this variation is due to the influence 

of the earth 9 s magnetic field, and the variation is exag

gerated because of the misalignment between geographic co

ordinates (which are centered on the geographic poles) and 

geomagnetic coordinates (which are centered on the geomagnetic 

poles) 0 The longitudinal variation is shown in Figure 25. 
This variation is not as noticeable when F2 layer critical 

frequencies are plotted against geomagnetic coordinateso To 

take the longitudinal variation into account when using geo- • 

graphic coordinates , the world is divided into four magnetic 

zones 9 W (Western Hemisphere), I1 (Afro-European), I2 

(Pacific) and E (Asia and Australasia)o Within each of these 

zones, the longitudinal variation is small enough to be con

sidered insignificanto Between each zone, however, the 

variation 1s often quite noticeable 9 with values of F2 criti

cal frequency generally higher in the E zone than in the W or 

I zones (along a constant parallel of latitude)& 
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4. Solar Cycle. In the case of the E and Fl 

layers, and to a certain extent the F2 layer, ionospheric 

variations resulting from diurnal, seasonal and geographical 

changes obey known rules of behavior, and are repetitive in 

nature. If there were no other influences affecting iono

spheric behavior, the long-range prediction of critical freq-

uencies would be a relatively simple matter the values 

observed at a particular location for one season would be 

expected to repeat again for the same season the following 

year. This, unfortunately, is not the case and there is 

another important variation that must be considered-- the 

solar cycle. Figure 26 shows the typical variation in E 

and F2 layer critical frequencies as observed at an iono

spheric measuring station located near Washington, D.C. 

during December 1954 ( low solar activity) and December 1957 
. 

(high Lolar activity). In Figure 27 a more detailed compari-

fion is made bett-reen typical twelve- month average critical 

frequencies and sunspot numbers for the 24-year period 193Li-

1958. From FigureE 26 and 'Z7 it is seen that there is a 

striking 8imilarity in the variation of critical frequencies 

and the degree o1' sunspot activity. The critical frequencies 

of all the ionospheric layero vary with the nolar index, 

al though 'che a.mount of variation ir:~ different for the dif

ferent layer~. The greatest change throughout the entire 

F.::olar cycle takes place in the F2 layer, with noontime 
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critical frequencies approximately twice as high during the 

maximum of the two most recent cycles than for corresponding 

seasons during the min.imum periods of both cycleso The var

iation in the F2 layer critical frequency during the night

time hours was not as great, with the midnight values of 

critical frequency varying on the order of lo3 from the mini

mum to the maximum of the cycleo The critical frequencies of 

both the Fl and E layers also show a close, linear correla

tion with sunspot numbers, although the variation within the 

cycle is not so pronouncedo 

Equation (5) which expresses the diurnal, seasonal 

and geographical variations of E layer critical frequency 

can be extended in the following manner to take into account 
63 

the influence of the solar cycle: 

(5A) Let~: 3o22 r 0006 R 

where Bis the 12-month running smoothed 
Zurich sunspot number 

then equation (5) becomes; 

(5B) fe ~ (3o22 r 0006 R) cos 0°3 X mc/s 

Equations of a similar nature, but with slightly 

different constants have been derived by other researchers 
64, 65 

in the fieldo 

63 

64 

65 

A simplified versiont giving reasonably accurate results, 
of a more complicateo equation discussed by Ko Rawer, .Q.I?o 
cito Po 1850 

WoJ oGo Beynan and Go Mo Brown, ,vRegion-E and sola_r activity," 
Jo of Atmoso and Terro Physo, Volo 15, PPo 168-174; 1959. 
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For the Fl layerj KF from equation (6) has the follow

ing relationship with the 12-month :running smoothed Zurich 
66 

sunspot number (R); 

(6A) KF: (4ol r OoOll R) 

so that equation (6) becomes; 

(6B) f1: (4ol t OoOll R) cos 002 X mc/s 

Figure 28 shows the almost perfectly linear relation

ship that exists between the critical frequencies of the E 

and the Fl layer and the solar cycle, based on observations 

made at an ionospheric measuring station located near 

Washingtoni DoCo Figure 28 also shows an approximately 

linear relationship existing between F2 layer critical fre

quencies and the solar cycle. While the correlation co

efficient between the variation of F2 layer critical fre

quencies and the solar cycle has been found to be as high as 

0.96, the relationship between the two cannot be expressed 

as simply as equations (5B) and (6B) define the relationship 

for the E and Fl layerso The F2 layer-solar cycle relation

ship varies, at least to some extent 9 geographically and from 
67, 68 

solar cycle to solar cycleo There is also a small, but 

66 

67 

68 

Based on the work of Theissen discussed by Ko Rawer, .Q,£. 
,illo, Po 1850 Slightly different co~stants are us~d in 
different parts of the worldo The value 4ol is applicable 
to temperate latitudeso 

S.Mo Ostrow and Mo Pokempner, ''The differences in the re
lationship between ionospheric critical frequencies and 
sunspot number for different sunspot cycles," Jo of Geo. 
Reso, Volo 57, Noo 4i PPo 473-480; Deco 1952. 

Jo Mariani, ~The electron density in the F2 layer and its 
correlation with the solar activ1ty9 " Jo Atmoso and Terro 
Physo , Volo 10 9 Noo 4 pp. 239-242; 1957 0 
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sometimes significant, diurnal and seasonal affect and a small 

variation between the rising and declining portions of the 

same solar cycleo The basic linear correlation between the 

monthly median values of F2 layer critical frequency (foF2) 

and 12-month running smoothed sunspot number can be expressed 

as: 

(?) f2 :: a R r b 

where f 2 is the F2 layer critical frequency, 
R is the 12-month smoothed Zuri,ch sunspot 
numberj and the coefficients a and· bare periodic 
functions of time of dayj season of the year, 
and geographic and geomagnetic latitudeo 

At least three extensive studies have been made 

recently to determine the world~wide values of the co

efficientsinvolved in the linear relationship between the F2 
69 

layer critical frequency and the sunspot numbero Allen 

has devised the following fairly simple relationship which 

gives fairly good results in temperate and high latitudes, 

but not in equatorial regions: 

(8) (f2>i: (f2 )~ (Oo02 Rf i) 

where (f2_)R is the F2 layer critical frequency for 
a 12-month smoothed sunspot number R; and (f2) 0 is 
the F2 layer critical frequency at O sunspot numbero 

To make use of equation (8) the critical frequency 

at sunspot number O must be knowno This can usually be 

determined quite accurately shortly after a new cycle beginso 

69. CoWo Allenj "Critical frequencies!l sunspots and the sun•s 
ultra-violet radiation1

19 J. of Terr., Mago and Atmoso 
Elect., Volo 53 9 pp. 4j3-448; Deco 19+8o 
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70 
Shibata has evaluated a and bin equation (8) on a 

world-wide basis, for every two hours of the day for each 

month of the year by standard formulas of regression analysiso 

He has presented the results in a simple nomograph whi~ can 

be used for determining the relationship between F2 layer 

critical frequency and any smoothed sunspot number with good 

accuracy providing that a relationship is already known for 

at least two widely separated sunspot numbers (Shibata suggests 

sunspot numbers 10 and 100). Shibata•s nomograph for inter

polating F2 layer critical frequency with sunspot number is 
71 72 

shown in Figure 290 A similar study by Zacharisen pre-

sents the regression curves for F2 layer critical frequencies 

with sunspot numbers in the form of world-wide contours for 

every two hours for the seasons of the yearo 

The solar cycle also has an affect on the height of 

the F2 layer as well as on its ionization levelo Here again, 

however, there is no general pattern that holds throughout the 

worlda From measurements made during the two most recent 

cycles it appears as if the F2 layer is about 20% nigher during 

maximum solar intensity than at the beginning of the cycle in 

?O H., Shibata~ "A method of determining the correlation be-
tween f ,.$2 and sunspot number, n J .. of the Radio Res. Lab., 
Japan, vola 5, Noo 19, PPo 65-73; Jana 19580 

71 

72 

From "World Maps of F2 Critical Frequencies and Maximum 
Usable Frequencies for l+,ooo KM," p. 2, Radio Res. Lab .. , 
Japan; August, 19580 

Dolio Zacharisen, "World Maps of F2 Critical Frequencies and 
Maximum Usable Frequency Factors, 0 Technical Note li-2, CRPL, 
National Bureau of Standards, published by the Government 
Printing Office, Washington, DaCo; April, 1959. 
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temperate and high latitudes, and may be lower by up to a 

;third in equatorial regionso Figure 30 shows the variation 

of F2 layer height with sunspot number for four widely 

separated locationso There is no significant change in the 

height of the E or Fl layer throughout the solar cycle o 

5o Summary~ the regular ionosPb,eric yariations 9 

The rather complicated regular ionospheric variations dis

cussed in this section can be summarized as follows: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The critical frequency of the E and Fl layers 
varies diurnallyj seasonally and geographically 
according to the variations in the sun's 
zenith angle·o There is also a variation 
closely_ correlated with the so~ar cycleo 
Equations (5}3) and (6B) define completely the 
behavior of the critical frequencies for the 
E and Fl layer.so 

The critical frequency of the F2 layer has a 
diurnal variation lagging somewhat behind that 
of the sun's zenith angle, and exists du~ing 
the hours of darknesso It i~ also subject,·
both diurnally and seasonally, to a t~mpera
ture-expansion effect which results in much 
low~r values of critical frequency during_ the 
summer day than during the winter day, and 
lower values around noon during the summer 
day than during the_ hours before ap.d after.•_ 
noono Its night~~ime _critical frequency is 
much higher in summer than in wintero There 
is ~lso a considerable change in.the value or· 
critical frequency throughout the solar cycle, 
increasing by a factor of'about 2 during the 
daylight hours from minimum to maximum solar 
activity, and by a factor of approximately lo3 
for night-time valueso 

Probably owing to ionization components from 
other than the sunus ultra-violet radiation, 
the F2 critical fr~quency varies witp. geo- _ 
graphic latitude in a ·complex maniD,er (be~ng 
generally higher in equatorial and lower lati
tude regions than in the middle and higher 
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latitudes)i and with longitude according to 
the geomagneticj as ·wel~_ as geographic,. 
values (being somewhat higher in Asia and 
Australasia than in other areas of the world)o 

(4) The vertical heigh ts of the E and the Fl 
layers are more or less constant during the 
daily period when they exist1 at all seasons 
and throughout the solar cycleo The vertical 
height of the F2 layer is subject to varia
tions~ being lower than the night~time F 
dw-1ng the winter day and much higher during 
the summer dayo The vertical height varies 
with the solar cycle in a gomewhat complicated 
manner, rising by about 25% in temperate and 
high latitudes betwee~ solar minimum and maxi
mum, but decreasing by this or a great~r 
amount in equatorial regionso 

EQ Ionospll,eric Absorptipno The ionization process 

in the earth us upper a tmosJi}ere not only can cause a radio 

wave to bend but can absorb energy from the wave as wello 

Ionospheric a~sorption is one of the factors that causes a 

reduction in signal strength as the wave passes through the 

ionosphereo As the radio wave enters the ionosphere, it im

parts kinetic energy to the ions that exist in this regiono 

These ions are set into oscillatory motion by the transfer of 

energy from the radio waveo As long as this motion is un

restricted whatever energy is taken from the wave is returned 

by tne ions when in motion, so that no energy is losto But 

the motion 1s not usually unrestricted; while undergoing 

motion the ions collide with much larger gas molecules that 

are also present in the regiono As a result of such colli

sions the ions lose some of the energy originally imparted 

to them by the radio wave, and the wave is thus attenuated, 
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resulting in a reductiofi in its signal strengtho The energy 

lost by the wave in this manner depe :l pon th.e number of 

collisions made per second betwee ions and gas molecules, 

and is a function of the radio wave frequency and the ionic 

and molecular dl::!nsi ties of the ionosphere., The higher the 

frequency of the radio wave the more on.fined is the oscil

latory motion of the electron and~ is the possibility of 

collision with gas mole uleso The .ow-er the layer in the 

ionospheric region the hi,gher is e m< cular density and 

the .,g;,r~ater is the pos,;ibility of (': 11 ion" Most iono

spheric absorption, therefore take place 1n the D and lower 

E regionsj and varies in 1ntens , y diurrially, seasonally and 

geographically in a~ rdance with ~he sun°s zenith angle, 

and with the solar cycleo This -ype f ab' orption, which is 

the primary cause of wave attenua n in the ionosphereg is 

called non=devia:t,.i.ye absorption" The dependence of non

devia ti ve absorption t wave frequency can be expressed in 

terms of an absorption poeffic,i&nt .W 1 which is proportional 

to the product of electron and mole ular density of the iono

sphere ( often referred t.o in t.erms ·.1f a •0collision frequency" 

denoting the statistical probabili t f collisions between 

ions and. molecules on a per se nd ' .::1) and is approxi

mately inversely proportional to th ~~ of the wave fre

quency (absorption9 therefore 7 decreases very rapidly as the 
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73 
wav8 f'r::::q_ter,.cy is increased). Mathematically, this 

relationship i& shown in t.he following equation: 

<9> A~, cos x c1 r Pe995 R> 
f2 

where:-: 

A 1.s an index of absorptionii usually expressed 
as a ratio between the absorbed signal and the 
unabsorbed (night-time) signal 9 
Xis the solar zenith angle 9 
R 1.s the 12-mon th smoothed sunspot number, 
f is the wave frequency and 
K is a dis~ance factoro 

From equation (9) it is seen that absorption varies 

fr ma very low ~alue (theoretically non-existent) at night 

to a maximum around noon, and is much more intense in equa

torial regions where the sun is more directly overhead 3 than 

in temperate and higher latitudesa Absorption is usually 

greater in summer than in winter, but there are times during 

thew. nter mcnths when days of high absorption occur that 

cannot be explained by the sun• s altitude a Absorption is 

much greater during the years of maximum solar activity than 

dur ng the minimum period of the solar cycleo 

J~ is no yet possible to measure the absorption in 

the ionosphere as directly, or with the accuracy that ioni

za t.ion can be measuredo The vertical incident pulse techni

que does indicate a ,v1owest•e frequency reflected by the iono

sphere, but this frequency is not as well d efin~d .~s the_. 

73 E .. Wo Taylors 10Absorption of radio waves reflected at 
·vertical incidence as a function of the sunes zenith 
angle,~ NBS Jo of Ro, Volo 41, No. 6, PPo 575-579; 
December, 1948a 
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critical frequency, nor is its significance as an indication 

of absorption yet fully understoodo Experiments along these 

linesj in an effoTt to establish a measurable index of iono-
74 

spheric absorption~ are continuingo 

A very small degree of non~deviative absorption pro

bably occurs i.n the F2 region 9 but it is usually so small in 

relation to the absorption in the D and E layers that it is 

not. usually taken into account in absorption calculationso 

There is another type of regular ionospheric absaTp

tion called g_e,,:la tim a bsorpt-!&Jlo De via ti ve absorption ,occurs 

as the wave slows down just before being refracted back to 

earth a It occurs only near the critic al frequency:, is not 

generally affected by a solar influence, and can usually be 

neglected,, 

Ionospheric absorption of an abnormal character will 

be discussed later in this Sectiona 

Fa ~ Regular ,Iono~Dheric Variationso Based 

upon the great mass of critical frequency data obtained dur-; 

ing the past. ti.1irty ... five years from ionospheric measuring 

stations located throughout the worldi the regular iono~ 

spheric variations are now sufficiently well known to permit 

long~rang~ predictions to be made of them with fairly good 

accuracyo Such long='t'ange predictions of critical frequencies 

71+ 
Eo V,, Appleton and WoBo Piggott 9 

10 Ionospheric absorption 
measurements du:ring a sunspot cyc.le 9

10 Jo of Atmos,, and 
Terro Physo 9 Volo 59 Noo 5, PPo 141~172; July, 19540 
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and their variations 51 have very great prac tic a; application 

in the field of radio communications engineering 9 especially 

in the advance planning and system design of long-distance 

radio circuitso An advance knowledge of the probable range 

of critical frequencies throughout a solar cycle 51 or for any 

other specific period of timej is the basis upon which pro

pagation studies can be made .for the proper selection and 

efficient utilization of operating frequencies and equipment 

for a radio circuito This sub=Section is intended to serve 

as an introduction t.o prediction techniques, while the 

broader appli•at1on of such techniques to radio communica

tions engineering problems will be discussed at greater 

length in t.he next main Section of this thesis (Section IV). 

The accurate prediction of E and Fl layer critical 

frequencies are comparatively straight· forwarno The criti

cal frequencies f:.,r these layers follow regular diurnal, 

seasonal and geographical pa+terns which are dependent upon 

the suu~s zenith angle and the epoch of the solar cyclej as 

described by equations C5B) and (6B)o In these equations 

the value of cos X can be determined quite accurately for any 

geographical locai-ion from published charts and tables showing 

the variation ,f the un~ s zenith angle with geographical 
75 

locationo All that remains~ therefore~ to complete the 

75 Charts plotting the zenith angle of the sun for each 
month of the year appear in •0Techn1cal Report Noo 9 -~ 
Analysis and Prediction of Sky~wave Field Intensities in 
the High Frequency Band 51 ' 9 Catalogue Noo PB103,ol+5, Office 
of Technical Servicest Depto of Commerce~ Washington; 
19560 
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prediction of E and Fl layer critical frequencies is a know

ledge of future sunspot number behavioro In the case of the 

F2 region, where critical frequencies are subject to some 

degree of anomolous behavior~ predictions of future values 

are based on methods of a more empirical natureo Monthly 

and seasonal '9indices•e have been computed on an hourly basis 

from careful scaling of the mass of data available for past 

behavior of the F2 critical frequency 9 for each of' a great 

many of the ionospheric measuring stations located throughout 
76 

the worldo These indices describe the regularly repeating 

components in the variation of F2 critical frequencies for 

more than 100 geographical locationso By standard statisti

cal methods they have been extrapolated to cover the entire 
77 

world~ All that is needed 9 therefore~ to complete the 

prediction of F2 layer critical frequency behavior, is a 

knowledge of the future solar cycle trend, or sunppot WJ.D.:lQerj 

the one index that does ll.Q! repeat itself on a seasonal or 

yearly basiso 

Th~ gec~.sive _ia~tor !QI,~ ;Q~diction .Qi.~ critical 
~ 

ir~_guenci~§, 2L .w, yarious .J..ayers ll~ jilerefore!! ~ lslQwledge 

.QL, th~ IY t,:YI..§. ,1)ehax,1..Q,r ~ ~ solar cycl~o The prediction of 

this ionospheric data, which plays such an important part in 

77 

''Current methods in use at CRPL for the prediction of F2 
layer characteristics, 10 Nato Buro of Standards Circular 
462 ('VIonospheric Radio Propagation•~) ~o silo; PPo 76-820 
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radio communications engineering, reduces _m ~ .Qi fore

casting sunspot numbE-rs for the month .QI. ~ i,QL which the 

~onospherJ.s, data .i§.. desired. It is for this reason that the 

nature of sunspots and the sunspot cycle have been emphasized 

in Sections I and II of this thesiso Several methods for 

predicting future solar cycle behavior are discussed in 

Section II (ppo 34...1+9)! and the author's prediction of sun

spot numbers for the remainder of the present cycle (July, 

1959 to December, 1965) appears in Table 8 on page 480 The 

accuracy with which critical frequencies can be forecast 

depends on the accuracy of the sunspot number predictions 

upon which they are basedo As was discussed in Section II, 

the basic physical laws governing the solar cycle are not 

yet known, therefore sunspot number forecasts are based on 

empirical methqds which are subject to some degree of in

accuracye The method used for deriving the sunspot numbers 

appearing in Table 8 has proven to be accurate to within~ 

for similar predictions made for earlier periods in the pre

sent cycleo 

Using the sunspot data contained in Table 8, and 

equations (5B) and (6B), predictions of E and Fl layer cri

ticial frequencies can now be made for any geographical 

location, for any month during the remainder of the present 

solar cycle (through December, 1965)0 As examples, Table 9 

shows the results of such a prediction for the E layer, and 

Table 10 for the Fl layero In both cases the predicted 
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TABLE 9 

Prediction of E layer critical frequency 
for Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 

0 0 
(40.4 N, 74.1 W) for September, 1959. 

(SB) fe (E layer critical frequency) = (3.22. +. 006R) cos O. 3 X me/ s 

From Table 8; R predicted for September, 1959 = 146 

X fe fe 
78 

Local Sun's Zenith 
Cos O. 3 X 

Predicted Observed 
Time Angle, Degrees mc/s mc/s 

07 70 • 725 2.97 2.75 

08 65 . 772 3.14 3. 20 

09 55 . 846 3.47 3.50 

10 46 . 907 3. 72 3.70 

11 40 . 923 3.78 3, 80 

12 37 . 935 3. 83 3,90 

13 41 . 919 3.78 3.80 

14 47 . 894 3.67 3.68 

15 56 . 840 3.44 3.40 

16 66 . 764 3. 13 3.00 

78 "Ionospheric Data, Part A," CRPL-F series,. No. 186, page 1, National 
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.; Febnua.ry, 1960. 
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TABLE 10 

Prediction of Fl layer critical frequency 
for F3rt Mollil3outh, New Jersey 
(40.4 N, 74. 1 W) for September, 1959. 

(6B) f (Fl layer critical frequency) = (4. 1 + 0. OUR) cos 
0.2 

X mc/s 
1 

From Table 8; R predicted for September, 1959 = 146 

X f1 f1 
79 

Local Sun's Zenith O.l Predicted Observed 
Time Angle, Degrees Cos X mc/s mc/s 

07 70 . 807 4 . 6 

08 65 . 842 4.8 4.6 

09 55 . 895 5 . 1 4.9 

10 46 . 923 5. 3 5.0 

11 40 .948 5.4 5.2 

12 37 . 956 5.4 5.3 

13 41 .946 5.4 5. 5 

14 47 . 928 5. 3 5. 3 

15 56 . 890 5.0 5.3 

16 66 . 834 4 . 8 

79 Ibid. 
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values are also compared to observed values, and the differ

ence is seen to be practically 1nsignificanto 

There are several methods for correlating observed 

values of the F2 critical frequency with the observed values 

of sunspot numbers as a means for predicting future values 

of the critical frequencyo Plotting the values of critical 

frequency measured at a particular location (for a specific 

time and month) vso observed sunspot number for each year of 

a solar cycle results in a ~trend curve" of the type shown 

in Figure 31 (which is for 1200 local time, January, 

Washington, DoCo)o From such trend curves, the relationship 

between the F2 layer critical frequency and 12-month smoothed 

sunspot numberj as discussed previously, is usually found to 

be quite linearo From trend curves of this type, and the sun

spot number forecast shown in Table 8, it is possible to pre-
80, 81 

diet future values of F2 layer critical frequencieso 

For examplej Table 11 shows such a prediction for each 

January, 1960-196,, based on data appearing in Figure 31 and 

Table 80 

World-wide values of critical frequencies for the 

various ionospheric layers are predicted from several 

80 

81 

W" Mo Goodall, "On the Ionization of the F2 Region, t& 

Proco IoRoEo 9 Volo 2,, Noo 1, PPo 1414-1418; Novo 19370 

-
MoLo Phillips, "A nomographic method for both prediction 
and observation correlation of ionospheric characteristics," 
IRPL Rpto 11, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, 
Do Co; 1945'0 
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Date 
(January) 

1960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964 

1965 

TABLE 11 

Prediction of F2 layer critical frequencies 
for Washington, D.C. at 1200 local time 
(~ased on data appearing in Figure 31 and 
Table 8). 

112 

Predicted Smoothed Predicted F2 Noontime 
Sunspot Number Cr1tical Frequen~y 
(F:rom Table 8) (From Figure 31) 

132 12. 3 

9 7 10.6 

58 8.7 

39 7. 7 

22 6. 7 

11 6.2 
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~2 
months to several years in advance by methods similar to 

83 
those discussed in this sub~Sectiono A recent analysis of 

the accuracy of such predictions gives a typical value of 

~5% for F2 layer critical frequency forecasts and approxi

mately 94% for E layer critical frequency forecasts, for fore

cast periods up to several months in advancea It is upon such 

basic predictions that more advanced propagation studies_ are 

based, which have very_ great importance_ in the field 9f radio 

communications engineer1nga The much broader engineering 

applications of critical frequency predictions will be dis

cussed at greater length in Section IV of this thesiso 

Gu Abnormal Ion,ospher!q_ Behayiorn The diurnal, 

seasonal, geographical and solar cycle variations of ioniza~ 

tion discussed in. the previous sub-Section are considered to 

be regular and normal since they are dependent on the regular, 

more or less predictablei behavior of the ionizing solar 

radiationa From time=to-time, however, the normal behavior 

of the ionosphere is upseti often violently, by disturbanc~s 

of a transitory or relative_ly short-duration charactera 

While the causes of ionospheric disturbances are not yet 

fully understood, they are believed to be dependent upon 

82 

83 

Worl_d-=-wide critical frequency predictions three months in 
advance., and other propaga t1on data based upon these pre
dictions» are published monthly by the Central Radio Pro
pagation Laboratory, National Bureau of Standards1 in CRPL 
Series D, ''Basic Radio Propagation Predictions»" Govt.a 
Printing Officej Washington, DaCo 

CaMa Minnis and GaHo Bazzard, "Errors in ionospheric fore
casting,~ Electa Radio Engo, Volo 36, PPo 380-383; Octa ' 
19590 
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abnormal ultra-~iolet, X, cosmic and corpuscular radiations 

from the suno These disturbances give rise to abnormal radio 

propagation conditions, sometimes leading to a temporary 

,vradio blackoutn, or complete failure of high frequency radio 

communicationso Ionospheric disturbances fall into two general 

categories; the sudden ionospheric disturbance and the iono
spheric stormo The sudden ionospheric disturbance, or SID as 

it is generally referred tq commences suddenly and lasts from 

a few minutes to about an hour or so; the ionospheric storm 

develops over a period of a day or two and generally continues 

for several dayso In either case the normal behavior of the 

ionosphere is upset, with critical frequencies falling and 

ionospheric absorption increasing as the intensity of the 

disturbance increaseso Although both types of disturbances 

are related to some extent and both are beli.eved to be caused 

by abnormal solar radiation9 SID•s are quite distinct from 

ionospheric stormso Both types have observable character

istics of a very different nature and both adversely influence 

high frequency radio propagation in different wayso 

lo §udden ~oaospheric Disturbanceso Sudden 

ionospheric disturbances, or SID•s, _have a spectacular effect 

on high frequency radio propagatio~o They are characterized 

by nearly simultaneous radio fade~outs over a large range of 

the high frequency spectrum (from approximately 2 to 30 mega

cycles), with even background noise sometimes disappearingo 

The fade-outs generally last from a few minutes upwards to an 
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hour or so, with ionospheric conditions then slowly returning 

to normalo SID 0 s occur so suddenly, and can cause such severe 

fade-outs~ that in the early days of radio they were often 

attributed to a failure of the receivero Many a radio set 

had been dismantled in order to ascertain the nature of the 

failure in the years before it was suspected that the fade-
84 

out was a result of abnormal solar behavioro The main 

features of sudden ionospheric disturbances were first as

certained between 1927-30 by the German scientist Ho Mogel, 

and more detailed attention was given this phenomenon in the 
85 

U0 S 0 Ao by JoHo Dellingero SID 1 s are thus sometimes re-

ferred to as the •0Mogel-Dellinger effect" o Dellinger sug

gested an association between SID•s and solar flares -- sudden 

short-lived bright eruptions which take place fairly fre

quently on the face of the sun, usually in the vicinity of 

large sunspot groupso Solar flares are visible in mono

chromatic light with the aid of a sharp filter or spectro

helioscopeo They are believed to consist of great masses of 

hydrogen gas and very hot and active material from the sun•s 

surfaceo When viewed in the red color of excited hydrogen 

gas, the flare region may appear to increase almost tenfold 

in brightness compared to the surrounding solar surfaceo 

84 

85 

From a personal experience related to the author by 
Dro Ho Ho Beverage, Director of the RCA Laboratoryo 

Jo Ho Dellinger 1 •vA new radio transmission phenomenon,'' 
Physo Revo, Vo~o 48, Noo 8, Po 705; Octo 1935. 
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Within a matter of minutes from its inception 9 a large flare 

may expand over a hundred million to a billion square miles 

of the solar disc and flash to a peak brightness 9 somewhat 

reminiscent of a lightning flasho It then decays slowly9 

usually burning out in from several minutes to several hours 9 

depending on its sizeo The incidence of solar flares varies 

with the solar c.ycleo During years of minimum solar activity 

flares are quite rare 9 with an average of about a half-dozen 

occurring annuallyo During the years of very high solar 

activity more than a thousand solar flares may occur annuallyo 

From these cataclysmic solar eruptions there are emitted 

enormous bursts of radiant energy of many wavelengths as well 

as huge quantities of sub~atomic particles called corpuscleso 

Among the forms of energy traveling from the flare with the 

speed of light are bursts of ultra~violet and X-raysa These 

bursts are many, many times more intense than the normal level 

of ultra-violet radiation regularly reaching the earth 0 s 

atmosphereo This abnormally intense radiation penetrates into 

the lower-most levels of the ionosphere causing a great in

crease in the electron density within the D and lower E 

regionso Ionospheric absorption (non-deviative) 9 which nor

mally takes place within these regions, increases rapidly 

with the abnormal increase in ionizationo The increased ab

sorption is responsible for increased signal attenuation, or 

fade-out, over a large part of the high frequency spectrumo 

Since non-deviative absorption varies inversely with the 
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square of the wave frequency (see equation 9) the SID is more 

pronounced on the lower high frequenc~es (from about 2 to 10 

megacycles) than on higher frequencieso The lower frequencies 

fail first; they also recover last from the effects of the 

SIDo If the SID is of low intensity, a partial fade-out 

occursj with propagation usually possible on the higher fre-~ 

quencies despite a considerable reduction in signal strengtho 

If the SID is intense enough, however, the entire high fre

quency spectrum may fail causing a temporary radio blackout 

during which time high frequency radio communications are 

completely disruptedo SID•s generally last from a few minutes 

upwards to an hour or so, and then ionospheric conditions 

slowly return to normalo SID 0 s take place approximately 11 

minutes after a solar flare commencess and they occur onJry 

in those areas of the world in complete or partial daylight, 

thus confirming that they are caused by solar radiation tra

veling at the speed of lighto SID 0 s are very closely asso

ciated in time with solar flares; there are almost no re-
• 

corded instances in which a flare was not observed at the 
86, 87 

time of the SIDo On the other handj howeverj not all 

flares produce SID 0 so Often what seems to be a relatively 

minor event in visible light causes an unexpectedly great 

85 

87 

Jo Vo Lincolnj "SID-type phenome!,la and solar flares," 
Rpt~ 15065, Nato Buro of Standso 9 Wasilington, DoCo; 

April 26, 19570 

Vo Agyl '9Ionospheric effects produced by solar flares 
radiat on,~ Physo Revo, Volo 102, Po 917; May 1, 19560 
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sudden ionospheric disturbance and conversely a large flare 

may produce only minor ionospheric repercuss1onso The reason 

for this is that a flare is a very complex phenomenon and the 

visible features are only one manifestation of the release of 
88 

solar energyo There is some evidence that the flares most 

responsible for SID 9 s are those that occur near the central 

meridian of the suno The sun9 s central meridian is in direct 

line with the earth, and radiation from flares in this area 

are pointed more directly towards the earth's atmosphere 

than is the radiation from flares occurring in other regions 

on the solar disco 

Figure 32 illustrates typical changes in relative. 

signal strength of a high frequency radio transmission (WWV 

on 10 megacycles1) during an SIDo A few minutes before the 

beginning of the SID several solar observatories througho~t 

the daylight part of the world reported an intense solar 

flareo Radiation from the flare caused the signal to fall 

off by approximately 40 decibels in a matter of a few minutes. 

The transmission remained disrupted for about ten minutes and 

then slowly began to return to normalo A few minutes after 

the flare had died out, the signal returned to the normal 

levelo 

8~ 
R,. To Hansen, '9Stud1es in solar-geomagnetic relations," 
Rpt. 55701 Nat. Bur. of Standso, Washington, DoC.; 
May 12, l-;,58., 
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Besides radiant energ in the visible spectrum 9 solar 

flare als emit burs s f ele .trr.1•"':m.agnetic ~nergy in. the form 
89 

f 9Qradic n ise 9Q" These bursts · curring over a wide range 

.;f frequenci.es above 15 megaqr ·ie:s!., are strongest in the VHF 

regio of the radio spectrumo They can be received on sensi~ 

ti·;re re• eiving equipment as a ,ehissing sound 911 o Flares also 

violently disrupt the earth 0 s magnetic field for short periods 

of time in much the same manner as they disrupt the ionosphere o 

Observations of the sun are arried out daily by 

eor1are patro.lsei at several solar observatories throughout the 

world in oTder to detect flareso These obse:rvationsi -using 

visi le light 9 radio noise monitoring and earth magnetic field 

measu.1'1ng techniques:,i are carried on for the purpose of fore= 

casting sudden ionospheric disturbanceso The need for ac~urate 

pred1ct1.ons of SID9 s are of considerable pracd:ical importance 

to high frequency radio comnrunicationso At the present time, 

howi9ver 9 because their production mechanism is not yet f'ully 

unde ·s •:>d~ SID predictions are not very accurate, that is 9 the 

minute or hour of onset of the disturbance cannot be antici

patedo More general predictions 1 however 9 are feasiblee The 

li.kelihood that. an SID will occur on a given day9 or the num= 

ber to be expected in a given 1 >nge"' io.terval may be estimated 
90 

on the basis thatg (1) SIDns are more likely to occur on 

89 

90 

MoAo Ellison~ "The Sun and Its Influence 9 w Chapo VIII 9 PPo 
180=199 9 Rowtledge and Kagan Paul publo~ London; 19550 

AoHo Shapley and JoVo L1Acoln9 "Some methods for general 
prediction of sudden ionospheric disturbances~ e~ _Rpto CRPL 
1=3it. Nato Buro of St.andso zi Wash'ing·t·.')n 9 DoC:e; December 29i 
191+"10 . 
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days when large sunspot groups pass within the area of the sun's 

central meridiano Groups remain within this area for ab.out four 

of the twenty-seven days in a solar rotation periodo (2) Sun

spot groups associated with SIDos generally remain active for 

several solar rotationso There is a good possibility, there

fore, that an SID may re=occur again one solar rotation, or 

twenty--seven days latero (3) A much greater number of SIDV s 

occur during years of high solar activity than during the low 
91 

period of the cycleo Figure 33 shows the general relation-

ship that exists between the number of days during which SID's 

occur and the smoothed sunspot numbero (4) There is a ten

dency for SID•s to occur about twice as often during the spring 

and fall months as duriag winter and summero 

As satellites, space vehicles and rockets probe fur

ther into space, many of the secrets of the solar flare and the 

SID will no doubt be unlocked, and in the future the prediction 

of these phenomena may be made with much greater accuracy than 

is possible at the present timeo 

2 o Ionospher:1.c §,tormso While SIDe s have an im

pressive effect on high frequency radio communications, they 

last for very short periods of t:1.me il generally not more than 

an hour or so even for the more intense stormso '.lhe second 

type of ionospheric disturbance~ the ionos~heri~ ,s tor m& though 

less spectacular than the SID, actually constitutes a more 

91 H'~Wo Newton and AoSo Milson~ WThe distribution of great 
and small geomagnetic storms in the sunspot cycle 1/ ' Jo of 
Geopho Res., Volo 59, PPo 203-214; June, 195'1+0 
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serious problem to high frequency radio communications because 

of ts much greater durationo During ionospheric storms high 

frequency radio signals (from approxlmately 3 to 30 megacycles) 

normally well received drop to very lo~ leYel 9 and often dis= 

appear entirely9 for periods of 9eYeral dayso The ionospheric 

storm is generally characterized by significant deviations from 

normal yalues of ionic density and critical frequen~y 9 accom~ 

panied by an increase in absorption and fad1ngo Ionospheric 

measurements indicate that the F layer is usually at an a~or= 

mally great height during the di£turbance and is subject to con= 

siderable turbuJ enceo The ionospheric sto1·m has 1 ts principal 

effect in the upper part of the ionosphere (the F region) al= 

though extremely severe storms may cause si.mila:rsi but less in= 

tense disturbances in the E regiono The intensity of the storm 

is measured by the deviation from normal of the critical tre= 

quency and other parameters ot the F region or, the ionosphereo 

Deviations of 25% indicate moderate storms 9 'While severe storms 

may cause deYiations of 5'(1,6 or moreo The .:ommene:ement of an 

1onosJXleric storm is usually detected~ but with varying degrees 

of intensity 9 almost simultaneously at widely separated iono= 

sitieric measuring stations th ·c,ughout the worldo Unlike the 

SID 9 the higher frequencies are mc,st attected and the storm 

occurs almost simultaneously in both the ga;yJ1.gb.t, and g .a;r,,k,Q~ 

regions of the ~orldo The typical mid=latitude storm generally 

consists of two distinct inaseso During the init!alg or _posit~lij 

phase of the storm~ the F2 layer critic al frequency generally 
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increa~~ somewhat from average valueso Ironically~ therefore~ 

most storms begin with an apparent improvemeru, in ionospheric 

conditionso '!he initial phase lasts for a day or soj and is 

followed by the second~ or ~gatiy~ phase of the stormo During 

the negative phase 9 which on the average lasts for a day or two~ 

there is a rapid deterioration in ionospheric condit1ons 9 the 

degree of which depends upon the intensity of the stormo Along 

with the decline in F region critical frequencies (both F2 and 

F1 ) there is a sharp 1!}.crease 1n the height of the F layer, on 

the order of 1~ times its normal height$ During the negative 

phase of the storm the ionosphere is in a state of turbulences 

The height of the F region varies cons1derably9 often fluctuating 

quite rapidly; ionic density and critical frequencies of the F 

region. are considerably below normal and also fluctuate (due 

to a large extent to the increased height and behavior of the 

F region)o Ionospheric absorption increases and radio signals 

are subject to considerable fading~ often of a particular type 
92, 93 

known as teflutter fading"" During severe storms the 

ionic density may be so greatly reduced~ and absorption so 

greatly increased 9 that a '0radio blackout'' may occur over nmch 

of the high frequency spectrumo During such periods high fre= 

quency radio communication between certain parts of the world 

may not be possible for a day or tWO:zi and sometimes longero 

92 

93 

So Matsushita~ •0A study of the morphology of ionospheric 
storms 9 io J .. of Geopho Reso ~ Vol .. 0+~ No., 3, PPo 305=321; 
Marchg 1959 .. 

H.,Go Bookerj 90 Morphology of ionospheric stormsi'o Proco 
Nat .. Acado of Sc1ences 9 Volo 40, No" 10 9 PPo 9jl-943; 
Octo 1 19540 
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Figures 34 and 35 depict the pattern of a typical ionospheric 

strrru ba ed on observations made at Washington~ DoCo during 
940 

nearly two=hundred such storms) o The sequence of event of 

an ionospheric sto:rm vary with latitude and» in general 9 with 
95 

season,, At high latitudesj and in polar regions 9 only the 

negative phase of the storm generally occurso The F region 

crit al frequenc1es begin to decrease at the on-set of the 

sturmJ and generally decrease very sharply; the height of the 

F layer greatly increaseso At middle latitudes the two•>priase 

st rm is most prevalent~ although during the summer months the 

pc tive phase may be greatly shortened or absent altogether~ 

At still lower latitudes the positive phase increases in dura

tion and the negative phase decreases in magnitude until, 

eventually 9 only a positive phase is lefto In equatorial 

reg on.:. there of.ten is an increase in the F layer critical 

frequency during an ionospheric storm (see Figure 34)~ High 

frequen~y transmissions passing tilrough low latitudes are less 

affected~ thereforej than those passing through mid-latitudesii 

and the circuits most severely disturbed are tl1ose · passing 

through the ftigh latitudes or polar regions., As will be 

dis~ussed at greater length later~ this latitude variation in 

the characteristics of ionospheric storms is of considerable 

importance in the planning or high frequency radio communication 

circuitso 

95 

EoV., Appleton and WoRo Piggott 9 ~The morphology of storms 
in the F2 layer of the ionosph.ere 9 tt Jo of Atmoso and Terr o 
Phys., "J Vol., 2:t Noo 4 9 PPo 236•,.252; 19520 
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Th~ particles of corpuscular radiationi when entering 

the ea1"th 11 s atmosphere are influenced by the magnetic field 

that s~rrounds the eartho The earth 0 s magnetic field attracts 

the h1.ghv~ nergy particles along lines of magnetic force towards 

the ear-cu n s geomagnetic poles. Consequently j the stormo s 

effects, ~ut.h upon the ionosphere and the earth 0 s magnetic 

field, are most intense in high lati·tudes and zones around the 

geomagnetic poles~ The action of the earth 0 s magnetic field 

upon the charged particles of_ rpu.scu ar radiation sets up a 

"current flow system't i.n the upper a tmr -Phere o The highc,energy 

particles move with suffic en"" velocity 1.n the current flow 

enabling them to knock electron. out-, of atoms of gas with which 

they collide; the result i.onizat·on It is this initial 

burst of ionization that is be.1 ev·ed responsible for the posi

tive phase of the ionospheric storm_ the phase during which 

critical frequencies riseo By mean - not yet fully understood:i 

the flow of part.icles soon sets up a turbulence in the iono= 

sphere causing the F region to expand and rise cons1derablyo 

The F region expansion reduces the ionizati · n per unit volume, 

and the negative phase of the storm begins With a correspondlng 

reductlon in the ionic density~ ,)r critical frequencyo The 

high-energy particles penetrating further into the earth 9 s 

atmosphere (especially at the high latitudes) cause a consider~ 

able increase in ionospheric absorption at the D and lower E 

levelo The ·general state of turbulence causes wide~ and often 

rapid~ fluctuations in these effects resulting in extreme signal 
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.!.8. r1.ng ~tormso Alth ug 

l -✓ 
. n me production f c,r pne 

full.y knowtn, present day theor1.es d 

pny al m~ hanisms 1n~ 

_ storms are not yet 

~s ed above appear to 
. 96 

xpla moc:. of the storms g 0 r ab e chara,teristics~ 

The fl ow of solar , ,. .cp .s• ular (" _irren ts in the earth's 

at.mosph~req in addition fr up +-t:1ng normal conditions within 

the i.onosphere ~ often causes violent fluctuations from normal 

n t.ne .intensity of the ear th 9 s magn,:::1-

s_:t.o.rms ~ like the ionospher c s,. ·rns 

field o The e ]lll,,gQe t:Lsc. 
wh1 ~h th~y are related, 

re mes+ intense in high lat ud~ ~ whe~::: .h y often cause 

gu~ ~ compasses to read in, ~l • 'I a f . Jn last for 
97 

·al days" 

3 o ~ !J_.rro;,r;:.so At e rthU S 

the a tmospne1·e i~ mul"c r'a.l .: .. ' n from 

.Jt only c.auses ... oni T" i h ~en auses the mole-

or...,:; nt to igniteo This ,lh n men r, j al ed an _aurora., 

ar t 1 '1n producing 1 t is not too dts .milar from th::i.t 

,,. takt z pla<-e in n '.)fl .1be .. :., 1 tural phenomena~ , 

h rora ic: probably the ffi( ' 
. ~ +' g and spectacular" J 

· rr ,.. are usually ca11 d nor l•,.; " h rn lights, depend--
, , C · n the ht::m phere h r ~ r most often they 

I ,., nul tan OU; y ~ mJ. ., ·~ hemispheres) ry 

Th~Y a_.,, acre,· the night w ird :.• y,-:; 0 sh.,,green, and 

97 

Fo-r a much more thorough '4 

collection of pa ~r app a 
Storms and Iono··phc:r ,... D, 
Japan) Volo 6, No 26 pp. 

-=:-I .on see the excellent 
.ng · n To Obayashi• s "Geomagnetic 

esJW Jo of Radio Reso Labo, 
~ :1 .. ·, June, 19590 
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sometimes red or purples dancing ribbons 9 violently throbbing 

rays, or great draperies which appear to fold and unfold. They 

occur at E level height in the ionosphere~ about 60 miles above 

the earth 0 s surface, and can be seen obliquely on the horizon 

as far as 600 miles away from the zenith pointo 

Observations made over the past one-hundred years have 
98,99 

defined areas of the world where auroras occur most frequently,, · · 

The zones of maximum occurrence~ where auroras occur overhead 

on the average of at least 100 9 and as often as 250~ days a 

year are centered roughly 20 degrees in radius around the ge.o

magnetic north and south poles {respectively located at 7805° N 

latitudes 69° W longitude; and 7805° S latitude~ 111° E longi-= 

tude)o In the northern hemisphere the zone of maximum occur~ 

rence~ or the northern 2uroral &o~ 9 swings across northern 

Norway~ westwards across southern Iceland and Greenlandj across 

Hudson Bay and central Canada, over northern Alaska~ the northern 

coast of Siberia and the European USSR~ back to northern Norway0 

Both north and sou th of this belt the occurrence of auroras 

decrease (see Figure 37)o In the northern areas of the UoSo 

between 10 and 25 auroras occur a~ually; in the southern states 

se·veral years may pass before an aurora is seeno 

While auroral displays are visible only during the hours 

of darkness~ they also occur during the daytime" Although 

98 

99 

E.,H~ Vest.ine~ •eThe geographical incidence of aurora and 
magnetic disturbance 9 northern hem:lsphere 9 iQ Terro Mag., and 
Atmos., Elect,,s Volo 49 9 Po 77; 1944-o 

E"H~ Vestine and EoJoSnyder 9 
911 1he geographic incidence of 

aurora and magnetic disturbance_s1 so_uthern hemisphere/9 

Terro Mago and Atmosg Electo 9 Volo 50 9 Po 122; 19450 



FIGURE 37 

The average number of auroras occ
urring annually in the Northern Aur
oral Zone. 
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geomagnetic disturbance was the appearance of a red 
auroral arc as far south as San Francisco. Two days 
later the ionosphere and the earth1 s magnetic field 
returned to normalo 

1+o Predi£Ltion 9.1 Abnormal _±_Onospherl,,g, Behayioro 

Since ionospheric disturbances can seriously disrupt high fre

quency radio communications for peri.ods up to several dayslll it 

is of great importance to be able to forecast their occurrence 

as much in advance as possible so that alternate means of com= 

muni.ca tion may be planned dlJ.ring disturbed periodso Methods 

for forecasting suddion ionospheric: disturbances (SID 0 s) have 

already been discussed on page 1190 Methods for forecasting 

ionospheric storms are st111 in the process of development; at 

the present time both short and long term f'orecasts can be made 

with moderate successo 

The Central Radio Propagation Laborator7 of the 

Na~ional Bureau of Standards (U~So Department of Commerce) 

is the government organization responsible for preparing radio 

storm forecasts for distribution to those in the field of 

radio communicationsn CRPL prepares the following type fore

casts on a regular basis~ a general lsm&u.I.e.QU forecast made 

from 8 to 25 days in advance; an 2d.J;ance forecast made from 1 

to 7 days in advance; a medium~,,wm forecast made a day in 
lo.+ 

advance; and a short~~~r,m forecast made 6 or 9 hours in advanceo 

CRPLos forecast role in the field of radio communications 1s 

analogous to the role of the Weather Bureau• s in the field of 

meteorology o 

164 RoCo Moorej "Forecasting of disturbed high frequency com= 
munication condit1ons 9 ~ Rpto Noo 5030~ Nato Bur~ of Standso, 
Washington, D,Co; Novo 23~ 19560 
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The long-~ forecast is based primarily on the 27-day 

recurrence tendency of ionospheric stormso The sun makes one 

complete rotation about its axis in a fraction more than 27 

dayso There is a good possibility, thereforei that a distur

bance on the face of the sun causing an ionospheric storm will 

again be in position to cause another storm 27 days later, pro

vided it doesn 9 t 90 burn out'0 in the intervalo During a certain 

portion of the sunspot cyale~ from about three years before 

minimum to a few months after~ this recurrence tendency is 

especially evidents with some storms repeating regularly every 

27 days for many monthso A series of 2?-day recurrences does 

not 1 however, continue indefinitelyo Quite oftenj especially 

during the moderate and high phases of solar activityj storms 

develop when solar conditions were normal 27 days earlier. 

While the reliability of this type of forecast varies through

out the solar cycle, it has proven to be a valuable guide in 

the long~term forecasts of ionospheric stormso Such long-term 

forecasts are published between 8 and 25 days in advance in the 
105 

CRPL-Jb series of reportso 

The advance forecast is based primarily on solar noise 

and spectroscopic studies of solar emission~ and the relation

ship that appears to exist between the location of tiactive'0 

sunspots on the face.of the sun and ionospheric stormso The 

105 
The CRPL-Jb series of ionospheric forecasts are published 
weekly by the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, 
N·a tional Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Coloradoo ~ey are 
available by maili without chargej to those in the field 
of radio communications having a need for such a serviceo 
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ot current ionospheric and geomagnetic measurementso Since 

'the effects of an ionospheric storm are felt first 1n the 

auroral zones, absorption and fading associated with the 
st0rm are noticed first on radio circuits passing near, or 

th.rough these areas. Fluctuations in the earth's magnetic 

field, and in the F region critical frequency and height, 

are Other indications of the onset or progress of an iono

SJlheric storm. These short-term forecastsj as well as a 

description of current high frequency propagation conditions, 

are .hroadcast over National Bureau of Standards radio stations 

~, Beltsville, Mary-land and WWVHj Maui~ Hawaii. The broad

casts consist of (1) a description of propagation conditions 

at time of issue, transmitting in Morse code the letter ~N" 
for 

norma.1, ''U'' for unsettled or "W" for disturbed conditions; 

and 
(2) a short-term forecast, transmitting in Morse code the 

following ratings for reception expected in the next 6 or 9 
houi-8 • 

l - Useless 

2 - Very Poor 

3 - Poor 

4 - Poor to Fair 

; ... Fair 

6 ~ Fair to Good 

7 - Good 

8 - Very Good 

9 - Excellent 

.Normi4 ~onditions correspond to a rating of 6 or 
bett 

ero A rating of 5 generally indicates w,settled gondit.on1, 

"-bile ratings of 1 to 4 indicate an ionospher ic distµrQa ncQ. 
J\ r 0 recast of NI+ on wwv, for examplej would indicate that high 
t1-eq,,_ 

~ncy propagation conditions are .aQl( normal but that an 
10llos1\I.. 6 ~ .-i,er1c storm is liPIQtttQ dur.:1.ni the next hour a, with 
0
~th. Atla~t1c t 1 Th• m foreoaBts, ·• reoeption poor to a r4 v 



intended primarily for trans-Atlantic circuits, are broadcast 

on 20 ~ 5~ 10, 15j 20 and 25 megacycles at 19i and 49t minutes 

Past each houro Revised foreca~ts are issued four times daily 

at l:l9t aomo, 7~15i aomo9 12;19i Pomo and 6sl9t pGmo ESTo 

Each forecast is broadcast unchanged until the next one is 

~ade 0 WWVH forecasts~ intended primarily for trans-Pacific 

Clrcuitsi are broadcast on 5j 10 and 15 megacycles at 9 and 
39 minutes past the hour 0 Revised forecasts are transmitted 

at 6:3o Pomo and 10:30 aomo PSTo 

Forecasting ionospheric storms is a complex proce
dure requiring very careful assessment of many solar, iono-
8Pher1 c,radio and magnetic parameterso The present CRPL 

Short ~ medium and advance forecasts are reliable about 9~ of 

'the time; the accuracy of the long=term forecast varies 

tb.ro'Ughout the solar cyclep but at best it is considerably 
less reliable

0 
At the present time forecasts of ionospheric 

disturban~es are t f th ff t f ~ based upon the assessmen o e e ec so 

'the disturbance, rather than the ~ausg, because the physical 
Proce sses involved in the development of a disturbance are 
not 

Yet 1'ully understoodo A great deal of work remains to be 
done 

~ and is in fact being done, to further improve the 

~eliab1l1ty of ionospher.ic disturbance forecastso 

Evidence that a direct relationship may exist between 
1on 

OsPh.eric storms and the position ,gt. certain planets With 

~esPect to each other and to the sun has been suggested by 
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John H0 Nelson radio propagation analyst tor RCA Communica-
t 109' 
ionsi Inco According to Nelson9 major ionospheric storms 

0ccur w.1,.. :i.A,en certain right--angle, or ~active'9 relationships 

exist between var.ious planets and the suno Since the posi

tions of the plan~ts can be calculated months and even years 

in advance, Nelson proposes his methods as a truly long-term 

means for forecasting major ionospheric stormso While Nelson 

has claimed accuracies of greater than 7CJI, for his long-term 
fore casts, his method is generally considered to be speculative 
Since th ere appears to be no physical basis, at least at the 
P?'ese t n time, upon which to explain such a relationship between 

ionosJileric storms and planetary configurationso 

The disruptive effects of ionospheric disturbances 

UJ>on high frequency radio communications can be mi~imized by 

taking certain operating precautionso Since the fade-out 
&cco111 . Pany1ng an SID is caused by absorption 1n the ionosphere, 
the l . 0 wer frequencies are affected first and most severelyo · 
lt 1 

s Practical therefore to change to a higher frequency 
d 9 9 ur1n 

g an SID, because the higher frequencies will be the last 
to fad 

e out and the first to recovero If the SID is severe 
8lloug2i to take the higher frequencies out also, the only alterco 
na ti\r 

e (aside from diverting traffic to cable or VHF, if these 
&i-e 

a~a1lable) is to wait until the fade-out ends 9 which 

~a117 is a matter of minutes, or at most an hour or so, 

-J 0lf0Nelson rvshort wave radio propagation correlation 
'W1th planek.ry positions," RCA Revo 9 Volal2, Noo 1, 
Pp 0 26-3~; March, 195].o 
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Si.nee · an ionospheric storm can be forecast with considerably 
greater accuracy than an SID 9 there is often several days 
before th e storm actually occurs in which to take steps to 
nu . 

~imize it~ effects
0 High priority traffic can be rushed 

through before the circuit deteriorates; operations requiring 

assured communications (such as long distance air flights) 
can b 8 postponed; and rerouting facilities (cable or VHF) can 

be ordered or alerted for use until the storm has subsidedo 

Du:r-1ng an ionospheric storm absorption increases at the same 

time that the ionic density of the F region is decreasingo 
It 1 

s sometimes possible, therefore, to maintain communica= 
t1o.n b s Y Xedy9ing frequency and increasing powero Often it 

ls Possible to maintain communications during a storm by 
l'ela 1 Y ng over paths far removed from the auroral zone, where 
th 110 

e storm is less intense
0 

Suppose, for example, that 

an 10nospheric storm is forecast and the direct circuit from 
~ew y 0 rk to Moscow is expected to blackout because it passes 
throu h g the most intense area of the northern auroral zoneo 

4n alte :· rnate circuit could be set upj far less susceptible to 

'the stormj by transmitting from New York to Tangierj thence 
l'ela ,. _ 

14!;,lg automatically from Tangier to Moscowo Both legs of 
th.is l a ternate circuit clear the auroral zone by a considerable 
d1stance and both should remain relatively normalj even during 

storms
0 

All major communication organizations maintain 

GO Wo Kenricks A 
0 

Mo Bra a teni J O General, '' The rel a tioµ 
between radio!transmission path and magneticmstorm ggects

1
n Proc

0 
r

0
R

0
E

0
i Volo 26$) Noo 7~ PPo 831=81+7; 

Yj 1~38o 
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alternate relay circuits of this type for use during iono

SJlher1c stormso Two large American commercial communication 

companies and the U0 S. Government actually maintain relay 

s ta t.1ons at Tangier which are often used for this purpose o 

As the physical processes responsible for iono

SJileric disturbances become better understoodj the fore

cast1ng of these disturbances will be more accurate9 and the 
st

eps that may be taken to minimize their disruption of high 

frequency radio communications may be more effective than at 

the Present tJ.me o 



SECTION IV 

ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS . . 

In Section III both the normal and the irregular 

behavior ~f the ionosphere were discussed in terms of the 

C2'.lticaJ. fre.quency; tllat is
9 

the highest frequency for which 

an &Cho 1s returned when a radio wave is transmitted verti

call;y upward towards the ionosphere" Al thOUJh the critic al 
fl'eque ncy is an invalµable scientific probe for determining 

t.he characteristics of the ionosphere 9 1 t is of 11 ttle value 

1.n long-distance communications since the verticall7 trans

lnitted wave returns to earth so near the transmittero To reach 

gl'eat distances the radio wave must leave the t~ansmitting 

antelllla at an angle S\lch that 1 t will enter the ionospheric 

l'eglons .Q,bligueiz
9 

and be refracted back to earthi1 hundreds 
and · 

even thousands of miles away from the transmittero How 

l'adio uaves are 1 ph to ch " refracted from the onos ere rea great 

distances 9 and the application of ionospheric data ,to the 
OJ>er 

at1ng and planning of high frequenc7 radio co.rnnxunications 
stste

~s Will be discussed in this Section° 

Ao J90osm~ric fronagatiqno The propagation of a 
l'&d,1. 0 wave through the earthvs upper atmosphere is a ver7 
COl!l,pl 

ex Process involving the effects of an ionized gas (the 
1.ollosN,. 

""ere) upon an electro~magnetic wave 9 while both are 
\i.Qder ...... ld """" 

'"'!8 influence of the earth's magnetic fie o ~~e complete 

139 
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lllatbematical description of the process (the Appleton-Hartree 

magneto-ionic theory) is tedious and complex, and beyond the 
sc0 Pe 1, 2 

of this thesiso The complete magneto-ionic wave 
trea t.rnent , while of great scientific importance, is not re-

4U1red for deducing those fundamental properties of iono

SPh.eric propagation which are of greatest interest to the 
radio communications engineere These properties can be ex-

Plained in a much simpler manner, by applying the laws of 

geometric optics and ray theory~ if the following assumptions 

are :rnade: 

a) The earth and the ionosphere are flat and 
parallel (the fact that both are curved will 
be taken into account later). 

b) The electronic density in the ionosphere changes 
only slightly within a wavelength! s distance (a 
condition which is usually true for the high fre
quency range) o 

c) The electronic density within the ionosJX].ere is 
the same at any two points at the same height 
above the earth; that is, the gradi~nt of elec
tronic density is purely vertical. 

d) The effects of the earth's magnetic field may 
be neglected. 

By considering the radio transmission as a~ instead 
O:f' a 

~, the simpler laws of geometric optics can be used in 
Ma~ . 

of the complex magneto-ionic theory for deducing many of 
the r Undamental features of ionospheric propagation experi-• 
ntenta11 t--:, 1 observed

0 
once these features are deduced~ it will 

!0f the complete and rigorous mathematical description see 
lhe O Mitra p teThe Upper A tmos)Xlere2,H 2nd Eda 51 PPo 185-216; pubo 

2 Asiatic Societ751 Calcutta; 19,2° 

:ee also• J A Ratcliffe, '°The Magneto-Ionic iheory and Its 
E:Ef1cations 

O 

t~ the Ionosphere 51 ~e Cambridge Univo Press~ 
aod; 19590 



t!len be possible to see in what way the factors negle·cted· in 

t.he above assumptions influence the deductionso 

lo Snell's Wo Experiments in geometric Op= 

tlcs have shown that a ray of light travels with the greatest 

SPeed in a vacuum (free space) 9 and that it travels with dif= 

ferent speeds in different mediao When it passes from one 

lrledium to another in which it has a different velocity (air to 

Water, or air to glassi for example) there occurs a change ia 
the direction of propagation of the light and the ray appears 

to bendo This bending of a ray of light when passing from one 

lrledium to another is kno"W'n as refragti@l) Snell has shown that 
th

e amount and direction of bending depends upon a propert7 of 
th

e med1um called the refrac_tive indexo ihe refractive index 
dePends 

defined 
upon the physical properties of the medium, and is 

as the ratio of the velocity of light in a vacuum 
Col' r ree space) to the velocity in a mediumo The refractive 

lridex of ait (at least for high frequency radio propagation 
st

Ud1es) 1s taken to be yp1ty 0 or equivalent to that of free 
SJ)aceo In equation form the refractive index is derined in 
the t l 0 lowing waya 

(10) !l 
1lc, 

where u is the refractive i~de~ o~ free 
space (fki ty); u1 is the ·J:"efrao-tlve index 
of the medium· u 1s the relative refractive 
index of the ~edium compared to free space; 
V .is the velocity of 1.1.g.qC' in free space; 
agd Vi is the velocity in the mediumo 



Snell also developed aver, important law ot re-

traction as followsg 

'-tieb. 

Let AB in Figure 39 represent a surface separating 
one medium such as gla!ss in which the velocity 1~ 
less~ from a second media like air (or free space19 in which the velocit1 is greatero As soon as the·· 
ray enters the glass at D9 it 1s retarded 9 while 
the ray CL continues to advance with the same velocitr 
as before (since it is still within air where the 
Velocity is greater)0 Consequent11i the direction 
or all the rays between D and L (representing an 
entire wave front) will be changed on entering the 
glasso If CL is the distance the wave travels in 
the upper medium (air) in the time ve t'v and DH the 
distance it travels in the lower medium (glass) 1n 
the same time 9 and if Yo is the velocit7 1n the upper 
medium and V 

1 
th.at in me lower med1um9 then 

CL : V
O 

t ~ DL sin 1 

DH ~ V l t ~. DL sin r 

reduces to; 

(11) sin 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
sin r v1 u0 

: u 

or 

(llA) sin i ~ ~ or 
Sll :r u 

0 

(llB) u
0
sin i g u1sin r 

where 1 is the angle that the incident ra7 makes 
entering the media· r is the angle that the re
fracted ray makes ~1th the normal (see Figure 40); 
u is the refract~ve index tor the medium from · 
w81ch the rar is leavingj and~ is the refractive 
index for the medium into which the ray is entering., 

3 
Equation (ll)~ referred to as pnell 0 s,l,.D~ is one 

Of t.h.e t----, most important laws 1B. the field of geometric optics., 

Sne11~s Law and the retraction of light is discussed 1n 
:l'ea ter det:u. in college texts on Fhysicso The author 
Ch,ed as a reference" Smith P&Elements of Ph1sicsj" l+th Ede il 

8 P0 52, pp
0 

50+~~?4; McGiav~Hil1 9 NoYo; 19380 
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Air, er Free Space 

Glass; Velocity le~s than in Air 

i is tre angle <if incidence with which 
the wave ent,e:ra the rlew medium ( glass) 
r ie the angle ~r refractien 

FIGURE .39 

Refr.a,ctien ef a ~11.v~ .front 1&3 it ~nters a neaium 
h~nng .--. refi~:~c.ti 'Rl index different from air ( the 
'fllf&ve tilt~ 'beca'i!:!$e i t,1,.ff vel~i t;y in the ll'l.e10 m."dium 
is lel!lls t,han ita Wil~it;y in air)o 

I 



It :i both the am< 

a n~ medium in 

llBJ t r·an b 

• tion a ray bends as 

1 vel ity will changeo From 

t if the new medium has .a re= equa 

index ("½_) gr a ter than the index for the medium from 

wh •h t.h ray ha ·ome ) th~ refracted ray will be bent 

r the normal (angle 'W b smaller than angle 1); 

if. the index of th~ new medium · ~~ angle r will be greater 

than angle i in ord,:;r or the equality shown in equation (11) 

J '9X Ls ;i and the ray "' 

F gure ,.r) o It will now 

t 

sh 

~ from the normal (see 

tha~ 1n ionospheric propaga= 

from free space into an 

index is loweri the ray 1s 

on 9 a the ray of radio ene g 

1zed medium where the refLa 

bent a~~~ from the normal and may retracted back to eartho 
l+ 

2" HQfrgct1.on ill !b.t J.,Q,nosob.~o Snell n s Law 

~an be applied to propagation n the ionosphere by considering 

the ionosphere to consist of a~ r1es of thin slabs of in~ 

creasing electronic density as shown in Figu~e l+lo '!'he re= 

f. a t;ive index f ,r ach slab within the 1.onc sphere is equal 

5 

6 

.. 
f> 

5, 6 

(12) u2 
!g l ccof0

2 -.,.2 

Where u is the re ·r:. 1ve index f is the 
( a mea re c_.f e£ ectronic 

frequency of the 
r-ri .1.cal freq 
density) 9 and f is 
incident. waveo 

The process is truly refrag,:tioa9 but it has become common 
to refer to it also as -~~tiQUo 

SoKo Mitra 9 ~o ~o 

JoAo Ratcliffe~ .Q.Uo .£110~ page llo 
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(A) 

R 

u greater thin l 

u equals .1 

I u, the Incident R•Y 
R 1a the refrscted Rat 

FIDURE 40 

Refractien •f .1. rc,.y paa8ing {A) int• • 
media et great-9:r refractive index, and. 
(B) int• a medium ef l01¥er retractiw 
index. 

u equals l 
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From equation (12) it can be seen that as the elec~

tronic density increases (f
0 

becomes larger), u decreaseso 

The refractive index of each of the assumed slabsj therefore» 

~creases as electronic density increaseso 

The ray of radio energy leaves the ground at an angle 

90ato 
9 

and enters the ionosphere at the same angleo Angle 19aw 

is called the angle~ el§vation~ or sometimes 9 the radiation 

angle; it is a ~ery convenient parameter in long=distance 

transmissiono The elevation angle is the complement of the 

angle of incidence; while angle '9b'0 shown in Figure 41 is the 

complement of the angle of refract1ono In terms of these 

complementary funct1ons 9 Sne11°s Law can be stated as3 

(13) Cos a g u Cos b 

where u is the relative refractive index in the 
ionosphere (relative to the refractive index of 
a1r 9 which is unity)o 

I 

Upon leaving· the transmitting antennaj the wave tra-

vels obliquely through free space at an elevation angle tia9~o 

Since the refractive index of free space is unity, and consi~ 

dered to be constant~ the ray travels on a straight line and 

enters the ionosphere at the same angle of elevation t0a90 o 

Upon entering the lower regions of the ionosphere the ray en= 
I 

counters a refractive index less than unit7 9 and is bent~ 

trom the vertical~ toward§ the horizontalo Since each sue~ 

cessive slab in the ionosphere represents a still lower re= 

fractive index~ the ray continues to bend further towards the 

horizontal as it penetrates deeper into regions of greater 

electronic densityo If the density increases sufficiently to 



_.lng:!u.t .11 is eqtl),IJL t.1i 4,~ deg1"'eel! 

u equaJs 0.10 

u equals o.85 
'J)). equal.a l 

I :1.s th.e rq inddent up•n the 1onesphere ,p 

R is the refracted ray 

FIGURE 41 

Ionospheriir.i refraictien. o.f' a :radio r·q'e 
Ray ,p upen. mtering the ionesphere, is 
:r'l9I.°"racted towa'd:5 h•r:tzont..al by :&'UiClcesa-
ive .. •f decrea:si,mg indi,cM f!.f 
:r-1!1.f'r;a(ctielllle Ray ·.s efract;eif downwa~ 
at p•int lilhe ti· :bldU •~ 
CGJSJ &o 



decrease the refractive index {u) to a value equal to Cos a 

(in equation 13) the ray will become completely noriij2ntal 

since at this point Cos b equals l and angle 90 bw must then be 

equal to ~ero degr~eso The vertical velocity of the ray at 

this point is zero 9 and it then begins its downward travelo 

As it travels downward 9 it encounters decreasing electronic 

density and increasing refractive indices which cause the ray 

to continually bend towards the normalo The downward path is 

the mirror image of the upward one 9 and the ray even~ally 

emerges from the ionosphere at the same angle as it enteredo 

Once out of the ionosphere~ the ray continues obliquely on a 

straight line towards eartho Upon striking the earthi the 

ray may again be reflected towards the ionosphere 9 and upon 

entering the ionosphere again it may be refracted back to 

earth, etco In this way'ii by a series of tVhops 90 between the 

earth and the ionosphere 9 rays of radio energy can travel 

great distances (see Figure 42)o 

The fact that the refractive index depends upon the 

frequency of the incident wave (see equation 12)~ means that 

the ionosphere is a dispersive a4J:um; that is~ it behaves 

somewhat differently at different wave frequencieso For ex= 

amp1e 9 the higher the wave frequency~ the greater the value of 

u~ and the deeper the wave will penetrat~ into the ionosphere 

toward the point of reflection where the electronic den.s1 ty is 

equal to Cos ao If 9 however~ the wave frequency is too high 

it may JlitY-Uo encounter an electronic density intense enough to 

cause the ray to bend back to earth, it wi.11 then continue on 
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through the ionosphere out into space. The relationship be

tween the vertically incident critical frequency and the high

est, or limiting frequency that will be refracted over an 

oblique 11 or slant path will be discussed next., 

3o Oblique lij£1dence Transmissiono Figure 43 

diagrams the geometry involved in oblique incidence transmis

sion assuming a flat earth and a flat ionosphereo The ray of 

radio energy leaves the transmitting antenna at 10 T9' obliquely 

at an elevation angle 11 a 1Q o The ray travels along the slant 

path without bending until it enters the ionosphere at ttA 19 o 

Within the 1onosphere 9 because of decreasing refractive index, 

the ray 1s refracted towards the horizontal, reaching the top 

of its path at ~B'8 at a height 19h 10 above the ground. At '9B1~ 

the ray encounters a refractive index equal to Cos a, becomes 

horizontal, and then begins 1 ts downward travel o At "C'; the 

ray emerges from the ionosphere at the same angle with which it 

entered; reaching the earth again at HR•9 o The oblique path over 

which the ray has travelled consists of the straight portions 

TA and CR below the ionosphere~ and the curved portion ABC in 

the ionized regiono 

Equation (12) gives the value of refractive in_dex at 

any point in the ionosphere as: 

u2 : 1 = fo2 
? 

but at the top of the oblique pathsi at B in Figure 43, the 

refractive index is equal to Cos ao Substituting this value 

into equation (12) givess 



(NCJI' DRAWN TO SCAr.E) 

1i,r2, and I.3 are peints where the ray is 

refracted by the i•n•~here • OJ. and o2 are 

greund refl.ectien pei.Dtse 

FIGURE 42 

Mll.ti-hep Prepagati•n ov·er Great Di.Staaceso 
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FIDURE 43 

Oblique Incidence Transmission 137 Ioneapheric 

Rei'racti.or~ 



(14) 1 - f 2 
.:.,Q,_ 

r2 
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Since cos2a is identical to l-sin2a, equation (14) 

reduces to: 

(15) sin2a = r9
2 or 

f2 

(16) f: f csc a 
0 

where f is the wave frequency at oblique 
incidence· f the critical frequency at 
vertical lnc~dence; and "a'' the elevation 
angle. 

Equation (16) is an extremely important one in iono

spheric propagation since it relates the critical frequency at 

vertical incidence and the height of the ionospheric refraction 

point (both measurable parameters) with an obliquely incident 
7 

radio wave at a specific elevation angle. Equation (16) can 

be further modified in the following manner to permit an eve:1 

more direct solution for the relationship between obliquely 

and vertically incident transmissions: 

Since csc a is equal to 

(see Figure 44); equation (16) becomes 

(17) r = f'" r;;:;-;;-oy 4h2 T .L 

where f is the frequenci of the obliquely incident 
ray; fo is the vertical y incident critical frequency; 

7 G. Millington, ''The relationship between ionospheric trans
mission phenomenon at oblique incidence and those at verti
cal incidence," Proc. Physo Soco, London, Volo 50, Noo 281, 
pp. 801-825; Sept., 1938. 
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Dis the great circle distance between transmitter 
~nd receiver (in either miles o~ kilome-ters), and 
his the height of the ionospheric layer from which 
refraction takes place (in the same units as D). 

An analysis of equations (16) and (17), with the 

examples shown in Figures 44, 45 and 46, demonstrate the 

tollowing fundamental characteristics of obliquely incident 

transmission. 

8 

a. In Figure 44, ''D" represents the great circle 
distance between the transmitting location ''T'' 
and the receiving location "R". The vertically 
incident critical frequency (f0 ) and the height 
of the ionospheric layer (h) are both known from 
measurements. The value of the elevation angle 
(a) is f ixed by the geometrical relationship be
tween D and h and can be easily calculated (in 
:the example shown in Figure 44 angle a is found 
to equal 22 degrees). For a radio ray to be 
refracted from T to R via the ionosphere its 
frequency must be less than (fo csc a). As the 
frequency of the ray emitted a~ Tis raised 
towards this value it will be refracted at B. 
When the frequency exceeds this value, the electron 
density at B will not be great enough to bend 
the ray back to earth and it will continue on 
through the ionosphere into space. There is, -
therefore, an upper l imit to the range of fre
quencies that _will be refracted by the iono-
sphere between any~ fixed points. This upper 
limiting frequency1 which can be.calculated from 
either equations (i6) or (17), is ·called the 
'tandard maximum µs~ble frequency for the circuit 
usually abbreviate as simply "M0F'1).8 In 

equation (17) ., the ratio of r to f 0 is called 
the 1:1Yl:, tactor~ and indicates the amount that 
the vertically incident critical frequency must 
be multiplie~ by to give the value of the 
obliquely incident MUF for a particular distance 
and ionospheric height. 

The IXth Plenary Assembly of the International Radio Con
sultative Committee (CCIR; Los Angeles, 1959) suggested 
the term "standard MtJFtW to designate the highest frequency 
£alculated as transmittable by ionospheric refraction. 
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Max:i.mum usable Frequency (MUF) calcul
atieno 
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b. Figure 45 demonstrates the relationship between 
a fixed frequency and the angle of elevation •. 
At xertical incidence a ray whose frequency is 
greater than the critical frequency will pene
trate completely through the ionosphere. In the 
example shown in Figure 45j the ray frequency is 
10 mcsl• the vertically incident cr~tical fre
quency •S 5 mes. The ray frequency penetrates 
the ionosphere at an elevation angle of 90 degrees~ 
As the eievation angle of the ray is lowered from 
90 degrees (vertical incidence), the ray continues 
to penetrate the ionosphere until a certain 
"critical angle" is reached. The value of this 
critical angle can be determined by a re-arrange
ment of equation (16) as follows: 

(18) a= sin-1 ,!2 
f 

where a is the critical angle, f 0 is 
the vertically critical frequency, 
and f is the ray frequency. 

For all the angles lower than the critical angle 
the electronic density is great enough to refract 
the ray back to earth. In Figure 45, the critical 
angle is found to be 30 degrees. The distaoc~ 
to which the ray is refracted is determined by 
the elevation angle an,d the height of the iono
sphere. The great c:;i'C.i..e distance from the trans
mitter to the point where the ray strikes the 
earth for the critical angle of elevation is called 
the skip distance~ A ray can not be refracted to 
distances .les,s, than its related skip distance be
cause the elevation angles required to reach the 
shorter distances would exceed the critical angle 
value. The zone in which the ray of a particular 
frequency m ~ be received is called the sk:U}. 
zo~; it extends from the v1ci.ni9y of the trans
mitter out to the skip distance. The skip 

For distances in relatively close proximity to the trans
mitter reception or a particular frequency may be possible 
by ground wave propagation (the component of the wave pro
pagated along the surface of the earth). The distance over 
which ground wave reception is possible (in the high fre
quency range between 3 and 30 mes) varies inversely with 
distance and depends upom the power of the transmitter an1 
the conductivity or the ground. In most cases, even ·mere 
high power is used, ground wave r eception does not exceed 
several dozen miles. Correctly speaking, therefore, the 
skip zone extends from the eAd of the ground wave reception 
area out to the skip distance. 
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distance for a particular frequency can be cal
culated directl1 by the following re-arrangement 
of equation (17): 

(19) D skip ~ 2h 1/f2 ~ ~1 
fo 

where Dis the skip distance for an 
obliquely incident ray of maximum 
usable f; h is the height of the re
tracting region, and f is the ver
tically incident criti8al frequency. 

In the example showa in Figure 45, the skip dis
tance for the 10 mes obliquely transmitted ray 
(at the critical angle of 30 degrees) is found 
to be 695 miles; for an angle of 15 degrees the 
ray strikes the surface of the earth 1500 miles 
away from the transmitter. · 

For each ray frequency greater than the verti
cally incident critical frequency there is, 
therefore, a critical angle of elevation below 
which the ray will be refracted to earth over an 
oblique path, and above which the ray will pene
trate through the ionosphereo Related to the 
critical elevation angle is a skip distance 
beyond which the ray returns to earth by re
fraction from the ionosphere, and a skip zone 
in which the ray cannot be received by refraction. 

c. Figure 46 shows the relationship between Mt.Jlt, and 
skip distance. From equation (19) it can be 
shown that for each frequency greater than f 0 
there is a related skip distance. The higqer 
the value of Mill', the greater is the skip dis
tance (the lower the related critical angle); 
the lower the MUF the sporter is the skip. To 
reach relatively .long distauces, therefore, 
higb~r frequencies must be used at low elevation 
angles· to reach relatively .shQ.r.t distaaces 
lower frequencies mµst be usedat higher eleva
tion angles. 

4. Correctto~ ~ Curyed Earth, ~urye~ 
,Ioqos:ghere, and ~ 11arth V s Magnetic E.leld.. The fundamental 

features of oblique transmission by ionospheric refraction 

so far discussed in this Section have all been deduced 
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for the idealized conditions assumed initially namely that 

the earth and the ionosphere are both flat, and that the 

earth's magnetic field does not existo Taking into account 

the factors Aeglected,, such as the curvature of both the earth 

and the ionosphere and the earth 0 s magnetic field~ does not 

remove any of these fundamental features 9 but rather ~odifies 

them to some degreeo 

For distances up to approximately iQQ, miles (1000 

kilometers) equations (16) 9 (17)~ (18) and (19) 9 based on a 

flat earth and a flat ionosphere~ lead to reasonably accu-

rate results in the calculation of either the MUF or the 

skip distance .. For distances greater than 600 miles,, the 

curvature of both the earth and the ionosphere become signi

ficant and must be consideredo As indicated in Figure 47, 

consideration of curvature introduces not only rather cumbersome 

spherical mathematics but also the requirement for assuming 

a more complicated distribution of electronic density within 

the ionosphere (in order to properly determine the hei.ght at 

which refraction takes place) than was necessary for the con

dition of a flat earth and a flat ioaosphereQ As a result of 

several independent mathematical analyses in which variQus 

types of distributions have been assumed for the electronic 

density of the ionosphere, relationships have been developed 

for determining the MUF and the skip distance for the 
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spherical case, from the vertically incident·critical fre-
10,11,12 

quency and virtual height measurements. One such 

relationship, based on a curved earth and a thin, curved 

ionosphere is given in the following equation: 

(20) fmur = f 0 4ch+~) 2 
8R . 

where f f is the MUF for distance D; f 0 is the 
verticafi°y incident critical frequency, his the 
vertical height of the refracting region and R 
is the earth's radius in the same units as D and 
h (6,367 kilometers or 3956 miles). · 

Equation (20) can be reduced to a form much more 

practical for direct and rapid engineering application as 

follows: 

(21) fmur = f 0 (k) 

where fmuf and f 0 are defined in equation (20)1 and 
k is equivalent to the radical term in equation (20). 

Values fork, the MUF factor for a curved earth and 

a curved ionosphere, are given in graJilical form in Figure 48 

for various refracting heights. Relating a vertically inci

dent critical frequency and a vertical height (measurable 

parameters) with an MUF for an oblique path reduces, there

fore, to determining the MUF factor (k) from Figure.48, and 

10 

11 

12 

A. T. Waterman, Jr. "Ray theor7 applied to a spherical 
ionosphere," Tech. Rpt. No. 142, Cruft Lab., Harvard 
univ., Cambridge, Mass.; Feb. 15, 1952. 

G. Millington, "The relation between ionospheric trans
mission phenomena at oblique incidence and those at 
vertical incidence,'' Proc. Phys. Soc., Vol. 50, pp. 801-
825; 1938. 

s.K. Mitra, .Qll• ~., pp, 265-275 
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applying equation (21). Uti.lization of this, and other simi

lar procedures~ for engineering analyses and planning of high 

frequency radio communications will be discussed at greater 

length later in this Section., 

When the radio ray enters the ionosphere 9 the electro

magnetic energy contained within it corr·es under the influence 

of the forces exerted by the earthvs magnetic fieldo These 

forces render the ionosphere doubl]{ refracting, ioee, a single 

ray entering the ionosphere is split into .1W. distinct rays, 

each travelling with different propagation characteristics and 

obeying different laws of refraction. One ray, called the 

ordinary type, t~avels approximately parallel to the magnetic 

field, and is therefore little affected by ito The other ray, 

called the extrao;r;dinary type~ travels approxi.mately transverse 

to the magnetic field and is affected by it to a considerable 

degreeo The ordinary ray, while not completely independent 

of the magnetic field's influence 9 behaves in much the same 

manner as the ray discussed previously in this Section:, for 

which the assumption was made that the magnetic field did not 

existo The extraordinary ray, on the other hand, 1s of a 

different polarization, travels at a different velocity and 

along a different path, requires a smaller electronic density 

for its refraction and is usually more heavily absorbed in the 

ionosphere than the ordinary rayG The degree to which the 

extraordinary ray differs from the ordinary ray (and the 

degree to which the ordinary ray differs from the nno magnetic 

field'v condition) depends primarily upon the strength of the 
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earth's magnetic field 9 which varies geographically over 

the earthes surfaceo In general 9 however 9 it is only the 

ordinary ray which propagates through the ionosphere in a 

manner which can be predictedo Since the ordinary ray is 

affected very little by the earthos magnetic f1eld 9 the ray 

theory already discussed need not be modified to take either 

the field or the extraordinary ray into accounto A recent 
13 

study shows that neglecting the effects of the magnetic 

field leads to a difference of about 7o5% in the calculation 

of the MUF from the values obtai.ned 'When the field is consi= 

deredo The study further shows that the accuracy of MJF 

calculations, as compared to observed values~ 1s approxi~ 

mately the same whether or not the field is considered (values 

based on the ordinary ray are found to be about 3% l2wer than 

observed values~ while those based on the extraordinary ray 

are about 4% higher than observed MUFos)o It is~ of course 9 

a much simpler matter to determine the MUF when the earthos 

magnetic field is ignored (the case of the ordinary ray) 9 and 

it appears justifiable to do soo 

5 o Mul ti""h.gp Propagation 2 The critic al angle 

of propagation determines the inner limit 9 or skip distance 9 

for a radio ray refracted from the ionosphereo The 9uter 

limit of the area to which a ray can be refracted is deter= 

mined by the lowest angle of elevation possibleo In practice, 

13 
Ko Davies, "The effect of the earthos magnetic field, on 
MUF calculations,~ Jo of Atmoso and Terro Physo, Volo 16j 
pp. 187-189; 19590 
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the lowest elevation angle for which a ray can reach the 

ionosphere is approximately three degrees (rays transmitted 

at lower angles graze the earth and are heavily absorbed 

before reaching the ionosphere)$ Considering a limiting ele

vation angle of three degreesi and an average maximum F2 layer 

height of 270 miles (450 kilometers)i the maximum distance 

to which a ray can be refracted by a single h2,n from the 

ionosphere comes out to be approximately~ m14es (4 3 000 

kilometers)o Rays refracted from the E region (at a height 

of 66 miles; 110 kilometers) can reach a maximum distance of 

1200 miles (2400 kilometers) for a single hop~ In order to 

reach distances greater than these limiting values~ propagation 

must take place by more than a single hop 0 The mechanism of 

multi-hop propagation is shown in Figure 49 0 The ray is first 

refracted from the ionosphere at point (B) and first strikes 

the surface of the earth at the skip distance (C) for the cri

tical angle. The ray is refracted in a single hop up to a 

distance of 2400 miles from the transmittero Upon striking 

the earthws surface, the ray is again reflected up towards 

the ionosphere to begin a second hop,. By successive refrac.,.. 

tions from the ionosphere and reflections at the earth 0 s sur~ 

face, it is possible for a high frequency radio signal to 

travel completely around the worldo As a rule of thumb, the 

minimum number of hops required on a circuit can be determined 

by dividing the great circle distance between transmitter and 

receiver by 2400 miles (with left-over fractions counting as 

an extra hop)o For examplei a radio wave travelling the 
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approximately 10)000 miles between New York and Australia 

would make at least fiy~ hops between the ionosphere and the 

surface of the eartho An interesting point about mul.ti~hop 

propaga t.ion is that skip zones do not usually appear after 

the first hope The down=coming rays between the range of 

elevation angles propagated by the first hop (extending from 

the critical angle down to approximately three degrees) 9 and 

the diffusion caused by both ionospheric and ground reflec= 

tions 41 appear to almost always 9~f111 in.Yi what would have been 

skip zones for successive hops (see Figure 49)o In multi=hop 

propagation, as in the case of a single hop 9 tl1ere is only Qilll 

clearly defined skip zone; the zone extending from near the 

transmitter to the point where the ~ down•=coming ray 

arrives., 

The earth 9 s surface is far from a perfect reflector 

of radio rays, and at each reflection point the ray loses 

some energyo The amount of energy lost depends upon the radio 

frequency and the conductivity and reflecting characteristics 

of the earth. For reflections from waterll the most efficient 

earth reflection medium9 the ray may lose up to half its 

energy; for reflections over dry~ rocky land 9 which is the 

poorest type of reflecting earth~ the ray may lose up to 90% 
of 1 ts energy o 

B., .Circui t Analysiso The main characteristics of 

oblique inctdence ionospheric transmission~ the fact that there 

exists a ma41mJJJ11 u sable frequency 9 a critical angle 2!:, ~levatiQn, 
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and a §kip ,d.istanc~ 9 all related to the vertically iµcident 

critical frequency and the height of the refracting region~ 

have so far been discussed in this Sectiono The engine~ring 

of a high frequency radio circuit must take these factors 

properly into account if reliable communication is to be ma1n

ta1nedo From theory and experimentation, constantly advancing 

hand-in-hand since the first ionospheric experiments of 1925, 

techniques have been evolved for applying certain measurable 

ionospheric data to the solution of propagation and other 

engineering problems encountered in establishing high fre= 

quency radio circuitso These techniques will be discussed in 

the remainder of this Section. 

1. Maximum Usable Frequency (~)o The MUF s, 

as defined previously, is the highest frequency that will be 

refracted by the ionosphere along a great circle path of given 

distanceo Frequencies greater than the }UF penetrate the 

ionosphere and are lost in spaceo In order to ensure reliable 

high frequency radio communication it is~ therefore, of great 

importance to choose the correct operating frequencies to suit 

the time of day, season of the year~ and phase of the sunspot 

cycleo As discussed previously in this Section the MJF for a 

given path is dependent upon the vertically incident critical 

frequency and the height of the refracting region, and can be 

determined from equation {21): 

(21) fmur = fo (k) 

where fmu1· is the MUF for a fixed distance D; f 0 1s 
the vertically incident critical frequency; and k is 
an MUF factor relating D and the height of the re
fracting region (found in Figure 48)e 
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A high frequency radio circuit between Bangor~ Maine 

and Macon~ Georgia will be used to illustrate the procedure 

involved in determining the MJF (for July~ 1959)0 

15 

16 

a o The radio energy ;1.s assumed to travel along a 
ray pa th in the pJ.ane determined by the great 
circle pa th that can be "' :"'aW:.'l; ·· et.w-aeri: the 
transm.1 tting and receiving terminal so The 
great circle distance can be determ..ined from 
either a map s~ale 9 0r by trigonometric methodsl4o 
The distance between Bangor~ Maine and Macon~ 
Georgia 9 is 1~000 miles {or 1610 k11ometers)o 

bo For one=hop propagation paths (circuits less 
than 2400 miles~ or 4000 kilometers) ionospheric 
refraction. takes place at the path mid~point:;i 
or one=half the great ci.rcle distance between 
transmitter and receivero In the example under 
consideration the mid=point of the path is 500 
miles from e.ither terminal; or directly over 
Wa.shington 9 DaCo The height of the ionosphere 
at the point of refraction~ as well as the cri= 
tical frequencies of the various ionospheric 
layers5) are determined by v·ertically incident 
pulse probing t~ctiniques. discussed previously 
in this thesisol.5 Median values of layer heights 
and critical frequencies !or Ju.119 1959 at the 
pa th mid=1>gint (Wash1ngton9 Do Co) are given in 
Table 12a 1 

co The MUF between Bangor ID Mai.ne and Maconll Georgia 
is calculated for two=hour intervals throughout 
the day directly from the basic data appearing 
1n Table 12 by application of Figure 48 and 
equation (2l)o The steps involved in this pro= 
cedure~ and the resulting values of ~2 and E 
layer MD?;,i1 " are shown in Table 13 o Tfie MUF for 
.... 

See 90Reference Data for Radio Engineers$) vv 4th Eda 9 PPo 73200 

739~ ~Great Circle Calculations 9 ~ pubo Into Telephone & 
Telegraph Corpo 1 New York; 19560 

Section III, PPo 82-850 

Monthly median values of 1.onospheric measurements made at 
Washingtonll DoCo and several dozen other ionos-pheric sta= 
tions throughout the world appear in tijionospheric Data, 
Part A~ '9 CRPL=F series:J published monthly by CRPL 9 National 
Bureau of Standards;t) Boulder, Coloradoa 
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Time 
EST 

MID 

2A 

4A 

6A 

BA 

lOA 

NOON 

ZP 

4P 

6P 

SP 

lOP 

Notes 

TABLE 12, 

Typical Med.ia.n Values of Vertical 
Incidence P:ropagation Daf:.a, 

Washington, D. C. 
July, 1959 

F 2 Critical 
F2 layer Freq. (£0 ) E laye:r 
height, KM MC height, KM 

285 7.0 

280 6.2 

275 5.2 

260 6.2 110 

280 7"3 106 

350 7.7 104 

370 7.8 103 

370 7. 9 106 

350 8. 1 108 

290 8.3 111 

270 8.0 

270 7.6 

Compreherud.ve werld=wi.de c.enteur charts o.f' the pre= 
di~ted median height of the F2 layer fer each menth 
~r +..he year appn:r jn WTel"lhnical, Report N&e9~ l\118.:I""-
sis and Predictio11 of Sky=wave Field Inten\si ties irt 
the High Frequency H&nt\illO .,cat.Neo PB 10.3.,04;.., on· &or 
Tech. Service~~ Depto •f Ccmmo 9 W&$hu DoCe; 19S6e 
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E Critical 
Freq. /e 0 ) 

MC 

4. 2. 

3. 8 

3.5 

3. 6 

3.8 

3. 8 

4.3 
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Time 
EST 

MID 

2A 

4A 

6A 

8A 

lOA 

NOON 

2P 

4P 

6P 

8P 

lOP 

TABLE 13 

Calculated Maximum Usable 
Frequencies; Ban.gor , M a ine ~ 
Macon, Georgia, July, 1959 

E layer E layer Flayer Flayer 
MUF factor MUF .MUF factor MUF 
(k)* MC** (k}* MC** 

2 . 8 19.4 

2.8 17 . 4 

2. 8 14.6 

5.2 21. 8 2. 9 17.9 

5.2 19.7 2.8 21. 0 

5. 3 18.6 2 . 4 18. 5 

5. 3 19. l 2.3 17 . 9 

5.2 19.7 2. 3 18.2 

5.2 19.7 2.4 19.4 

5. 2 22.3 2. 6 21. 6 

2. 7 21. 6 

2. 7 20.6 

* Derived from Figure 48, page 152A. 

)le* Derived from equation (21) ; fmuf = £0 (k). 

*** Whichever value of MUF is higher {E or 
Fz layer) becomes the MUF for the path. 
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Path 
MUF 
MC**:fl: 

19.4 

17.4 

14.6 

21. 8 

21. 0 

18. 6 

19. l 

19. 7 

19.7 

22. 3 

21. 6 

20.6 
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the pa th is chosen as the higheJ: of the two 
values (E and F2) calculated for each intervalo 
In the examplei the F2 layer controls the MJF 
for the path from 8PM through 4AM9 while the E 
layer controls it during almost all of the d~y
light hourso The resulting values of M.TF~ fo~ 
the circuit between Bangorj Maine and Macons 
Georgia are shown in graphical form in Figure 50o 

For paths great~r than 4000 kilometers (2400 miles)~ 

multi-hop propagation takes place~ and there are as many points 

of refraction in the ionosphere as there are hopso At first 

glance it would seem necessary to examine the ionosphere at 

the center of eaQh hop 9 in the same manner as was done for the 

single~hop case, in order to determine the MUF for the entire 

patho This could be a rather lengthy and complicated proceaure 

since some very long circuits consist of as many as eight hopso 
17 

Fortunately, a IInlch simpler method has been devised which 

assumes that the F2 layer always controls the transmission on 

paths greater than 4000 kilometers~ and that alJ. mul ti..,.hop 

transmissions take place at the most obligu~ ~~ possibleo 

This means that the initial hop for a multi-hop transmission is 

assumed to always equal 4000 kilometers (the maximum distance 

possible for the most oblique angle of elevation)o Based on 

this assumptionj the F2 layer heights and critical frequencies 

are examined only at the first point of refraction (which woulu 

be the mid-point of the 4000 kilometer initial hop, or 2!lQ.Q 

kll ometers from the transmittiug terminal) and at the lil,t 

17 Ne Smith~ "The relation of radio skywave transmission to 
ionosphere measurementsil'9 Proco l.,RoEoj Volo 27, No., 5, 
pp. 332~34?; May~ 19390 
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point of refraction (which is assumed to always occur at 2000 

kilometers, or 1200 miles, from the receiving terminal). 

These two "control points", 2000 kilometers from each end of 

the path, give two separate MUFs, the lower of which is chosen 

as the MlTF for the circuit as a whole (since the lower value 

would be refracted at both control points). While this method 

of determining the MUF appears to contradict the geometric ray 

theory, it gives, in nearly every case, results that are quite 
18 

consistent with observations. Strangely enough, the results 

obtained by the "2000 kilometer control point" method are 

usually in better agreement with observed values of MUFs than 

those obtained by the longer, more complicated ray theory 

approach of dividing the path into geometric hops. This 

apparent contradiction emphasizes the great need for more de

tailed information, and greater knowledge, concerning the basic 

mechanisms by which a radio wave propagates great distances by 

way of the ionosphere. 

An example of the 2000 kilometer control point MUF 

method for a circuit between New York City and London is shown 

in Table 14. The MUFs calculated 1n this example are plotted 

graphically in Figure 51. 

18 
Recent studies comparing calculated and observed values of 
MUFs indicate a standard error of less than 20% for'cal
culated values, see; A.F. Wilkins and C.M. Minnis, "Com
parison of ionospheric radio transmission forecasts with 
practical results," Proc. Instit. of Elect. Eng., London, 
Vol. 98, No. 53, Part III, pp. 209-220; May, 1951. See 
also the Reports of Study Group VI (Ionospheric Propaga
tion), to the IXth Plenary Assembly of the CCIR, Los 
Angeles, Int. Telecormnunications Union, Geneva; 1959. 



TABLE14 

Calculated Maximum Usable Frequencie~; 
New York City - London, England 

July, 1958 {3460 milea, 557(l k'!.lomt~ra) 

Median Valuee 
MUF:t. MUF* MUF** MUF** MUF**t~ 

Time h* fo* Factor MC h** fo Factor MC MC 
EST KM MC Fig. 48 Eq. (21) KM MC -Yig. 48 Eq. (21) For Path 

MID 280 4.4 3. 6 15.8 300 5. 6 3. 4 19. 1 15. 8 
2A 300 4.0 3.4 13.5 325 5.7 3.4 19.4 13. 5 
4A 320 4.4 3.4 15.0 375 6.2 3. 1 19.2 15.0 
6A 350 5.2 3. 2 16. 7 400 6.7 3.0 20.0 16.7 
BA 380 5.4 3. 1 16.7 410 6.6 2.9 19.2 16. 7 
lOA 400 5.9 3. 0 17.8 415 6.6 2.9 19. 2 17.8 
NOON 410 5.9 2.9 17. 1 410 6.6 2.9 19.2 17. 1 
2P 400 6.0 3.0 18.0 380 6. 5 3. 1 20. 1 18.0 
4P 340 6. 1 3.3 20.2 320 6. 5 3.4 22. 1 20.2 
6P 290 6.2 3. 6 22.3 275 6.8 3.7 25.2 22.3 
BP 275 6.0 3. 7 22.2 280 6.4 . 3. 6 23. 0 22.2 
lOP 280 5. 2 3. 6 18.7 290 6. 1 3. 6 22.0 18.7 

* Data for first control point, 2000 KM from transmitting terminal. 

** Data for last control point, 2000 KM from receiving terminal. 

*** MUF for path is the lowest MUF for the two control points. 
..... 
O' 
~ 
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The MUF has oeen defined previously as the highest 

frequency that will be refracted by the ionosphere over a path 

of fixed distance. This definition must be altered somewhat 

when the MUF is determined from monthly median values of iono

spheric measurementso In this case the MUF becomes the monthly 

median of the daily highest frequencies that can be refracted 

by the ionosphere over a particular transmission path, at a 

particular time. This median value is equalled or exceeded on 

half the days of the month, thus ensuring only 50% reliability. 

Assuming a normal, or Gaussian distribution. for the F2 layer 

MUF, a value which will occur on at least 90% of the days of 

the month can be determined by multiplying the F2 median value 

MUF by 0.85. This 90% value of MOF is called the optimwn 

traffic frequency, or FOTo Going in the other direction, the 

highest probable frequency, or HPF is the value of MUF that 

will occur on less than 10% of the days of the month (for a 

particular circuit at a particular time). The HPF is found 

by multiplying the median value MUF by 1 o 15. The FCYr and HPF 

for the example given in Table 14 appear in tabular form in 

Table 15 and in graphical form in Figure 51a Since the day

to-day variation in E layer ionization is very small, the FOT 

and the median MUF for the E layer are considered to be the 

same. 

19 
Often referred to also as the Optimum Workable Frequency, 
or OWF. 



Time 
EST 

MID 

2A 

4A 

6A 

8A 

lOA 

NOON 

2P 

4P 

6P 

SP 

lOP 

TABLE15 

Calculation of FOT and 
HPF for the Circuit 

New York City - London, 
July, 1958 

Median* 
Value 
MUF FOT** 
MC M.C 

15. 8 13. 4 

13. 5 11. 5 

15. 0 12.7 

16.7 14.2 

16.7 14.2 

17. 8 15. l 

17. l 14.5 

18. 0 15. 3 

20.2 17.2 

22.3 18. 9 

22. 7. 18.9 

18.7 15. 9 

HPF*** 
MC 

18.2 

15. 5 

17.3 

19.2 

19.2 

20.5 

19.7 

20.7 

23.2 

25.7 

25.6 

21. 6 

* Value occurring on 50% of the days of the month. 

** FOT ::: . 85 MUF; value occurring on at least 90% of the days 
of the month. 
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*** HPF ::: 1. 15 MUF; value occurring on less than 10% of the da.ye 
of the month. 
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The methods for calcula~ing MUF demonstrated in the 

examples appearing in Tables 13 and 14 can be used for calcu-

lating MUF for any path lengtho The basic data required for 

these calculations are the heights and vertically incident 

critical frequencies for the path midgpoint (if the path length 

is less than 4000 kilometers)o The Central Radio Propagation 

Laboratory (CRPL) of the National Bureau of Standards is re

data 

for use in the United Statesa Not only does CRPL p-ublish 

1 y da.,;a : ... ... ... 

in such form that MUF can be calculated by graphical and 

nomographical methods much faster and with much less effort 

than the methods used in the examples sh.own in Tables 13 and 14 

(although the examples demonstrate a better understanding of 

the physical concepts involved)o The basic data published 
20 

monthly by CRPL consists of: 

20 

a·o A map and grid system for readily calculating 
the great circle distance between transmitting 
and receiving terminalsi and for determining 
the location of mid-path refracting pointsj or 
2000 kilometer control points; 

bo contour charts of median value vertically inci
dent F2 layer cr1 tical frequencies 'called 1'F 2,,. 
zero=MUF•u) for each of the world 9 s four geo"" 
magneti.c zones (W, I~ E and I2L The critical 

•~Basic Radio Propagation Predictions ,e i sued monthly, 
three months in advance by the Central Radio Propagation 
Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards, Boulderj 
Coloradoo This data is available on a purchase basis 
from the Supta of Documents UoSo Govto P inting Office, 
Washington 25, DoCa at 10¢ a single PYt r $1000 for an 
annual subscription of 12 copieso 

.-
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frequency at the mid-path refraction point can 
be determined directly from these charts. See 
Figure 5'2 for a typical "F -zero-MUF" contour 
chart· 2 , 

c. conto·ur charts of median value "F2-4ooo KM-MUF", 
for the four geomagnetic zones. These contours 
take into account the critical frequency, layer 
height and MUF factor. The MUFs for multi-hop 
2000 kilometer control points can be determined 
from these charts. See Figure 52 for a typical 
"F2-4000 KM-MUF" contour chart; 

d. a simple nomograph for readily obtaining the MUF 
for any path less than 4000 kilometers long using 
the critical frequency values obtained at the mid
path refraction point from the F2-zero-MUF and 
F2-4000 KM~MUF contour charts; 

e. a world-wide contour chart of combined median 
value E and F1 layer 11 2000 ldlometer MUFs". 
See Figure 53 for a typical contour chart; 

f. a simple nomograph for converting the "E/F1-
2000 ki.lometer-MUF" to an MUF for any path 
length up to 2000 kilometers; 

g. a world-wide contour chart of sporadic-E layer 
median value critical frequencies, and a chart 
showing the percentage of time that the "sporadic-E 
2000 kilometer-MUF" occurs in excess of 15 mega
cycles; 

h. a simple nomograph for directly converting F2 layer MUFs into FOTs. 

With this basic propagation data, the calculation of 

MUFs and FOTs for circuits of' any path length becomes a rela

tively simple, straight-forward graI-,hical process which can be 

done readily (a trained person can calculate the hourly values 

of' MUF for a complete day in a matter of several minutes), and 

with a high degree of accuracy, up to three months in advance. 

The development of the methods used by CRPL for reducing com

plex ionospheric measurements to relatively simple contour 
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charts having great practical application is considered to be 

one of the most significant advancements ■ade in the field of 
21 

high frequency radio communication engineering. In these 

charts engineers have a Yery valuable tQol that greatly facil

itates the work of finding the correct frequencies to use on 

high frequency- radio circuits. 

2. ~ Lowest Usable High Frequency (LUF). 

The lowest usable high frequency, or LUF, is the lower limiting 

frequency for communication over a particular path at a parti

cular time. This liJlliting frequency is determined by the 

strength of the signal at the receiving location. In order for 

the communication to be intelligible, the received signal in

tensity must be sufficiently strong to overcome the effects of 

atmospheric and receiver noise. The LUF is defined as the fre

quency at which the received field intensity is equal to the 

minimum field intensity required in order to provide a workable 

signal in the presence of noise at the receiver. Received field 

intensities depend on the power of the transmitter, the gain of 

the transmitting antenna, the transmission distance, and absorp

tion losses. The minimum required field intensity- depends on 

the noise of the system (with atmospheric noise, or static, 

generally being the controlling factor in the high frequency 

range of the radio spectrum) and upon the type of intelligence, 

or modulation, being transmitted • . The LUF, unlike the MJF, is 

21 N.Smith, "Extension of normal incidence ionosphere measure
ments to oblique incidence radio· transmission," J. Res. Nat. 
Bur. of Stands., Vol. 19, PPo 89-94; 1937. 
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dependent upon a number of factors other than ionospheric rec 

frac.tionj and so i.t is much harder to calculate than the MUFo 

Techniques have been developed 9 however, for calculating the 
22 

LUF by graphical and nomographical meanso These techniques 

are much too lengthy for detailed discussion in this thesis, 

but the following will indicate the major factors involved in 

LUF calculationso Further detailed information can be obtained 

from the references cited in footnoteso 

ao Calculation of the LUF involves~ in the first 
place~ the determination of the _nu space 9 or 
unabsorbed field at the receiving terminalo The 
value of the unabsorbed field~ for any given 
value of radiated power, depends only upon the · 
normal spreading out of the wave front with dis~ 
tanceo The free space field can be calculated 
from the following equation: 

(22) E ~ 1?3 9 2\ ;--;;--
d ·v .n.i 

where Eis the free space field intensity 
in 2'!11111.volt;s per meter; dis the distance 
from the antenna in kilometers (if the dis
tance is given in miles change the numerica~ 
constant to 108); Pis the power fed to the 
transmitting antenna expressed in kilowatts; 
and G is the gain of the antenna over that 
of an isotropic radiator, 1n the direction 
of radiationo . 

bo The incident field at any point on the earthos 
surface isi however, less than the free space 
value because of absorption encountered in the 
ionosphere and at ground reflection pointso 
Ionospheric absorption varies inversely as the 
square of the wave frequency, and its intensity 
varies diurnally, seasonally and geogra:phically 
in accordance with the sunos zenith angleo 

,vronospheric Radio Propagation 9 w National Bureau of Standards 
Circular 462i PPo 104=205~ Govto Printing O!ficej Washington, 
DoCa; June, 191+80 . 
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Ionospheric absorption is approximately;~ 
greater during years of high ~0lar activity than 
during years of low activityo j Radio paths 
that cross or pass near the auroral zones are 
subject to an additional amount of ionos}'heric 
absorptiono On multi-hop propagation paths the 
si~.nal strength may be weakened by as much as 
75% depending upon the electrical characteristics 
of the earth 0 s surface at the ground reflection 
pointso Absorption contours and nomogra}'hs have 
been devised to ta~ all these sources of absorp-
tion into accounto The free space field, re-
duced by the total amount of absorption encountered, 
will then give the incident or delivered field 
intensity at the receiving end of the path. 

co Having thus determined the ~elive red field inten
sity it is now necessary to compare this with the 
required field intensityo The required field in
tensity varies with the type of modulation, or 
intelligence transmitted and with the level of 
atmospheric or other forms of noiseo The field 
intensity required for good reception of double 
sideband radio teleyhony is usually taken as a 
reference level, and the field intensities required 
for other types of trans111ssions are expresaed as 
a ratio to this levelo For example, the field 
intensity required for good high frequencJ broad
cast reception is 506 times greater than the 
reference level; while the field intensity re
quired for good reception of single sideband radio 
telelilooy is half the value of the reference 
levelo2, Atmospheric noise, collllonly called 

23 For a more detailed discussion of ionospheric absorption see 
Section III, PPo 102-10; of this thesiso 

24 There are several different acceptable methods for deter
mining the value of delivered field intensitYo For detailed 
discussions and examples see: 
ao "Ionospheric Radio Propagation'', Ei!.· C!it. 
b 0 "Technical Report Noo 91 Analysis ancf"Trediction of Sky

wave Field Intensities n the High Frequency Band~, Cat. 
No 0 PB103,d+;, Offo of Tee.ho Services, Depto or Commerce, 
Washington, DoCo; 19;60 

c. K0 Rawer, "The Ionosphere'', :PPol63-184, F. Unger Publish
ing Co., New York; 19;70 

25 A complete list of intensity ratios appears in "Ionos}'heric 
Radio Propagation", 23?0 Ja,10 page 1600 
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"static"., is produced primarily by lightning 
flashes (th'understorms)e The electro-magnetic 
noise energy contained in the lightning flash 
Ls pr·opagat.ed in much the same manner as man
made ra.dio wa.ves. The incidence of lightning 
c,r th'il.mdersto rms varies with time of' day, sea
sonally and geographicallYo It is estimated 
that 4'.here a.re approximately 2000 thunderstorms 
1.n pr-ogre.as at any given, moment throughout the 
world., most of them occurring in tropical re
g::ton,s. Measurements of atmospheric noise have 
·teen c:c,nducted t"'or a numbe:r or !ears over a ,, 
gre.a.t; many areas of the world,.-- From these 
mea.s-urements world-wide noise level contours 
have been devised, from which it becomes pos
a1.ble to determine t.he minim:um value of field 
int8n.s1 ty :??e.q-;.iired for- good reception for at 
l.=:ast. 90% o.f 

0
;h;

8 
time in t:he, pr•eser.:c.e of the 

n~js~ lev8l.-,,~ 

,1, IJ:'h:,; r:JF is r.hen determined as the frequency at 
whicr1 th~ delivered field intensity a·t the re
:::ei,ri::-r e.quals t;he minimum field intensity r•e
quired in order to provide good reception for 
at lea.st. 90% of the time. At frequencies below 
the LUF reception wi.11 not be pos:si.ble because 
of absorption and noise; at frequencies above 
thi:-: VJF the signal-to-noise ratio impr•ovens as 
th-· frequency is :r"aised. Optimum circuit co:n-
1itions a.re rt:;!ached at the Far., where both the 
signa.1-to-,noise ratio and tne-pr"opagation re
liability ar~ ma.xl:mum. Above the FOT propaga
tion ::r.•elia:bi.11 ty beg:lns to fall off., r 0eaching 
a median value at the M'UF, and dropping to very 
low va.J.ues above 'the MDF, 

This has been one of the ma.jar tasks 1mdert;aken by the 
Internatiorml Radio Consultative Cornrn:it:tee ( CC:IR) o 

"Ione. spher-1~. Radio f'ropagation" ., ~0_2it;., PP o 151-179. 

11 Doc:u.ments of the IXth Plenary .Assembly of the GCIR; 
Los Angt?.les, 1959 11

., pp" :223-256 ("Revision of atmos
pheric radio noi.se da.t;a 11

), International Telec.ommunica
tions Union., (Jeneva.; 1959. 
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e. Unlike the MUF, which at the present time is 
controlled only by nature,29 the LUF ·can be 
controlled by adjustments in the radiated 
power or by changes in the type of modulation 
transmitted. The LUF is lowered approximately 
1.5 megacycles for each 10 db Increase in 
effective radiated power, and vice versa. 

The LUFs for the Bangor, Maine to Macon, Georgia 

circuit, for which the MUFs and FOTs have previously been 

calculated, appear in Figure 50. The LUFs for the New York 

to London circuit appear graphically in Figure 51. 

3. Circuit Analysis Curves. Between the MUF 

(or FOT) and the LUF there is a range of frequencies over 

which radio connnunications can be maintained on a particular 

circuit. The upper frequency limit of this range (the MUF) 

is determined by the ionization density of the various iono

spheric layers in which wave refraction occurs, and the lower 

limit (the LUF) is determined by wave absorption and the 

noise conditions at the receiving terminal. It is of great 

operational importance to lmow both these limits and the 

intervening range of useful frequencies. Such data is 

plotted conveniently in graphical form on Circuit, or Pro

pagation Analysis Curves of the types illustrated in 

29 
Project Argus (see Section III, pp. 66-68) and recent 
experiments in artificial, man-made ionospheric re
flecting devices (metallic-coated balloons, satellites, 
gas clouds, etc.) appear to point the way to man's 
eventual control of the MUF, at least to some degree. 
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Figt~re:s 50 and 51, F-rom Figures 50 and 51 it is possible 

to choc,sE> at a gl.anc":" the most ef'fect1v·e working frequencies 

tor any t.ime of' day_, f'rom those allocated to the particular 
30 

radio service" 

30 

Fc,r ~xample-, in b'igur•e 50 (gage 161A) the two f':re
quenuies available for the Bangor to Macon circuit 
arl::'! 14 .~ 300 kc and 7 ., 150 kc .. The propaga.tion ana
lysis shows that only the 7,150 kc frequency can 
t e USE:d t,~tween :2 AM and 6 AM ES1I·., sine~ dttt"'ing 
+ b.o. t' ~.1me the 14,300 kc frequency 13 above the l;l'OT. 
At 6 A.M the ar,'.alysia shows that it i.;;; advisable ·to 
change t~, 14-, JOO kc since this frequency is now 
t:elc.w t:he PO'I.', while the LUF i.s approachir•g 7, 150 kc. 
'I'b.e 14 , 300 kc frequency can oe used for the re-
ma .. iLder of' t:he day, until 2 AM. In Fig•urE. 51 (page 
163A), for the sake of illu.stra.tion., ass~.:ane that 
the single frequency available (15, 350 kc) is to be 
used c,n a :24,~hour basis~ The propagation analysis 
:ShC-W.!I t:hat from 2 PM to 10 PM EST the c.ir~uit Will 
be good in excess or 90% of the day1::1 of the month. 
BetwP-en 10 PM and midnight the number of day~ the 
circ-ui.t is expected to be good drops from 9t:Yf. 
(the FOT} to 50% (the MUF); from midnight to 4 AM 
it drops to between 50 and 1()%. From 4 AM to 2 PM 
the frequency lies between the MUF and F10T, w1 th 
t.h~ ci.rcuit expected to be good on approxima.tely 
70'% of' the days of the month. During the hours of 
10 PM and 8 AM the circuit can be improved by 
loweri~ the frequency if a la,,er one is a' ... ilat,1e. 
No-:te t.a.t between 8 AM and 2 PM the LUF ana CT are 
very close together. During this time it is sualJv 
very di.f"ficult to find a suitable frequency, ar, 
when the LUF' exce~ds the MUF it becomes impossible 
to maintain 1:;omm1.mications over the particular ,,j rcu1.t. 

By 1.nt. r.national agreement the radio spec.t.rum is d1v1.ded 
into many di,scret?!t segments varying in size from several 
kilocycle,s to several megacycles, with each of the . 
varto·us radio .services (Fixed, Maritime Mobile, Broad
casting, Amateur, etc.) allocated several or -these seg
m'=lnts throughout the spectrum. See, "Radio Regulations -
Geneva, 1959", Intet'national Telecommunications Union, 
Geneva; 1959. 
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Thus, having available Circuit Analysis CUrves 
like th 

eae for every circuit over which it is desired to 
t:ra.nsnu t, it is possible to plan efficient transmission 
0Pe:rati ons and to choose the optimUm frequencies for main-
ta1n1 

ng the highest possible circuit reliability. This, 
then 

'demonstrates the modern techniques in which basic 

ionospheric data are put to use in practical communications 

eng1neer1ng. 
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SECTION V 

LONG-RANGE HIGH FREQUENCY 

COMMUNIGA.TION ANALYSIS 

A. Long-Range Advance Circuit Planning. In addi

tion to their day-to-day operational importance for deter

mining the most reliable f'requency to use on a particular 

high f'requency radio circuit, the circuit analyses discussed 

in the previous SE·c.tion also play a very important part in 

long-range advance telecommunication planning. By examining 

tne diurnal and Gcasonal variations in the range of useful 

rrequ€ncies at both the minimum and maximum periods of the 

solar cycle it is possible to determine the overall range 

of rrequenciea neceasar,y for maintaining reliable communi

cations under all possible variations in normal ionospheric 

conditions. This information is one of the most important 

factors upon which the systems engineering of the circuit 

depends. Transmitters, receivers and antennas used on the 

circuit must be designed to operate over th1s entire range 

of usable .frequencies if' reliable cornmun:.tc1;.tions through

out the solar cycle 1a to be ensured. '11hls data is 

also used for determining, many years in advance, the 

175 
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number and range or specific frequencies that must be assigned 

to the circ1Jit f'rom thoae that are allocated on an inter

national basia. (For example, the Aeronautical radio service 

nas an internationally agreed upon Plan in which a complement 

0f frequencies is assigned to each circuit to cover iono

spheric conditions expe~ted to be encountered throughout an 

entire solar cycle. The complements of frequencies contained 

in this Plan w~re determined from circuit analyses of the type 

being discussed in this Section}. S1.milar analyses comparing 

geographical variations in the useful range of frequencies over 

an entire solar cycle can also be used to determine alternate, 

or relay circuits in the event that reliable communication can 

not be ma.intained over a direct circuit. (For example, if the 

MUF on a circuit in northern regions falls below the lowest 

allocated frequency, communication may still be possible via a 

relay located in more southerly regions where MUFs are generally 

higher). 

A typ1.cal long-range circuit analysis, encompassing 

the rour seasons (sul1Dller, winter, and the equinox analysis which 

applies to both s~ring and fall) for both the upper and lower 

limits of' the solar cycle, is shown in Figures 55-57 for the 

New York to London circuit. A discussion of how long-range 

circui.t analysis curves of this type are derived will follow. 

The remainder of this Section will then be devoted to long

range analyses of' key international high frequency radio cir

cuits. From these analyses will be drawn certain important 

conclusions concerning the impact upon telecommunications that 
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is expect~d to result from the trend in :solar activity pre

dicted f'or the rE::ma.:1..nder of 'the pre.sent sunspot c.ycle, and 

for subsequeLt solar cycles du.rj_ng t-he next 25 years or so. 

1. Long~,ra~ c,!,_rcu"it analysis curves. In 

the previous Section, (Section. TV), the relationship between 

the cri.tical frequency and the height of the ionosphere at 

vertical incide.nc.e to the maximum usable .frequency at oblique 

incidence was discu.ss€~d ir, detail. Knowing the critical fre

quency and the ion:),Spheric height: at the point of refraction 

(or at beth eontrol points for paths greater than :2400 miles 

in distance) the MUF can be determined using either MUF fac

tors (given i.n Fi.gure 48) or by the 0RPL graphical method. 

The long-range predict.ion o.f critical frequenci.es throughout 

a solar cycle has alr-=:ady 'beE:n di.scussed in some detail in 
1 

Section III of' thi:s thesi.s. Bec.ause of their regularity, E 

and Fl layer cri t1c,.a1 frequencies can be predicted directly 

from relatively straightforward eg:uations containing diurnal, 
2 

seasonal and solar cycle factors. Because of the vagarious 

nature of the F2 layer, the prediction of' c.ritica.l frequencies 

for this layer are somewhat more di.fficult, than for the E and 

Fl layers, being based on ionospheric. observations made over 

the previou.s ·two or three solar C;yGle:s, and from which more or 

less empirical f'actors have ·been devised to take into account 

future diurnal, seasonal and. solar activity. These critical 

1 
Section III, pp. 96-113. 

2 
Equation 5B., page 97, equat-ion 6B, page 98. 
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frequency values which Gan b~ predioted in advance tor any 

smoothed sunspot number, to.rm the basis upon which the MUF 

for any particu.lar circui.t may be determined for any period 

of solar activity. 

Tw·o m1?Jthod:s have been published recently, one Jap

anese and ·the other Am.eric.an., for calculating MUFs for any 

smoothed :sunspot r.mmber :from world=Wide con.to·urs of critic al 

frequencies predicted tor the upper and lower limits of the 

solar cycle. 

The Jap.a.nese pub11cation3 contains F2-ze~o=MUF 
and F2= 4000- MUF world-wide conto1\:ir charts predic
t.ed tor sm11spot numbers 10 (typical of' low solar 
activity) and 100 (typical of high solar activity) 0 

The contour cha.rt rs a.r,e drawn tor each three~hour 
period throughout the day, and for each six-week 
period throughout t:he year. Nomographs are presented 
for cal~ulating W'JFa for any distance using the 
basic cont.our charts o A :special nomograph trans
forms the MUFs calculated tor the reference sun
spot nu.mt,er:s 10 and. 100 to MU.Fs tor any value of' 
8:moothed sunspot number o A copy of thi.s nomograph 
appearlB on page lOOA of this thesis (Figure 29)., 
and 1s repeated in this Section for convenience 
( see Figure 5!.~) 

The Americ.a.n publication4 ccinta.ins world-wide con
tours or F2 layer critical frequencies, and MUF 
factors for 4000 KM, based on a smoothed sunspot 
number of' 500 The contour charts are drawn for each 
two-hou't" period throughout the day, and for the months 
or January., Ma:rjch, June, July, September and December 

0 

In addit,1on, t,here are world~wide contour charts or 
:r,egresaion .f..:t.cto:r-3 which rela.te the critical freq
uencies and MlJF factors ror SSN 50 to any value or 
a1.mBpo-t mmbe.1" 0 Nom,~gra,phs a:r,e provided r or tr·ans-
r or--m:tn.g thi?. data co!'.i.ta1.ned in the basic c.ontours 
1n-to MUB"i! for any d1etance. 

3 "'World Maps of F2 <Jritic1al Frequencies and Maximum Frequen
cies for 4000 KM, 11 Rad:I.o Rf-search lab o, Ministry of Posts and 
Teleconmru.nlea.tiont:J., Tokyo, Japan; August, 1958. 

4 D.H.Zachat·i.sen., 11World Maps of F2 Critical Frequencies and 
Maximtun Usable Frequency Factors, n Tech. Note #2, CRPL, Nat. 
Bur. of' St.and., pub. by Gov·t. Print. Off o,Wash. D.C.; April,1959. 
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A thi:r•d met;hod~ whic;h t;he author of this thesis finds 
give.s r~sults that ·a:re ~omparJa'ble to either of the 
-two d1scuss.sd. pr.,eviously but with considerably less 
effort, ia to use the world-wide critical frequency 
contoitrs appearing in the monthly CRPL D Series~ for 
1954 and 1958 o The chart .s for 1954 are based on a 
smoothed sunspot number or approximately 10, and the 
C',hart t5 for 1958 ar'~ baaed on SSN 150 o The MUFs for 
both SSN 10 and SSN 150 a:r,e then calculated by the 
regular CRPL method di:scn.l!.ssed 1n Section IV, and 
·transformed to any valuie or SSN by means of the nomo
graph a.ppear.,ing in Figure 54 • The MlJFs shown in the 
l.ong-.r,ange cirr..:'Uit a.nalyrsi.-=J curves to be discussed 
in t;h1s Section have been ealculated by t;his method. 

The me·thod f'or det;e1'm1n1:ng the LUF discussed in Section 

IV takes into account a solar cycle factor.which makes it pos

sible to cal.C',ul,-ate d1.rectly t;h~ LUF tor any smoothed sunspot 

m.unbero Th!C': n"mc,graph in Fig•m»ie 5L~ ,~a.n also be used for this 

purpose 11" the: values of LW a:t a.Tty two smoothed sunspot num

bers a1"e known. o 

F.'igur,~a 55 ... 57 are typica.l circw.t analysirs cut"ves 

containing ba.~1 d.~ta that can b1e u.iaed f'or determining, in 

advance, the MU.F and LUF tor the N1::w York t;o London circUit 

at any time of. d:a.y, tor an.y se.~sor,1 of' the year, ·throughout 

the sola:r cycle o ~rhe w1nterJ curve is cen,ter•ed on December, 

the summ.12!:J'." cur-ve on July, and the equinox curve on March and 

Septembero All th.at is requir-ed additionally is a prediction 

of the ismo,:,thed. aunapot number which 0orresponds to the period 

f'or wh1¢h the cir :n.rt. t analysis is to be made o S'\\llch a predic

t1.on for the remainder of "the present cycle (through 1965) 

5 
"Basic Rad1.o Propagatlon Pr.,edictions .. Series D";; 1,ssued 
mon·thly by CRPL, National Bureau of' Standards o Available 
f'rom U o So Gover-nment. Printing Of'fice, Wash.1.ngton, .Do Co at 
10¢ a copy., or $1000 for an annual ;subscription of 12 copies. 
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·rABLE 16 

Predicted 12-month running 
smoothed sunspot numbers, 
1959-1965, based on the 

methods of Waldmeier, Anderson~ 
and Lincoln-McNisho 

1959 1960 ~ 1962 l2il 1961+ 
January 132 97 ,a 39 22 

February 127 94 57 38 21 

March 124 91 56 37 21 

April 122 87 55 35 20 

May 120 83 53 34 19 

June 118 80 50 33 18 

July 152 115 75 48 31 17 

August 150 112 71 46 29 16 

September 146 109 66 44 27 15 

October 144 106 64 43 25 14 

NoTember 139 103 61 42 24 13 

December 135 99 59 41 23 12 

* Minimum predicted by Waldmeier and Lincoln~McNisho 

** Minimum predicted by Anderson 

() Anderson~s values~ 

1965 

11 

11 

10 

9 

8* 

9 (~) 

9 (7) 

10 (6) 

10 (5) 

11 (4) 

12 (3) 

13 (2)** 
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has been m-:.t.d..- :1r,. Section II of +:J-J.;3 thieisis, and appears in 

Table 8 J p~,i:, 48 a Fc,r ~:H)lj, 1-enie:r.1.0€:!' lt; ts repeated again in 

this Seot1,~n a.s 'I'a l.':l .i.6 .. 

Th-e- mi: t;nod..:> for -.:1:ding ·the t aaic circuit analysis 

data app .i.~rir..g .:r:. Pi..., .. ·ie:::. :=5 .• 57 fer !'inding MTJ.Fs and LUFs 

for ax1y sm1:i'.">-f:'h.e-d s-;.:i.riept 't. n:u:ml:,~r ia 1llaatr•ated in the fol., 

lowing example~ 

S·a11pcj•_ · 't-hat 1t Ls requirJed to .t"ind the range of 
u.se.ful f'requ,;:n'}ies for the U:3w Yot·k to London cir-
ui t f'or the, w1nt:e:r of 1961-19620 From Table 16 

t;he SSN f',')1.' De:c.:~mber 1961 i.3 round to be 59 . In 
Ta.ble 17 the MUFJs for SSNr3 10 and 150 are tabulated 
as s,::.aled trom 'the ba.a1ci cu.:rvers given in Figure 56. 
Usirig the MUF values for SSNs 10 and 150, the MU.Fa 
tor the r~qd.red SSN 59 are found directly £rom 
the nomogr•aph appearing :l.r.i Figure 54. The MUFa for 
SSN 59) der1 ved in this ma.r.t.ne:t•, are also tabulated 
in Table 17. The L\JF.a f·or SSNs 10 and 150, as 
scialed f1°om F1.gur.e 56, a:r.-e ta'oulated in Table 18. 
UsirJg th6ae valu~s, the LUFs for SSN 59 are found· 
directly from the nomograph app~aring in Figure 54. 
'I'he calculated LUr,s tor SSN 59 are also tabulated 
in Table 18~ 

Th.~ r.d.rcu1 t analysis data :f'rom New York to London, 

as predicted .for, December 1961$ appears in gti)afi'.hic:al form in 

Figure 580 FI·om this graph the range of' uae:ful frequencies 

(those between th~ LT.Th~ and MUF) can be found quite easily 

for any time of the da.y. In. &. s1m1.la.t" man..11er, circuit analysis 

data for this part:Lcular cire:u.1.t can be c.alc-ulated well in ad= 

vance tor any period of the solar eyoleo Basic circuit analysis 

data ( for SSNs 10 and 150) tor nine other key high frequ.ency 

radio circu:1.ts are included. in the Appendix to this the.sis o 

See Table 19 ror a 11st of these circuits. 
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TABLE 17 

Calculations of the MUF_for the circuit New York 
to London for SSN 59 (December, 1961) from 

MUF data based on December SSNs 10 and 150. 

MUF* MUF* MUF** 
(MC) (MC) (MC) 
SSN SSN SSN 
10 150 59 

EST 

MID 7.0 13.0 9. 1 

2AM 6. 8 13. 0 9.0 

4AM 6.0 12.8 8.0 

6AM 7.5 18. 0 11. 0 

8AM 18.0 38 . 0 24.8 

10 AM 21. 0 44.0 28.4 

NOON 19. 0 43.0 27.2 

2 PM 14.0 35.0 20.8 

4PM 8. 5 22.0 13.6 

6 PM 6. 7 17.8 10.4 

8 PM 6.9 14.2 9.4 

10 PM 7.0 13. 1 9. 1 

* Given in Figure S6. 

~ic* Determined from Figure S4. 



EST 

5 AM 
6 AM 
7 AM 
8AM 
9 AM 
10 AM 
11 AM 
NOON 
1PM 
2 PM 
3PM 
4 PM 
5PM 

TABLE 18 

Calculation of the LUF for the 
circuit New York to London 
for SSN 59 (December, 1961) 

from LUF data based on Decem.ber 
SSNs 10 and 150 . (LUF based on 

1000 KW ERP, doubl e sideband HF 
Broadcasting Service). 

LUF~' LUF ,:~ 

(MC) {MC) 
SSN SSN 
10 150 

2.0 
2 . 5 4.0 
3.6 5. 6 
4.5 6.4 
5. l 7.0 
5.4 7.5 
5. 8 7.6 
5. l 7 . 2 
4.8 6 . 6 
4.2 5.6 
3 . 3 4.5 
2. 2 3.0 

2 

- - Below 2 MC. 

>le Given in Figure 56. 

L UF:..c* 
(MC} 
SSN 
59 

3. 0 
-4 . l 
5 . l 
5. 9 
6 . l 
6. 2 
5.9 
5.3 
4.6 
3.8 
2. 5 

*,:, Det ermined frorn Figure 540 
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TABLE 19 

List of Important Circuits 
for Which Basic Circuit 
Analysis Data (Based on 

SSNs 10 and 150) is Contained 
in the Appendix). 

Circuit Appendix Page 

New York-Buenos Aires xvii - xix 

New York-Cairo xx - xxii 

New York-Moscow xxiii - xxv 

New York-,Tangier xxvi - xxviii 

Tangier-Moscow xxix - xxxi 

Tangier-Colombo xxxii - xxxi v 

San Francisco-Canberra xxxv - xxxvii 

San Francisco-Manila xxxviii - xl 

San Francisco-Tokyo xli - xliii 

184 
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B, ~rJ11.g-Rangit?. .Analy.se.s or ~ Important Representative 

High Freya.en~ Rag_:t~ Ci£cu1t:s o The following important conclu

sions we:r>-8 d:r;awn in Section II of' "this 'thesis concerning the 

level of ao1ar activity expl:!cted in fut-ure years: 

ao ~Th~ present solar cycle, the most intense ever 
recorded~ reached its maximum intensity in 
March 1958 with a smoothed sunspot number of 
2.01 . Since that da.te~ solar activity has 
been :steadily declining (the smoot:hed sunspot 
rn.nnbe,r for Augi,.st 1.959 was 150) o The cycle 
i.s expft-cted to ,:i,.ontinue to decline until 1 t 
1:•ea.:::!"1181:1 :1. minimum sunspot, r.i:umber of less than 
10» son:tetime during 1965. 

b. The present int""':nse solar cy,:}le m9.y be followed 
r.r;l several ve'!'y low c:vcle-a, with the smoothed 
sunspot: num.ber· !"ema.ining below 70 between the 
y1::a:r·s 1962 and 2005, and for 34 years of this 
p~riod it may ri::main 1:,e~!!_ 50 o 

The ,1ec.lini1,g sr..,J.ar a ctivity or th,s next r1.v·e years, 

and the genl:'~rally .lower level ,f' activity expected during the 

remainder' of' tht C,;:ntury could b.ave a very sigr.ificant impact 

on high frequ-er~cy radii:· co1mntmieationa in particular, an.d 

will be a.e·v·ot6d to r.2.n analysis of the possible extent and 

significanc-?: of ~his impact . 

Figur'-?! s 55 o 57 are long-range circuit analysis 

curves for• the N""~w Ycrk -to London ci1•cuit" This set of' 

curvi?.s 111ustz·ate2 the rela•tive difference in the range of' 

usable frequencies between high and low solar activity. 

Smoothed sunspot nwnber 150i which was selected as repre

sentative ot high solar activity, corresponds to the level 

of solar activity experienc.ed during 1959; smoothed sunspot 
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number 10 corresponds to minimum solar activity expected 

du:ring 19650 

The bulk or the world's long-distance communications 

takes Place in the high frequency radio spectrum between 

app~0 Xi1118.tely 3 and 30 megacycles. Throughout this range ot 

ti-eciuenaies there are allocated, by international agreement, 6 

several sma.11 segments, or bands of the spectrum to each of the 

various radio services (Fixed, Broadcasting, Mobile, Amateur, 

eto.) The high frequency bands allocated to the Broadcasting 

~l'V1ce w111 be used as an example 1n the following analysis. -
1'hese bands are listed 1n Table 20s and are shown by dashed 

hor1zonta1 lines on the circuit analyses data contained in 

'~es 55 ... 57. 

10 The Analyses. From Figures 55-57 can - . 

be determ1ned the number ot ho'IJrls that each H.F. Broadcasting 

band 1s usable on the circuit between New York and London; 

that 1s, the number ot hours that each band falls between 
th

e LUF and the MUF tor the four seasons (the eqU1nox 
00unt1~ a.a two seasons; spring and fall) during both the -
b1gh and the low periods ot solar act1v1t7u This 1ntor-

111at1on, as scaled from the circuit analysis curves, is 

tabuiated 1n Table 21 0 This tabulation clearly demon

strates the drastic change in the range of usable 

tr~QUencies on this circuit be-tween the extremes of the 

o"'--· -----
''R 
1 ad10 Regulations - Geneva., 1959"., International 

elecommwu.cations Union, Geneva; Deco 19590 
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TABIE 20 

Frequency Bands Alle:ated tt> 
the High Fre'l\le~y Bnadcast
ing Service& Geneva Radi~ 
ReguJJ.tiens:, 19$9. 

Band Designatien - -
Fre·quency Range - ... ~-

(Mc.) (Keo) 

6 
I 

5950- 6200 

1* 7100... 7300 

9 9500- 9775 

11 ll 700• 11975 

15 15100... 15450 

17 17700- 17900 

·21 21450- 21750 

26 a56ro- 26100 

* Used fer·br•dcasting thrwgheut the world1 
except u1 th'e wes·tern Hemisphere where 
thi~ '!and is all.cat,ed te the Amateur 
Serrl.ceo 
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solar cycle o For· examp • o 

·a o ~»'."1.ng • peri(1Jd of high solar 
activity the higher frequenc7 
bandd (15, 119 21 a:nd 26-
ll!!egacycle band.rs) are usable 
for c:ons1.die:r.ably long periods 
ot tim~; du~ing ·t.he period of 
law aoiar activity they are 
praet1cally ~~ver usableo 

b. Ther~ 1is a reduct-ion ot about 50% 
t,et;weien high and low periods of' 
solar activity in the number or 
ho,irs the 9 and ll~megacycle 
b;an\d~ a:r•1e 1msabl:e o 

c., On thia 11articu.lar circuit, onl7 
the f>,-megac,-ele band ( the lowest 
:1.llc,-•·: .1.t.ed to Ho F o Broadcasting) 
1~ more usable d~iring periods of 
low ;001:a.:r• act:1 vi ty t-han during 
high p,-:,,riods ( d~.~ to the reduc
ticn in the UJF as the solar 
cycle dec.lin.•SIS) , the d1ff"rence, 
how-~•111:ir, is not ·very great o 
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do '!'he · ')tal ni.nnber of hours all the 
bardls are usabld during sunspot 
h:tgh (401 da11:y hours for the four 
repreaenta:tivie mon:t:hs examined in 
this analyBis) ":"J:.X:Ce1eds bf more ·than 
t;wi , the total :i11wnbe1° l 166) usable 
dur:tng l'3unspot lowo 

e o During high solar ac·t1 vi ty conum:m.1= 
cation.a can be maintained on this 
e1.rcu1.t at all times; dur.ing the 
low solar period there are times 
whe:rn c.o:awm.1~:~tions ,~an not be 
mai:nt.a.in1eid ·ti,eoause either the LUF 
ex~ .... ·,ds ·the Mi~ I or the MUF falls 
t;:r~m.egacycles, the lowest 
ba1.1id allocated to Ho F o Br·o:adcasting o 
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TAEIE ::!. 

The mun.t-er {},f houri~ eaJh Hc:f c, Brr•d:-aot-ing Ban'.5, _ 1:, uaab· .. = fall~· .. f ... - • ~!. 

"r~ tUF :l..:.~ MUF} dai'.cy dur:..ng 'thi5< !'u·.,: 131':'.:ilcc::. , oi m 'F- ar 0 a onq:,ari:i;« 
bstwedn high and ::... ~ selar !lr: t,i' · ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ he :Ht:-~ ! rice1 Lundor.1 ~ -• ..;,_ f.-.o 4 

H:.:.~. St l&- .a ·--t:-i vi (,..SN • · "') 
~~~-.-..:-.c . .o.a: += -~~~:""' 

Bm.:. (H~~ \ 
Q ll :\=5 

,. . ,.~ Ne Cir.;i· +. ~ """ · ~- -
&a.so.."t 

.... ~ = r=- =- ~ =~ ~..----~...., 

c=:--==-=---

Winter 17 24 ~l. 
.., , 

::.2 11 B -· Spring 13 l~ 24 '-1 l4 ll ' ~ . 
s~~ 9 1.: l4 19 l5 0 -.: 

Fall 1., 19 ~4 "ii • _, l4 i! 'a ...,_ Ll 0 

TOTI.L $;: 1S 86 66 S5 "t"i' ),j 0 & • 

GRAND TOTAL U&BIE:: 401 

~ S_o:i.a~:~ti viy_{5-_~lE,}_ 

Band ~.) 
6 9 ll JS 17 21. 26 N~ Circuit 
= a = O,&J --- ~= .--, ~=-------= ----Season ,. 

Winter 20 8 8 6 4 0 0 2 
Spring l4 ]2 :w ~ 0 0 0 h 
SUnmel4 12 l.7 l5 0 0 0 0 0 
Fall 14 1~ 10 2 0 0 0 i' l-1-

TOTAL 60 h9 43 lC 4 0 0 10 
GRAND TOI'AL USABIE& 166 

* Derl ved trca. Figures 5,-S'T 
~ 
\0 



In ~f'able 22,1) t.his ;aa:m.i: ln.f'orma.tion 1is presented 

in a marm,~r :so:m.ewha:t. more con,renient for comparison pur ... 

poses o The tot:al :n';1Jl.mber of' houz,s tha.t a particular band is 

uaa·ble ( lies t,~twe~n t_;be LTJF arAd the MCJF) is compared to 

thie hypoth,~ti a.l ~ ond1t1o:rt 'that the 'band is usable all. of 

the +.i.m.~ i i:1 "".: -~ al . :. 96 hui2-:"s for ·the four repreaenta•tive --.. --u-.-.. . 
months :sh•:/W-IA in Fig·ll!',~cS 55- 57) o Tha ::..,..,esulting percentage 
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convenct.,~nt :m.ea:ri:E f c,r compar-ing the extent to which a part

icular 'barii :1.s u~e:f·ul 1mdo9:r v-a!"ying conditions., For example$ 

Table ~2 sb0w:s tha:t. the 15- m.ega~ryt?.le band is usable 69% or 

the tim~ at SSN 150 s arid only 10% of ·the time at SSN 10 

( for thei Nl~w Y~~rk to London ~il''~uit) o It also shows that 

the amC>unt ot.'" time that all the bands are usable drops from 

60% s,t SSN 150 t;o ~5% a.t SSN 10. (;Qmpar>1inlg both these 1n

d1c:~s dir":lctly 9 tb:1.rs n1~,~.r-.1,:s that t;h~re 18 mo:t"(~ than twic:ie 

a.rs m1ilCh usable BP~~l.P.w:n time available on thi:s circuit dur

ing high solar a,citiwity than at the low of the cycle. 

To gi--w~ greate;r, weight to the i•ersults found for the 

New York to London eirc~it 1 the analyrsia will now be extended 

to nine other or thre wo:n:0 ld 1 :.s most impo1~tant radio commun-

1cat1o.nt ;e;11°0uJ.t:s o Basir.;; analysis da.ta for eae:h of these cir= 

cu.its, :simila:t• to that contained in Figures 55-57, appear in 

the Appendix ( see Table 19 for index). In Table 23 3 the 



Band 
(Mc. J 

6 

9 

11 

15 

17 

21 

26 

AVERAGE: 

TABLE 22 

The percentage of time each H.F. 
BroadcaBt1ng Band is usable; a 
comparison between high and low 
solar ac.tivity for the New York
London clrcu1to 

SSN 150 SSN 1 0 
~ % 

Usable Usable 

54 63 

'{8 51 

90 45 

69 10 

57 4 

38 0 

31 0 

60 25 
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TABLE 23 

The p1:arcentage of time ea-:h H.F. 1::ro~d.:::..~ting br..nd i · u.021.ble· 
~ ,;0rnpr.:dccn betwe>::-n hlg½. ::. ~ 1 !W c1.ar .:ti tit: ... ~('l. cine 

t~.i.t= w •-·ld=~ n11.!.~ 1mfh'!'i;.;i;J.i'; -_; :.. .;u.itJ.. >.: 

N. Y ~B~f:.'IlOc.. Aire:,. N. v. ~T ng1P N. V -C · !'0 N. Y. Moi::•;c•~ T r:gi e"' ~Mo~ cow 
B:l.n.d SSN 15C- SSN lO SSN 150 SSN 10 ss~ 1so SSN .i.O SSN 150 SSN !O SSN ,.SC- SSN 10 
(M(:.) % % '% 1¥0 % % % % % % 

t, 47 52 50 ~5 40 4·· ... 4.4 39 69 ~9 
7 ~ - = - = = = = 7b 100 
Q 55 60 71 50 51 30 70 35 oi; ~5 
' .. 

11 b5 53 ~') 

- " 49 65 27 82 29 97 63 
15 70 52 89 34 57 15 54 0 QQ 51 
17 e4 4~ ,,!') ?3 17 b5 5 41 0 83 31 
21 76 2,., 50 4 38 1 22 0 67 7 
26 60 b 37 0 26 0 17 0 51 4 

Total: 65 42 65 30 49 17 47 15 78 5··1 

'rangier-Colombo. S"-,n Fra.nci1ec:0- San F ra.nc:i wco- San. Fra.ncfaco-
Ceylon Tokyo Canberra Manila. 

Ba.nd SSN 150 SSN 10 SSN 150 SSN 10 SSN 150 SSN 10 SSN 150 SSN 10 
(Mc.} % % % % % % % % 

6 37 -45 42 55 37 45 25 36 
7 40 417 
9 43 40 58 66 50 34 40 40 

11 60 30 70 53 52 10 50 22 
15 67 47 84 41 57 24 64 30 ,_. 
17 84 36 78 1~ 60 34 70 21 

,.o 
N 

21 77 20 56 2 67 23 58 2 
26 65 0 36 0 55 8 40 0 

Total: 5q 32 61 34 54 25 50 22 
* Derived from basic ci:rcuit analysis chta appearing in Appendix. 



compaI•ed f 'or high and low .sola:r· a ctivity for the nine 

circuits " Iu Table 24 9 a compar1:scm 1s made: between total 

band-h<Ylll" indices ( t.he total p~rcentage or time all or the 

bands a:rve 'llJ.,38.bl'5) !"or high and low solar ae:.tiv1ty. The 
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"% reduct.ion 11 Ct;,l'J.;rrnn in Tabl~ 24 1 ,s f'ound by taking the ratio 

the index .for SS.N 150 as the derrc,:m1na·t;or. The resulting value 

showi; the p 1~1:aeer..tag:a r-ea:uct ion iP- u sable spectr"Wll at SSN 10 

as compa!''-:Jd +;e, t.h.e am011nt usable at SSN 150 9 :t:or ten of the 

most. impor,tant; c:1.r•:ruit :a. 

Frum th~ data appeari~g in Tables 23,24 and 25, 

the f'ol.l,:;,wir.ig comi0J,"l.lr.':3ions c3.:ri:, be dr·awn. concerning the amount 

of high f:r-equer..::.•~y sp~ct.r"Um spa06 +;ha.t will be usable for 

radio c0nnrmr.11.,~=1.t.1or,.s d·m.·irig the r..ex"t five ye.a:ros or so 9 

as the p:r-::.se:n:~ t;.,;ri1:sp:it: ~:ycle d":-:C.1.1:tA.e ,s t.•)Wards a minimum~ 

a . Th-=: total numb1:1r· of hm.u,s all the H.F. 
Bro9,dcast1r2.g Bands ar'e usable on a. par
tir.rul.ar ci:r'om·t d.:rops considerably as the 
solar (';ycle decline:s !"rom maximu.111 to min-
1nruim. ~'he r~duction vru:-,ies from 31% to 
68% !'"or the ten repr~sentative circuits 
r.:;c•:n.tSide:r,ad in thi:s analysis, the average 
red·u.ction being 51%" This means that on 
-~he av,~rage, the amen.mt of ,WE!! rr:;aue~ 
§'~~~t.I"Uffl usable" a:t, 8\l\'.lSp'of OW ( 19 'm6 
wilr'"te -lt:SS thannalt or t,na:f usable uri~ 
~wsenl;E_'erro'd'ofh":r;;~: soTar activity . m2 ° ·- ----~--

b. For the ten representative circuits con
s1deredi the average a.mount of time that 
communications cannot be maintained rises 
rr~ ~ ~~un~eoi .l.!.lin t6 16 0 3% ~ sun-
:s_po· ow() 



TABLE 24 

Total "Band-Hour" indices• for ten 
key high frequency radio circuits; 
a comparison between high and low 
solar activity.** 

Radio SSN SSN ~ Reduction 
Circ,11t 150 10 ~ ------· 

l. Tar,,gler-Moscow 78 54 

2. NoY.-Buenos lires 65 42 

3. S.F.-Tokyo 61 34 

4. Tangier-Colombo 59 32 

5. S.F.-Canberra. 54 25 

6. N. Y .=Tangier 65 30 

7. S.F.-Manila 50 22 

8. N. Y. -London 60 25 

9. N.Y.-Cairo 49 17 

10. N.Y.-Moacow 47 15 

AVERAGE: 61 30 

,.. See page 190 for definition 

** Derived from Tables 23 A-C. 

31 

35 

44 

45 

54 

54 

56 

59 

65 

68 

51 
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TABLE 25 

The percentage of time tor which 
no H.F. Broadcasting Band is us-
able (no circuit possible); a 
compar·ison between high and low 
solar activity for ten key 
radio circuits. 

Radio SSN SSN 
Circuit 150 10 

1. Tangier-Moscow 0 0 

2a Nu Y .-Buenos Aires 2 10 

3. S.F .-Tokyo 2 1 

4. Tangier-Colombo 3 15 

5. S.F.-Ganberra 5 23 

6. N.Y.-Tangier 0 6 

1. SoF.-Manila 3 25 

8. N .Y .-London 0 10 

9. N. Y .-Cairo 8 34 

10. N. Y .-Moscow 1 39 

AVEB.AGE: 2.4 16.3 
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c. As the scla~ oycle de¢l1r&es towards a 
m:1.n1:mum there iiS a shif't 1.n emphasis from 
tbe h:1.p'..,hel to the lowerfretu.ency bands. 
lforexamp e;-'durlng high-so:ar activity the 
15-megacycle band ia generally the most us
a'ble, dvi:ng low solar activity it. is th<5 
6-mega~ycle band that is most usableo The 
higher rr~quency bands ( 179 21 and 26-mega
cy~les} u~able for considerable periods or 
time at SSN 150» are practically useless at 
SSN 10. Th~r~ is a large reduction ( greater 
than 50%) in the amount of time that the 15-
and 11- megacy~lce ·bands are usable at sunspot 
low a.s eon;,aived to sunspot high» and the re~ 
du.ction in th~ uiSa.b111ty or the 9-megacycle 
band from high to low solar activity amounts 
to abo'UJ.t. ~0% o Onlz 'the 6- megacycle band 
( and th:e 7-megacyol e band in areas of' the 
wo~ld whe~e it is ~sed for broadcasting} is 
moi·e usable during periods of low solar 
a~i;l vl:ty tnarl d·~r·ir.ig the peak of the solar 
CJ"~l<':!o UJ'he in~reased uaabi.lity ot the 6-
m1:1ga:-:ycle band ( amounting to about 20%) 
is due to the redu~tion in the LUF which 
take3 pla.ce as the solar cycle declines 0 

It has al~eady be~n shown in this thesis that an 

approximate lin~a1· t~elation.ship exists between solar cycle 

variations a:ud th~ solar influ.eru~e)s upon ionospheric propag-
I 

ation CO!Jld.1t1cllia o F:LgJll.,t'l 59.i whieh is based on this linearity 

arAd the ~~sult~ or the analysis tor SSNs 150 and 10» can be 

used rcr rinding the pc:_:,riJentage or -tbe high frequency spectrum 

that is usable r~r col.t!lrW.nicationa tor arq: value or smoothed 

sun.spot rx.11.mb:~:t• bl~twir:-:;•:in 1 a.nd 150 o Foz~ exa.mple.9 the amount of 

high f'reQuenoy :t"9.d.1_ eSpe,s~.::r:"WJl u.aa:ble at $SN 70 ( a value of 

solar activity whitJh may not be exceeded durlng the years 

1962- 2005) i.s 9..pp:r:·oxima-t;~J:y 7~ ·f' the amount usable at 

SSN 150 ( 1959) J the ttID.01.lLt u~able at BSN 30 1~ approximately 
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.A-.1 t;hough the Rtgh Fl"equency Broadcasting Service has 

been u,sed as an ~xani.ple in ·the analysis discussed in this 

Se~tion,? the gener•al conclusions of the analysis apply equally 

well to the varicus other radio serviceso Each of the other 

s~r~1ces (Aeronautical» Fixed,? Mobile~ Amateur, etc.) are al

locat;ed ban.da adjacent to those allocated to the H.F. Broad

t.;;astirJ\@:' Ser"vi,je ( for E::xample., high frequency bands are allo

~atbd t•~. ·the A:r.iat•::U.'t' Ser;,i~e a.t 3. 5, 7 :J 14, 21 and 28-

... ,"!.ga~•y ,,, ·n ... . ,, J iC.A.-.,_.. 'i,., _, .i, r:; I~ ,.') and the usability of these ·t.,ands are expected to 

vary throughc.vut the solar ci.ycle in much the same manner as the 

H .. F. Broa.dcast1ng Bands. 

C. I.mpact of Dwind.li:r:%$ Spe0tr:~m _£!!. Telecommuni~ations 

~ t'.he ~tl.tJr',i;, . In February 1950 Pr·esident Harry S. Truman 

said::7 

"The m~at pressing co:rmm..mications problem at this 
particular time •.. oois the scarcity of radio fre
quencies in relation to the steadily growing demand. 
Inirtreasin.g di.ff'iculty is being experienced in meet
ing t;.he demand for freg1lencie:s ••.•• In the race of 
this growing shcrtage,11 the problem of assuring an 
equit.a.ble distr:!.bution or the available supply or 
frequ.encieSoooo•is rapidly assuming major prominence." 

R:adl,,Jl tra.namisaions,.9 in one form or another,? arrect 

the 11.f'oe of r.aea.r•ly every inhabitant of the globe. The world, s 

cc,!,mm'9!"13e., education and sec·urity depend,.9 to a large extent,11 

7 Posed by P:r.·esidcm1t Tr·uman to his "I:c·esident' s Communication 
Policy B!)a:r·d" as pa:r,t of the telecommunications problem 
faci.ng the nation. See,') "Telecomnmnications - A Program 
For Frogres:a''., Supt o of Dom.mien·ts-1 UoS. Govt. Printing 
Off.,11 Washington., DoC.; March, 1951. 
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up~n r~lia~~; l~ng-diatance radio uommunications. The con

tinued gr, wt!'.: I .. ra.d1o commun.i,catior.is is dynamic -- every 

day 1+; 1:s beoom.ing a more esaentia.l aid to the safety or life.11 

a mor-~ 1ntp.:.,r-ta.11t economic and political tool.I' a greater source 

or enlightenm9~t and entertainment and a more important ele

ment of n;i.tional sec1.ir1 ty and of mill tary planning and opera

t,;iona o A 11 p2"c-1: lem ot major prominence" in 1950 has grown 

steadily mc,:r·e ee:r.·1oua during the past decade as the ever

g:r•:.rwing d~w.and for spectrum has resulted in more and more 

vigorous tJompetition amo-ng the nations of the world for use 

ot available frequencies. The problem has seriously worsened 

despi1;e ·the fact that nature cooperated during the last half 

ot ·the -d.•~cade by making available more spectrum space for 

long-d1sta~0e ~omnrun1cations than has ever been available 

previously~ as th~ solar cycle soared to an unprecedented 

high 1nt~ns1.tyo 

Table 26 shows the number of frequency assignment 

8 1 not1•c~ia :received by the Inter'national Te ecommunications 

Union9 yeaz•ly between l.953 and 1959 for the high frequency 

s~ectt"Wll. The total n\UJ1ber or ass1gn.ments processed during 

this '(-year p~riod amou..~ts to mor•e than 100.s,OOO! There are 

many experts in the field ot telecommunications who are of 

13"' "Twelfth Annual Report or the International Frequency 
Registration Board to Members of the Union - 1959~, Inter
national Telecc»mmunications Union., Geneva; April, 1960. 

9 By in'te:t·n.ational agreement one of the main responsibilities 
of the ITU is to record the use being made of the radio . 
sper:.~tru.,n. See "Radio Regulati.ons - Geneva., 1959 11 2.E.· .£!!_. 



TABLE 26 

Annual number of frequency 
assignment. notices for usage 
1.n the H.F. Bands received 

~Y the International Tele
r:onmJ.Unications Union, 1953-59. 

·y·ea.r 

1953 

195~ 

::.955 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

TCY.rAL 

Annual Nu.rrmer of 
Notices Received 

10,100 

12.,622 

12,636 

21,357 

14,475 

13,696 

20,203 

105,089 
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th.E: 01,i:r:ior r haot: ~he point. of saturation in the high f'requency 

spe,ctr1lll). _ha.s 2-J.reaay been reach~d a.nd th:at any additional 

loading wil only incr.•r:,ase interference and deteriorate the 

e.f.fe,.-t::i~.r~n,~:sa vf' the hj,gh frequency spectrum as a medium f'or 

reliable cr..,mma"'.l.1.cat1on.s. lO, ll, 12 

A.s sei·ious a:5 the h.f . .spect.rum problem is today, 

it wi 1 _2or...~1.nu~. to ~:r.o!! !orse i~ t~ year!! ahead. The steady 

increase in the use of the h.f. spectrum (as indicated in 

Table 24 ) is expected to continue. The amount of' usable spec

trwn available, on the other hand, is expected to decrease 

steadil~· ~ t ,he !_ol.ar eye~. diminishes _!!! intensity. By 

1964, the U3able h.f. spectrum is expected to dwindle to less 

thanl halt th:t.t available during 1959; between the years 1962-

2005 the amount of h.f. spectrum usable may never exceed 7<:Y/, 

of' 'that. :9,vailable during 1959. The high frequency radio 

spect~ 1~, ~-h~re_t .. or!_, ~ading t2,wards utter chaos duri?§ 

~ ~ Yf!!EB ot lowe.£_ solar _!Ctivity., ~ requirements 

wi..ll exceed, to an _increasing degree.,~ steadily dwindling 

.!!Jl0'¥'!1~ o_t: usable spect~ space. 

lo 

11 

12 

"Rad1.o Spectr-illm Conservat1on 11
, IRE-RTMA, McGraw-Hill, 

New York; 1952. 

W. Dean.., J'r. "The frequency spectrum just can°t take 
it. 1', Signal., pp. 23-24, 35; April., 1960. 

R . Hit cihcock, 11 D1ff1cult1ea .facing long-distance h.f. 
communications in_ the approa0hir.ig years", British Comm. 
and Elec~t . ., pp • 340-34-4; May, 1958 . 
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D. H.P. Spectrum Cor:servation. If utter chaos in 

the h.f. radio spectru.m is to be avoided, the pressure must 

somehow be relieved. Spectrum conservation, and the asso

ciated interna.tional problems (mainly economic, political and 

military in naturE:) are well beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The following are, however, some broad recommendations for 

frequency conservation proposed by the author of this thesis 

from a purely technical point of viewg 

13 

14 

a.. Expand the 1.1sage of multi-channel, long-distance 
cables. Wide-band, trans-ocean cables, linking 
the continents could absorb a fairly large amount 
of the traffic now handled by h.f. radio circuits. 
Tho1.~ht should be given to further augmenting 
the present trans-Atlantic cables, extending the 
California-Hawaii ca·ble to the Far East, and 
linki.ng these cables with the globe-girdling 
British Commonwealth cable system now being 
planned. 

b. Utilize VHF and microwave systems to bridge 
distances over large land masses, in place of 
high frequency radio circuits. Much of Europe 
is now being interconnected by such s1~tems, and 
discussions have taken place recently j concern
ing the development of a similar system that 
would link together all of the countries of the 
Western Hemisphere. Thought should be given to 
the possibility of linking the Western Hemisphere 
with Europe and Asia through an Alaska-Siberia 
VHF c1.rcuit. 

c. Accelerat,e the development of satellf~e communi-~ 
cation systems, such as Project Echo which may 

Meeting of Experts on an Inter-American Telecommunications 
Network, Mexico City; April-May, 1960. 

"Project Echo -· passive communications satellite", see 
E. Wenk, J·r. 11 Radio Frequency Control in Space Tele
communications 11, pp. 53-59, U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C.; March, 1960. 
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make it possible to greatly expand the amount of 
usable spectrum space by artificial reflection 
techniques, thus obviating the dependence upon 
the ionosphere and its vagarious nature. 

d. Accelerate the development and utilization of 
radio propagation techniques and systems1 such 
a.,s ionvspheric and troposr,heric scatter, 5 and 
moon-relay transmissions,ib that use frequencies 
above the h.t. range for long-distance communi
cation and a.rie not susceptible to the vagaries 
of the ionosphere and the solar cycle. 

Unless positive, collective action to relieve pressure 

on the high fr•equency spectrum is taken soon by the countries 

of the world who rely upon it as a life-line, this portion of 

the radio frequency spectrum wi.11 be•Jome progressively less 

useful for conanunicat1ons during the remainder of the century 

as a res-ult of decreasing solar activity. 

15 

16 

A complet,e review of the pr,esent state of the art in the 
field of' ionospheric and -tropospheric scatter communica
tions appear,s in "Radio Transmission by Ionospheric and 
Tropospher1c Scatter - A Report of the Joint Technical 
Advisory Commi,ttee JTAC", Proc. Instit. of Radio Eng., 
pp . 3-46., Jar~uary_, 1960. 

For a discussion of a recently successful VHF moon-relay 
circuit established between Washington, D.C. and Honolulu, 
Hawaii by the U.S. Navy see: Go Jacobs, "Navy's Moon Relay 
System Demonstrated 11

_,, CQ Magazine, pp. 86-87; April, 1960. 



SECTION VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

The bulk or the world's long-distance communications 

takes place in the high frequency radio spectrum (between 

approximately 3 and 30 megacycles), by means of ionospheric 

propagation. The ionosphere is formed mainly by ultra-violet 

radiation from the sun, and its efficiency as a propagation 

medium varies diurnally, seasonally, geographically and 

throughout the sunspot cycle. 

While the physical nature of sunspotn, and the cause 

of the approxi.mately 11-year- solar cycle are not yet fully 

understood, a knowledge of the general behavior of the cycle 

is one of the most important factors in the advance planning 

and systems engineering of high frequency radio circuits. 

Based on an analys1.s of several different methods for pre

dicting future solar activity, it is concluded that: 

a. The present sunspot cycle, which in March 1958 
reached a peak of considerably greater intensity 
than ever previously recorded (with a smoothed 
sunspot number of 201.3), is now declining and 
is expected to reach a minimum intensity during 
1965 {with a smoothed sunspot number between 2 
and SJ. 

b. There are indications that the present record 
high solar cycle will be followed by three cycles 
of exceptionally low maxima, and that solar 
activity from 1962 through the remainder of the 
century may not exceed a smoothed sunspot number 
of 70, and may remain below 50 for the greater 
part of this period. 
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Such a drasti reduction i.n solar activity would have 

a considerable; i.mpact on corrmn..1.ni~a.t1on;s. Tr~e amount of propa

gationally ·u.sable high frequency spectrmn space d·1.1ring t.he 

forthcoming p':!riod of minimum solar acti vi i;y ( 1964-1965) wm1ld 

be reduced to a.p·f,roximately half' t;ha.t ·usable during the 1957-

1959 period of' hi.gh solar acti.vi t.y,, ar.!id the amom1t -:i.tsable d·uring 

the remainder of th~· cen.t'r.ll'-y would ne"rer exceed 70% of that 

usable during t.he 1957-1959 period. 

The drastic reduct.;1on ex:rect.ed in propaga'tionally 

useful radi.c, spectrum space, coupled with she ever· ir~c:.rea:311"..g 

world·-Wide r'lemands f'or additional high freq1.1.en0y communication 

circuits of an essential natu;re, lead.s +o the inevitable cori

clus.i.on that the high 1'rE::quenc,y r·adi.c.:- spectrum wil.l becorn.':! 

progressively less \:i.sef'ul for c:;r:;mm mi.c,a.ti.or~s i.n the years ahead. 

Tc avoid c.ornrrn.mioations c.hac,.a whj.-:;.n •~ . :dd :r.>E:Su.l t f'rom su.c.h a 

condition., the nations of the world at10·:1::d e: urged t.o take 

collecti ·ve a,:tior: in -1::-ed 1~tcing th1:: ;-:r~B~L~rf::',S <'..m. this part cf the 

spec":-ru111. T.t..is may bE~ an.:..om:r;ilished t,y~ 

a. Mak1.ng greate:r· ".l:Se c,f existing commur,ica.t.ion 
methods wht ch a:re. not ef.:'e'."'::,ed t,y the vagarim.:i:s 
:na i_: _LC'':c c•f.' cJ.~e ,"'!•.m _, .;:; · __ c: r- a.~ i, .,.ter-,·:ontinen·<:;al 
C.E!ldet':l.1 Vl-{F ,;'11:"'1 .) :m] . ·. ::r ·:,-W3.7 '2 ,.:-;- · 3•, ( -_f((/5 . 

tJ Acn,e.ler,ating the :iev~~lopmc:nt of Eew radio comrrn.L."'!
ication 1ne,thods r..ot iepend.ent on the ionospher,e, 
S\.tch as space sate,1.iit:,e and moon relay systems. 



SECTION VII 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Although the solar cycle has such a very great impact 

upon radio communications, very little is known about the 

physical phenomena which may be responsible for the cyclic be

havior. It is presently necessary, therefore, to rely entirely 

upon empirical techniques, often based on very meager data, in 

attempting to forecast future solar activity. A more reliable, 

physically substantiated theory for predicting solar activity 

would be of great scientific and engineering value. Consequently, 

it is recommended that special efforts be directed in the 

appropriate scientific fields for achieving, as soon as possible, 

a better understanding of the physical phenomena responsible for 

the solar cycle. 
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1. Graphical Solution of Sky--•Wave 
Problems {R A. Helliwell) 

2. Monthl;T and Ann.ital Mean Relatj.·10 
Z1~rich Sunspot N~..unbers 1749-·19,:;:9 

3. Twelve-Month Ru.nning Smc.othed 
Zurich Sunspot Numb.ers 1750-1959 

4. Long-Range Ci1·cv..1.t Ar:.o.l~n: · s Data 
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Chart shows rela1ionship hetween µ;n·at-,·irl'lc• distmu·1· \ ir111al lu 1 •• of 

equivalent path di:-1tanl't>. anµ;lf" of departure a]l(l a11µ;lt> of inl'iclc•111 c• at wno , 

any 1lin•c ca11 he found if othf•r two an· kno\\11 

By R. A. HELLIWELL 
.1 !i,"ii;t;f1r H' J>ro/r"r!inr I 

IN KAOIO communication prob
lems involving transmi1:1sion 

by means of sky-wnves rPflected 
from the iorrn1:1phere it i1:1 oftt•n 
necessary to relate: ( 1) great
circle distance between lra111:1mit
ter and · receiver, (2) virtual 
height of reflection, 1 !l) equiva
lent path distance between trans
mitter and receiver, (-1) angle 
of departure, and (5) angle of 
incidence at the iono8phere. It 
is the purpose of thi1:1 papt•r to 
present a simple graphical 
method whereby these factor1:1 
can be determined rapidly with
out recour1:1e to the analytical ex
pressions. If any two factors 
are given, the other three can lw 
found. 

/}, /HU'( 111t',l( of /•:/, 1•(1'tJ'1tl /•.'Hf/lllt I J'IHfl 
8t11>1/m·<1 l'nt, rr.•ir!I 
,"lt,u1Jo1•tl. <"crliJur11w 

an){le of departure. Tlw iono
sphere is as:-iumcd to be hori
zontally :-itratified and earth's 
magnetic field effects are nel,('
lected. The 1iath is therefon• 
symmetrical about tht• midpoint, 
and th11 anidt• of arrival is equal 
to 1 he anJ.(le of departure. 

di1:1tance D on the earth':; surface \ 
is plotted again11t virtual heip;ht 

It is as1:1umed that propagation 
can be represented by a ray and 
that the characteristic1:1 of the 
actual path of the ray can be 
represented with imfficient ac
curac;t• by the so-called equiva
lent path, shown in Fig. 1 as the 
lines AB and BC. The height 
h' of the apex R is called the vir
tual height, and D is the great
circle distance between the end
points A and C. The angle /3 bc>
tween AB and the tangent at A 
is called the vertical angle or 

<; raphical computations are 
fat'ilitated with thl' aid of the 
sky-wave transmission chart 
shown in Fig. 2. This i1:1 simply 
a vntical <·ro1:11:1-section of the 
<'arth's atmosphere up to a 
hPiµ-ht of liOO km. Great-circle 

' 

R 

Q((J Nlt f< I f /IHI t~I 

FIG. I-Diagram ahowa geometry of 
alty-wcrt"e propagation 

lt' appearing at left with the 
<'hart held sideways .. 

The vertical angle f3 i1:1 de
termined by aligning a straight 
edge with the origin ai1d the 
midpoint of the equivalen.. path 
( co-ordinates II' and D 12) and 
reading the upper 1:1cale. The 
anl,('le of incidence "'• i1:1 inter
polated in the family of curvc11 
of constant ti>,. plotted on the 
thart. Secant ¢. i1:1 read from 
the conversion chart lwlow the 
main chart. 

Since there are five basic vari
able1:1 (/),P,h' (3, and ,t,,.) only two 
of which can be independent, 
there are ten poRsible c·ombina
tions of independent variables. 
For any given pair of variables, 
the other three are determined 
from the chart. The procedure 
is illustrated in the followinR ex
ample for a selected pair of vari
ahle1:1 (/) and h'). 

Example 

Prob/r.111: niven a great-circle 
di:-itance ]) of ~.ooo km and a 
virtual height h' of :no km, find 
the vertical anp;le /3, the angle 

( Cnnt 1mw-1l un ,, l ~2) 

150 ELECTRONICS REFERENCE SHEET February, 1953 - ELECTRONICS 
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Sky-Wave Problems (continued from p 150)-·-----------------

152 

of Incidence ¢. at the ionosphere, 
sec ,., the path distance />, and 
the transmiRHion time t. 

Solution: Locate the apex of 
the path at D/2 = 1,500 km and 
h' == !HO km on Fig. 2. Align 
straight edge with origin and 
apex. Read f3 - 4.1> degrees on 
the upper 11cale. Read ,f>. - 72 
degrees by interpolating in fam
ily of curves of constant "'•· Ob
tain sec¢. = :1.2 from convcrHion 
11cale. Obtain P . ~. 140 km by 
measuring distant·c from origin 
to apex, w~ing the hcii,rht scale 
on the chart, and multiplyini,r rP

Rult by 2. The trans mission 
time t - 10,470 • 10 • St>(•ond:-1 
ii1 obtained by dividing- t hP path 
distam·c /' by the SJH•Pd of lig-hl 
1:1 x JO'· km pPr sct·l. 

Tht• author wislws to adrnnwl
t•dgc tht> lwlpful comnwnts of 
A. :\I. Petenrnn. 

Appendix 

Some of tlw morp importan t 
analytkal PXpressions, hasp<) on 
Fig. I, ar(• icivm1 below for rdPr
encl'. Otlwrs can IH• derin•d 
readily. 

/1 I '-0 
~Ill 

Jf.1 
<I>, t,,u, 

/1 hll /' 
l'IIS 

'!.I.' I.' 

fJ 'HI 
I I h(I 

</>, 
"!.I,' 

h' 
// [ re t:,.;. ~t . l ,-.. ~ ( /) 

hi! 
I ,1) :!.N 

I J • 

w[,·o~•(i.,';'1,-•·o~i1) l'-(l ·· ] 

I' "!. X 

✓U((l( th') (1 c•o~ ;;{ i;o) • I,,' 
Wht•re /) !{l'(•at cin·Jp diHtmll'" 

in km 
I,' · virtual hvight i11 

km 
/' path distam·e in k111 

/1 \'Prt il'al anJ.rlt• ill 
dcg-rcc11 

t/)h lllll{]l' of i11l'id1mcc> 
in dPg-ret•!! 

N PHl:tll rndi11s 16,:Hi7 
km) 

"' ..., 
~ ..., 
Cl 

~ 

l'l 

..,, 20 

~ 
z .., 

I .., 
l) 

' a. 
w 
> 

FIG. 2 

EARTHS RADkJS, 6,367 l(M 

I 003 

1.01 

102 

TO 

80 

90 

Sky wave tranamiru1on chart relatea great circle di■tance D/2 (aee Fig 
1), virtual height. path di■tance . vertical anqle and an9le ol lncidence 
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Monthly and Annual Mean Relative Zurich Sunspot Nt.unbers 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Mean 

1749 58.0 62.6 70.0 55.7 85.0 83.5 94.8 66.3 75.9 75o5 158.6 85.2 80.9 

1750 73.3 75.9 89.2 88.3 90.0 100.0 85.4 103.0 91.2 65.7 63.3 75.4 83.4 
1751 70.0 43 .5 45.3 56.4 60.7 50.7 66.3 59.8 23.5 23.2 28.5 4400 47.7 
1752 35.0 50.0 71.0 59.3 59.7 39.6 78.4 29.3 27.1 46.6 37.6 40 .. 0 47.8 
1753 44.0 32.0 45.7 38.0 36.0 31.7 22.0 3900 28o0 25.0 20.0 6.7 30.7 
1754 o.o 3.0 1.7 13.7 20.7 26.7 18.8 12o3 8 .. 2 24.1 13.2 4.2 12.2 
1755 10.2 11.2 6.8 6.5 o.o o.o 8.6 3.2 17 .. 8 23.7 6.8 20.0 9.6 
1756 12.5 7.1 5.4 9.4 12.5 12o9 3.6 6.4 11.8 14.3 17.0 9.4 10.2 
1757 14.1 21.2 26.2 30.0 38.l 12.8 25.0 51.3 39,.7 32.5 64.7 33.5 32.4 
1758 37.6 52.0 49.0 72.3 46.4 45.0 44.0 38.7 62.5 37 .. 7 43.0 43.0 4706 
1759 48.3 44.0 46.8 47.0 49.0 50.0 5100 71.3 77.2 5907 46.3 57.0 5400 

1760 67.3 59.5 74.7 58.3 72.0 48.3 66.o 75.6 6103 5006 59.7 61.0 62 .. 9 
1761 70.0 91.0 80.7 71.7 107.2 99.3 94.1 91.,1 100.7 8807 89.7 46,,0 85.9 
1762 43.8 72.8 45.7 60.2 39.9 77,.1 33.8 67.7 68.5 69.,3 77.,8 77,.2 6102 
1763 56.5 31.9 34.2 32.9 32.7 35.8 54.2 26.5 6801 46.3 60.9 61.4 45.1 
1764 59.,7 59.7 40.2 34.,4 44.3 30.0 30.0 30.0 28.2 28.0 26 .. 0 25.7 36.4 
1765 24.0 26.0 25.,0 22.0 20.2 20.0 27.0 29.7 16o0 14.0 14.0 13.0 20.9 
1766 12.0 11.0 36.6 6.,0 2608 3.0 3.3 400 4.3 5.0 507 19.2 11.4 
1767 27 .. 4 30.,0 43.,0 32.9 29.8 33.3 2109 4008 42 .. 7 44.,1 54.7 53.3 37.8 
1768 53. 5 66.,l 4603 42o7 77.7 77o4 52.,6 66.8 74.8 77.8 90.6 111.8 69.,8 
1769 73 ,,9 64o2 64.3 96.7 73.6 94.4 118.6 120.3 148.8 15802 148,.l 112.0 106.1 

1770 104,.0 142.,5 80.,1 51.0 70.1 83.3 109,.8 126.,3 104.4 103.6 132.2 10203 100.8 
1771 36.,0 46.,2 46.7 64.9 152.,7 119.,5 67.7 5805 101.,4 90o0 99.7 9507 8L,6 
1772 100.9 90.8 31.1 92.2 38.0 57.,0 77.3 56.2 50.5 78.6 61.,3 64,,0 66.,5 
1773 54.,6 29,,0 51.,2 32,,9 4101 28.4 27,,7 12,.7 29.,3 26.,3 40o9 43.2 3408 
1774 46.8 65o4 55 0 7 43.8 5103 28.5 17.,5 6.6 7.9 14.0 17.7 1202 30.6 
1775 4.4 o.o 11,.6 11.2 3.9 12.3 1.0 7.9 3.2 5,.6 15.,l 709 7.0 
1776 21.7 11.6 6.,3 21.8 11.2 19.0 1.0 24.2 16.0 30.0 35.0 40,.0 1908 
1777 45.0 36.5 39.,0 95.5 B0.3 80.7 95.0 112.0 116.2 106.5 14600 157.3 92.5 

.... .... .... 
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Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Octo Nov. Dec. Mean 

1778 177.3 109.3 134.0 145.0 238.9 171.6 153. 0 140.0 171.7 156.3 150.3 10500 154.4 
1779 114.7 165.7 118.0 145.0 140.0 113.7 143.0 112.0 111.0 124.0 114.0 110.0 125.9 

1780 70.0 98.0 98.0 95.0 107.2 88.0 s6.o 86.o 93.7 77.0 60.0 58.7 8408 
1781 98.7 74.7 53.0 68.3 104.7 97.7 73 .5 66.o 51.0 27.3 ,67 .o 35.2 68.l 
1782 54-.0 37.5 37.0 41.0 54.3 38.0 37.0 44.0 34.0 23.2 31.5 30.0 38o5 
1783 28.0 38.7 26.7 28.3 23.0 25.2 32.2 20.0 18.0 8.0 15.0 10.5 22.8 
1784 13.0 8.0 11.0 10.0 6.0 9.0 6.o 10.0 10.0 8.0 17.,0 14.0 10.2 
1785 6.5 8.0 9.0 15.7 20.7 26.3 36.3 20.0 32.0 47.2 40.2 27.3 24.1 
1786 37.2 47.6 47.7 85.4 92.3 59.0 83.0 89.7 111.5 112.3 116.0 112.7 82.9 
1787 134.7 106.0 87.4 127.2 134.8 99.2 128.0 137.2 157.3 157.0 14105 174.0 132.0 
1788 138.0 129.,2 143.3 108.5 113.0 154.2 141.5 136.0 141.0 142.0 94.7 129.5 130.9 
1789 114.0 125.3 120.0 123.3 123.5 120.0 117.0 103.0 112.0 89.7 134.0 135.5 118.l 

1790 10.3.0 127.5 96.3 94.0 93 .o 91.0 69.3 87.0 77.3 84.3 82.0 74.0 89.9 
1791 72.7 62.0 74.0 77.2 73.7 64.2 71.0 43.0 66.5 61.7 67,,0 66.0 66.6 
1792 ' 58.0 64.0 63.0 75.7 62.0 61.0 45.8 60.0 59.0 59.0 57o0 56.0 60.0 
1793 56.0 55.0 55.5 53.0 52.3 51.0 50.0 29.3 24.0 47.0 44.0 45.7 46.9 
1794 45.0 44.0 38.0 28.4 55. 7 41.5 41.0 40.0 11.1 28.5 67.4 51.4 41.0 
1795 21.4 39.9 12.6 18.6 31.0 17.1 12.9 25.7 13.5 19 .• 5 25.0 18.0 21.3 
1796 22.0 23.8 15. 7 31.7 21.0 6.7 26.9 1.5 18.4 11.0 8.4 5.1 16.0 
1797 14.4 4 .. 2 4.0 4.0 7.3 11.l 4.J 600 5.,7 6.9 5.8 3.0 6.4 
1798 2.0 4.0 12.4 1.1 o.o o.o o.o 3,,0 2o4 1.5 12.5 9o9 4.1 
1799 1.6 12.6 21.7 8.4 8.2 10.6 2ol o.o o.o 4.6 2.7 8.6 608 

1800 6.9 9.3 13.9 o.o 5.0 23.7 21 .. 0 19.5 11.5 12.J 10o5 40.1 14o5 
1801 27.0 29.0 30.0 31 .. 0 32.0 31.2 35 .. 0 38.7 33.5 32.6 3908 48o2 34.0 
1802 47.8 47.0 40.8 42.0 44.0 46o0 48.o 50.0 51.8 38.5 34.5 50.0 45.0 
1803 50.0 50.,8 29.5 25.0 44.3 36.0 48.3 34.1 45.J 54.3 51,,0 48o0 43.1 
1804 45.3 48.J 48.0 50.6 33.4 34.8 29.8 43.1 53.0 62.3 61.0 60.0 4-7.5 
1805 61.0 44.1 51.4 37.,5 39.0 40.5 37.6 42.7 44.,4 29"4 41.0 38.3 42o2 
1806 39.0 29 .. 6 J2.7 27 .. 7 26.4 25.6 30., 0 26.3 24.0 27o0 25o0 24,.0 28.,l 
1807 12.0 12 .. 2 9.,6 23.8 10.0 12.0 12.7 12.0 5.7 800 206 o.o lOol 
1808 o.o 4.5 o.o 12.3 13.5 13.5 607 8.0 11.7 4o7 10.5. 12o3 8.1 
1809 7.2 9.2 0.9 2.5 2.0 7.7 0.3 0.2 0.4 o.o o.o o.o 2o5 

~ 



V ' 
Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Mean 

1810 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

1811 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 6.6 o.o 2.4 6.1 008 1.1 1.4 
1812 11.3 1.9 0.7 o.o 1.0 1.3 0.5 15.6 5.2 3.9 7.9 10.1 5.0 

1813 o.o 10.3 1.9 16.6 5.5 11.2 18.3 8.4 15.3 2708 16.7 14.3 12.2 

1814 22.2 12.0 5.7 23.8 5.8 14.9 18.5 2.3 8.1 19.3 14.5 20.1 13.9 
1815 19.2 32.2 26.2 31.6 9.8 55.9 35.5 47.2 31.5 33.5 37.2 65o0 35.4 
1816 26.3 68.8 73.7 58.8 44.3 43.6 38.8 23.2 47.8 56.4 38.1 29.9 45.8 
1817 36.4 57.9 96.2 26.4 21.2 40.0 50.0 45.0 36.7 25.6 28.9 28.4 41.1 
1818 34.9 22.4 29o7 34.5 53.1 36.4 28.0 31.5 26.1 31.7 10.9 25.8 30.4 
1819 32.5 20.7 3.7 20.2 19.6 35.0 31.1+ 26.1 14.9 27.5 25.1 30.6 23.9 

1820 19.2 26.6 'I+. 5 19.4 29.3 10.8 20.6 25.9 5.2 9.0 · 7 .9 9.7 15.7 
1821 21.5 4.3 5.7 9.2 1.7 1.8 2.5 4.8 I+./+ 18.8 4.1+ o.o 6.6 

1822 o.o 0.9 16.1 1Jo5 1.5 5.6 7.9 · 2.1 o.o 0 ./+ o.o o.o 1+.o 

1823 o.o o.o o.6 o.o o.o o.o 0.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o 20o4 1.8 

1824 21.6 10.8 o.o 19o4 2.8 o.o o.o 1.1+ 20.5 25.2 o.o 0.8 805 
1825 5.0 15.5 220/+ )08 15.I+ 15.4 30.9 25.4 15.7 15.6 11.7 22.0 16.6 
1826 17.7 18.2 36.7 24.0 32.1+ 37.1 52.5 39.6 18.9 5006 39.5 6801 36.3 
1827 34.6 i7-4 57.8 i6.0 56.3 56.7 42.9 53. 7 49.6 57.2 48.2 46.1 i9o7 
1828 52.8 4.4 65.0 1.1 89.1 98.0 54.3 76.4 50.4 31+.7 57.0 46.9 2.5 
1829 43.,0 49.4 . 72.3 95.0 67.5 73.9 90.8 78.3 52.8 57o.2 67.6 56.5 67.0 

1830 52.2 72.1 84.6 107.1 66.3 65.l 43.9 50.1 62.1 8.4.,4 8J. .2 82.l 71.0 

1831 47.5 50.1 93.4 54.6 38.l 33.4 45.2 54.9 37.9 1+6.2 43.5 28.9 47.8 

1832 30.9 55.s 55.1 26.9 41.3 26.7 13.9 8.9 8.2 21.1 14.3 27.5 27.5 

1833 11.3 14.9 11.8 2.8 12.9 1.0 1.0 5.7 11.6 7.5 S.9 9.9 8.5 

18)4 4.9 18.1 3.9 1.4 8.8 7.8 8.7 4.0 11.5 24.8 30.5 34.5 13.2 

1835 7.5 24.5 19.7 61.5 43.6 33.2 59.8 59.0 100.8 95.2 100.0 77.5 56.9 
1836 88.6 107.6 98.1 142.9 111.4 124.7 116.7 107.8 95.1 137.4 120.9 206.2 121.5 
1837 188.0 175.6 134.6 138.2 lll.3 158.0 162.8 134.0 96.3 123.7 107.0 129.8 138.3 
1838 144.9 84.8 140.8 126.6 137.6 94.5 108.2 78.8 73.6 90.8 77.4 79.8 103.2 
1839 107.6 102.5 77.7 61.8 53.8 54.6 84,.7 131.2 132.1 90~8 68.8 63.6 8508 

◄ 

~ 



vi -, 
Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Mean 

1840 81.2 87.7 55.5 65.9 69.2 48.5 60.7 57.8 74.0 49.8 54.3 53.7 63.2 

1841 24. 0 29.9 29.7 42.6 67.4 55.7 30.8 39.3 35.1 28.5 19.8 38.8 36.8 

1842 20.4 22.1 21.7 26.9 24. 9 20.5 12.6 26.5 18.5 38.l 40.5 17.6 24.2 

1843 13.3 3.5 8.3 8.8 21.1 10.5 9.5 11.8 4.2 5.3 19.1 12.7 10.7 

1844 9.4 14.7 13.6 20.8 12.0 3.1 21.2 23.9 6.9 21.5 10.7 21.6 15.0 

1845 25. 7 43.6 43.3 56.9 47.8 31.1 30.6 32.3 29.6 40.7 39.4 59.7 40.1 

1846 J8. 7 51.0 63.9 69.2 59.9 65.l 46.5 54.8 107.1 55.9 60.4 65.5 61.5 

1847 62.6 44.9 85.7 44.7 75-!:+ 85.3 52.2 140.6 161.2 180.4 138.9 109.6 98.5 

1848 159. l 111.8 108.9 107.1 102.2 123.8 139.2 132.5 100.3 132.i. 114.6 159.9 124.3 

1849 156.7 131.7 96.5 102.5 80.6 81.2 78.0 61.3 93.7 71.5 99.7 97.0 95.9 

1850 78.0 89.4 82.6 44.1 61.6 70.0 39.1 61.6 86.2 71.0 54.8 60.0 66.5 

1851 75.5 105.4 64.6 56.5 62.6 63.2 36.1 57.4 67.9 62.5 50.9 71.4 64.5 

1852 68.4 67.5 61.2 65.4 54.9 46. 9 42.0 39.7 37.5 67.3 54.3 45.4 54.2 

1853 41.1 42.9 37.7 47.6 34.7 40.0 45.9 50.4 33.5 42.3 28.8 23.4 39.0 

1854 15.4 20.0 20.7 26.4 24.0 21.1 18.7 15.8 22.4 12.7 28.2 21.4 20.6 

1855 12.J 11.4 17.4 4.4 9.1 5.3 0.4 3.1 o.o 9.7 4.2 3.1 6.7 

1856 0.5 4.9 O .4 6.5 o.o 5.0 4.6 5.9 4.4 4.5 7.7 7.2 4.3 

1857 13.,7 · 7.4 5.2 11.1 29.2 16.0 22.2 16.9 42.4 40.6 31.4 37.2 22.8 

1858 39.0 34.9 57.5 38.3 41.4 44.5 56.7 55.3 80.1 91.2 51.9 66.9 54.8 

1859 83.7 87.6 90.3 85.7 91.0 87.1 95.2 106.8 105.8 114.6 97.2 81.0 93.8 

1860 81.5 88.0 98 .. 9 71,.4 107.1 108.6 116.7 100.3 92.2 90.1 97.9 95.6 95.,7 

1861 62 .. J 77.,8 101 .. 0 98.5 56.8 87.8 78.0 82.5 79.9 67.2 53.7 80.5 77.2 

1862 63ol 64.5 43.6 53 .7 64.4 84.0 73.4 62.5 66.6 42.0 50.6 40.9 59.1 

1863 48.,J 56.7 60,,4 40.,6 53.8 40.8 32.7 48.l 22.0 39.9 37.7 41.2 44,.0 

1864 57.7 47.1 66.3 35,.8 40.6 57.8 54.7 54.8 28.5 33.9 57.6 28.6 47.,0 

1865 48.7 39.3 39.5 29.4 34.5 33;6 26.8 3708 21.6 17.1 24.6 12.8 30.5 

1866 31.6 J8.4 24.6 17.6 12.9 16.5 9.3 12.7 7.3 14.1 9.0 1.5 16.J 

1867 0.,0 0.1 9.2 5.1 2.9 1.5 5.0 4.9 9.8 13.5 9.3 25.2 7o3 

1868 15.6 15.8 26.5 36.6 26.? 31.1 28.6 34.4 43.8 61.7 59.1 67.6 37.3 

1869 60.9 59.3 52.7 41.0 104.0 108.4 59.2 79.6 80.6 59.4 77.4 104ci3 73.9 

~-



vii 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Deco Mean 

1870 77.3 114.9 159.4 160.0 176.0 135.6 132.4 153.8 136.0 146.4 147.5 130 o0 139,ol 

1871 88.3 125.3 143.2 162.4 145.5 91.7 103.0 110.0 80o3 89.0 10504 90.3 111.2 

1872 79.5 120.1 88.4 102.1 107.6 109.9 105.5 92.9 11406 103.5 112.0 83.9 101.7 

1873 86.7 107.0 98.3 76.2 47.9 44.8 66.9 68.2 47 .5 47.4 55.,4 49.2 66.3 

1874 60.8 64.2 46.4 32.0 44.6 38.2 67.8 61.3 28.0 34.3 2tL9 29.3 44.7 

1875 14.6 22 .. 2 33.8 29.1 11.5 23.9 12.5 U,.6 2.4 12.7 17.7 9.9 17.1 

1876 14.3 15.0 31.2 2.3 5.1 1.6 15.2 8.8 9.9 14o3 9.9 8.2 11.3 

1877 24.4 807 11.7 15.8 21.2 13.4 5.9 6.3 16.4 6.7 14.5 2.3 12.3 

1878 3.3 6.0 7.8 Ool 5.8 6.4 Octl o.o 5.3 1.1 4.1 0.5 3.4 

1879 o.8 o.6 o.o 6.2 2.4 4.8 7.5 10.7 6.1 12.3 12.9 7.2 6.0 

1880 24.0 27 .. 5 19.5 19.3 23.5 34.1 21 .. 9 48 .. 1 66.0 43.0 30.1 29.6 32.3 

1881 36.4 53.2 51.5 51.7 43.5 60.5 ·16.9 58.0 5.3.2 64.0 54.S 47.3 54o3 

1882 45.0 69 .. 3 67.5 95.8 64.1 45.2 45.4 40.4 57.7 59.2 84 .. 4 41.8 59o7 

1883 60.6 ~6.9 42.8 82.1 32.1 76.5 80.6 46.o 52.6 83.8 84.5 75.9 63.7 

1884 91.5 6.9 86.8 76.1 66.5 51.2 53.1 5508 61.9 47.8 36.6 47.2 63.5 

1885 42.8 71.8 49.8 55.0 73.0 83.7 66.5 50.0 39.6 3EL7 33.3 21.7 52.2 

1886 29.9 25.9 57.3 43.7 30.1 27.1 30.3 16.9 21.4 8.6 0.3 12.4 25.4 

1887 10.3 13.2 4.2 6.9 20.0 15.7 23.3 21'.4 7.4 6.6 6.9 20.7 13.1 

1888 12.7 7.1 7.8 5.1 1.0 7.1 3.1 2.8 8.8 2.1 10.7 6.7 6.8 

1889 0.8 8.5 7.0 4.3 2.4 6.4 9.7 20.6 6.5 2.1 0.2 6.7 6.3 

1890 5.3 o.6 5.1 1.6 4.8 1.3 11.6 8.5 17.2 11.2 9.6 7.8 7.1 

1891 13.5 22.2 10.4 20.5 41.1 48.3 58.8 33.2 53.8 51.5 41.9 32.2 35.6 

1892 69.1 75.6 49.9 69.6 79.6 76.3 76.8 101.4 62.8 70.5 65.4 78.6 73.0 

1893 75.0 73.0 65.7 88.1 84.7 88.2 88.8 129.2 77.9 79.7 75.1 93.8 84 .. 9 

1894 83.2 8406 52.3 81.6 101.2 98.9 106.0 70.3 65o9 75.5 56.6 60.0 78.0 

1895 63.3 67o2 61.0 76.9 67.5 71.5 47.8 68.9 57.7 67.9 47.2 70.7 64.0 

1896 29.0 57.4 52.0 4308 27.7 49.0 45.0 27.2 61.3 28.4 38.0 42.6 41-~ 

1897 40.6 29.4 29.1 31.0 20.0 11.,3 27.6 21.8 48.l 14.,3 8.4 3.3.3 26.2 

1898 30.2 36.4 38 • .3 14.5 25.8 22.3 9.0 31.4 34.8 34.4 30.9 12.6 26.7 

1899 19.5 9.,2 18..,l 14.,2 7 • .7 20.5 13.5 2.9 8.4 13.0 7.8 10.5 12.1 

1900 9.4 1.3.6 8.,6 16.0 15.2 12.1 8.3 4.3 8.3 12.9 4o5 0.3 9.5 

1901 0.2 2.4 4.5 o.o 10.2 5.8 0.1 1.0 o.6 3.7 3.8 o.o 2.7 jl. 

1902 5.2 o.o 12.,4 o.o 2.8 1.4 0.9 2.3 7.6 16.3 10.,3 1.1 5.0 ,-,. 



viii 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. Mean 

1903 8.3 17.0 13.5 26.1 14.6 16.3 27.9 28.8 11.1 38.9 44.5 45.6 24.4 
1904 31.6 24.5 37.2 43.0 39.5 41.9 50.6 58.2 30.1 54.2 38.0 54.6 42.0 
1905 54.8 85.8 56.5 39.3 48.O 49.0 73.0 58.8 55.0 78,.7 107.2 55.5 63.5 
1906 45.5 31.3 64.5 55.3 57.1 6J.2 103.3 47.7 56.1 17.8 38.9 64.7 53.8 
1907 76.4 108.2 60.7 52.6 43.0 40.4 49.7 54.3 85.0 65.4 61.5 47.3 62.0 
1908 39.2 33.9 28.7 57.6 40.8 48.l 39.5 90.5 86.9 32.3 45.5 39.5 48.5 
1909 56.7 46.6 66.3 32.3 36.0 22.6 35.8 23.1 38.8 58.4 55.8 54.2 43.9 

1910 26.4 31.5 21.4 8.4 22 .. 2 12.3 14.1 11.5 26.2 38.3 4.9 5.8 18.6 
1911 3.4 9.0 7.8 16.5 9.0 2.2 3.5 4.0 4.0 2.6 4.2 2 .. 2 5.7 
1912 0.3 o .. o 4.9 4.5 4.4 4.1 3.0 0.3 9.5 4.6 1.1 6 .. 4 3.6 
1913 2.3 2.9 0.5 0.9 o.o o.o 1.7 0.2 1.2 3.1 0.7 3.8 1.4 
1914 2.8 2.6 3.1 17.3 5.2 11.4 5.4 7.7 12.7 8.2 16.4 22.3 9.6 
1915 23.0 42.3 38.8 41.3 33.0 68.8 71.6 69.6 49.5 53.5 42 .. 5 34.5 47.4 
1916 45.3 55.,4 67.0 7108 74.,5 67.7 53.5 35.2 45.1 50.7 65.6 53.0 57.1 
1917 74.7 71.9 94.8 74.,7 114.1 114.9 119.8 154.,5 129.4 72.2 96.4 129.,3 103.9 
1918 96.0 65.3 72.2 80.,5 76.7 59.4 107.6 101.7 79o9 85.0 83.4 59.2 80.6 
1919 48.l 79.5 66.5 51.8 88.l 111.2 64.7 69.0 54.7 5208 42.0 34.9 63.6 

1920 51.1 53.9 70.2 14.8 33.3 38.7 27.5 19.2 36.3 49.6 27.2 29.9 37.6 
1921 31.5 28.3 26.7 32.4 22.2 33.7 41.9 22.8 17.8 18.2 17.8 20.3 26.1 
1922 11.8 26.4 54.7 11.0 8.0 5.8 10.9 6.5 4.,7 6.2 7.,4 17.5 14.2 
1923 4.5 1.5 3.3 6.1 3.2 9.1 3.5 0.5 13.2 11.6 10.0 2.8 5.8 
1924 0.5 5.1 1 .8 11.3 20.8 24.0 28.l 19.3 25ol 25.6 22.,5 16.5 16.,7 
1925 5.5 23.2 18 .0 31.7 42.8 47,.5 38,.5 37.9 60.2 69.2 58.6 98.6 44~3 
1926 71.8 70.0 62 .5 38o5 64.3 73.5 52.3 61.6 ·60.8 71115 60.5 79.,4 63.9 
1927 81.6 93 .o 69 .6 93.,5 79.,1 59.1 54,.9 53.8 68.4 63.1 67.2 45.2 69.0 
1928 83.5 73.5 85.4 80.6 76.9 91.4 98.0 83.8 89.7 61.4 50.3 59o0 77.8 
1929 68.9 64.1 50 .2 52.8 58.2 71.9 70,.2 65,.8 34,.4 54.0 81.1 10800 65.0 

1930 65.3 49o2 35.0 38.2 36.8 28.8 21.9 24.9 32.1 34.4 35.6 25.8 35.7 
1931 14.6 43.1 30.0 31.2 24.6 15.3 17 .. 4 13.0 19.0 l0e0 18.7 17.8 21.2 
1932 12.1 10.6 11.2 11.2 17.9 22.2 9.6 6.8 4.0 8.9 8.2 11.0 11.1 
1933 12.3 22e2 10 .1 2.9 3.2 5.2 2.8 0,.2 5.1 3.0 o.6 0.3 5.7 
1934 3.4 7.8 4,.3 lle3 19.7 6.7 9,.3 8.3 4.0 5.7 807 15 .. 4 8.7 

~ 1935 18.9 20.5 23.1 12.2 27.3 45.7 33.9 30.1 42.1 53.2 64.2 61.5 36.1 
I-'• 
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Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. N ov . Dec. Mean 

1936 6Z.8 74.3 77. 1 74.9 54.6 -70.0 5Z. 3 87.0 76.0 89.0 115. 4 1Z3.4 79.7 
1937 13Z.5 1Z8.5 83.9 109. 3 116. 7 130. 3 145. 1 137. 7 100. 7 1Z4. 9 74. 4 88.8 114.4 
1938 98.4 119. Z 86.5 101. 0 1Z7.4 97.5 165. 3 115. 7 89.6 99. 1 122 . 2 9Z.7 109.6 
1939 80.3 77.4 64.6 109. 1 118.3 101. 0 97.6 105. 8 11 z. 6 88.1 68. 1 4Z.1 88.8 

1940 50.5 59.4 83. 3 60.7 54.4 83.9 67.5 105.5 66.5 55.0 58 . 4 68.3 - 67.8 
1941 45.6 44.5 46.4 3Z.8 Z9.5 59.8 66.9 60.0 65.9 46.3 38. 3 33.7 47.5 
194Z 35.6 5Z.8 54.Z 60.7 Z5.0 11. 4 17.7 zo.z 17.Z 19. Z 30 . 7 ZZ.5 30.6 
1943 lZ. 4 ZS. 9 Z7.4 Z6.l 14. 1 7. 6 13. Z 19.4 10.0 7. 8 10. 2 18,8 16. 3 
1944 3. 7 0.5 11. 0 o. 3 z. 5 5.0 5.0 16.7 14.3 16.9 10 . 8 Z8.4 9.6 
1945 18.5 lZ.7 Zl. 5 3Z.O 30.6 36.2 4Z.6 Z5.9 34.9 68.8 46 . 0 Z7.4 33.Z 
1946 47. 6 86.Z 76.6 75.7 84.9 73.5 116.Z 107.Z 94.4 1oz. 3 123. 8 lZl.7 9Z. 6 
1947 115. 7 133.4 1Z9.8 149.8 ZOl. 3 163.9 157.9 188.8 169.4 163. 6 128. 0 116.5151.6 
1948 108.5 86. 1 94.8 189.7 174.0 167.8 14Z. Z 157,9 143. 3 136. 3 95. 8 138. 0 136. Z 
1949 119. 1 18Z.3 157.5 147.0 106.Z lZl. 7 1Z5.8 1Z3.8 145.3 131. 6 143 . 5 117. 6 135. 1 

. 
1950 101. 6 94.8 109.7 113. 4 106.Z 83. 6 91 .. 0 85.Z 51. 3 61. 4 54. 8 54. 1 83. 9 
1951 59.9 59.9 55.9 9Z.9 108.5 100.6 61 ... 5 61. O 83. 1 51. 6 52 . 4 45. 8 69. 4 
195Z 40.7 22.7 zz.o Z9, 1 Z3.4 36.4 39.:3 54.9 Z8.Z Z3.8 22 . l 34. 3 31. 4 
1953 Z6.5 3. 9 10.0 Z7.8 lZ.5 Zl. 8 8.6 Z3.5 19,3 8. Z 1. 6 Z.5 13.9 
1954 o.z 0.5 10.9 1.8 0.8 o.z 4.8 8.4 1.5 7. O 9. 2 7. 6 4.4 
1955 Z3, l Z0.8 4.9 11. 3 Z8.9 31. 7 Z6.7 40.7 4Z.7 58. 5 89. Z 76. 9 38. O 
1956 73. 6 1Z4.0 118. 4 110. 7 136.6 116. 6 1Z9. 1 169.6 173.Z 155. 3 201. 3 19Z. 1 141. 7 
1957 165.0 130.Z 157.4 175.Z 164.6 Z00.7 187. Z 158.0 Z35.8 Z53. 8 21 0. 9 Z39.4 189.9 
1958 ZOZ.5 164.9 190.7 196.'0 175.3 171. 5 191. 4 zoz.z ZOl. Z 181. 5 152. 3 187. 6 184,6" 
1959 Zl 7 . .4 143. 1 185.7 163. 3 17Z.O 168.7 149.6 199.6 145.Z llL 4 124. 0 1Z5. 0 159.0 

1960 139. 1 103.5 
1961 
196Z 
1963 
1964 k° 
1965 
1966 
1967 

• 
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Twelve-Month Running Smoothed Zurich Sunspot Numbers 

. 
Year Jano Feb. Mar. Apro May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.-

1749 8106 82.8 84.1 86.3 87.8 88.7 
1750 89.0 90.2 92.4 92.6 88.2 83.8 $3.3 81.8 78.6 75.5 72.9 69.6 
1751 66.8 64.2 59.6 55.0 51.8 49.0 46.2 45.0 46.4 47.6 47.7 47.1 
1752 47.2 46.4 45.3 46.4 47.8 48.0 48.2 4708 46.0 44.1 42o2 40 .. 9 
1753 38.2 36.2 36.7 35.8 34.2 32.1 28.9 25.8 22.8 19.9 18 .. 3 17o4 
1754 17.l 15.8 13.9 13.l 12 .. 7 12.,3 12.7 13.5 14.0 13.9 12.7 10.7 
1755 9.2 8.4 804 8.8 8.5 8.9 9.7 9.6 9.4 9o4 10.1 11.1 
1756 llo4 11.4 11.3 10.6 10o7 10.7 10.3 10.9 12o4 14.,1 16.1 17.1 
1757 18.0 20.7 23.8 25.7 28.4 31.4 33.4 35.7 37.9 40.6 4208 44,.5 
1758 46.6 46 .. 8 47 o3 48.4 47.7 47.2 48.l 48.2 47.7 46.6 45.7 46o0 
1759 46,.5 48.2 50 .. l 51.6 52.7 53 .4 54.8 56.2 58.0 59.,7 61.1 62o0 

1760 62.5 63.3 62.9 61.8 62o0 62.,7 63.0 64.4 66.0 6608 68 .. 8 72.4 
1761 75 .. 7 77.5 79.,8 83.,0 85.9 86.5 84.8 83.0 80.7 78.8 75.5 71.8 
1762 68.3 64.8 62.5 60.4 59.,1 59.9 61.7 60.5 58.3 56.7 55.,3 53.,3 
1763 52.4 51.5 49.8 48 .. 8 47.1 45.8 45.3 46.6 48.0 48.3 48.8 49.1 
1764 47.8 47.0 45.5 43.0 40 .. 8 37.9 34.9 32.0 30.0 28.8 27.,3 25.8 
1765 25.3 25.,2 24.7 2306 22.5 21.5 20.4 19.3 19.1 19.0 18.6 18.,l 
1766 16.4 14.4 12.8 12.0 11.J 11.2 12.1 13.5 14.6 15.9 17.2 18.6 
1767 20 .. 6 22.9 26.,0 29.3 33.0 36.4 38.9 41.5 43.2 43.7 46.1 50.0 
1768 53.1 55.4 57.,9 60 .. 6 63.,5 67.4 10.1 71.5 72.2 75.2 77.,2 11.1 
1769 81.2 86.2 91.5 98.0 103.7 106.1107.,4 111.9 115.8 114.5 112.5 111.9 

1770 111.1 111.0 109.4 105.2 10.2.3 10102 9$.0 91.1 85.7 84.9 89o0 93.9 
1771 93. 7 89.1 86.1 85 .. 4 83 .. 5 81.9 84.3 88.9 90.1 90.6 86.9 79.5 
1772 77.,3 77.6 75.4 72 .. 8 10.1 6708 64.6 60.1 58o4 56.7 54.4 53.3 
1773 50.1 46.2 4-3.5 40.4 37.4 35.7 34.5 35.7 37.4 38.0 38.9 39 .. 3 
1774 3809 38.2 37.1 35.7 34.2 31.9 28.9 24.4 19.8 16.6 13.,3 10 .. 6 
1775 9.3 8.7 8.5 8.0 7.,5 7.2 7.7 8.9 9.2 9.5 10.2 10.8 
1:,76 11.0 11.7 12.9 14.,5 16.3 18.5 20.8 22.8 25.2 29 .. 7 35.6 41.0 
1777 47.5 55.,1 63.0 · 70o3 78.l 87.6 98.0 106.6 113.6 119.6 128.2 1J8.,6 
1778 144.8 148.4 15109 156.,3 158.6 156 .. 6 151.8 151.5 153.2 15205 148.4 141.,9 
1779 139.0 137.5 133.a 129.9 127.0 125 .. 7 124.1 119.4 115.8 112.8 109.,4 106.9 >< 



xi 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
\ 

1780 103.5 100.0 98.2 95.6 91.4 87.0 86.0 86.2 83.1 80.4 79.2 79.5 '-', 

1781 79.4 78.0 75.4 71.6 69.8 69.1 66.3 62.9 60 .. 6 58.8 55.5 51.0 

1782 47.0 44.5 42.9 42.0 40.4 38.7 37o4 36.4 36 .. 0 35.0 33.2 31.4 
,, 

1783 30.6 29.4 27.8 26.5 25.1 23.6 22.2 20 .. 3 18.4 17.0 15 .. 5 14.1 
. ..... . 

1784 12.3 10.8 10.1 9.7 9.8 10.1 9.9 9.6 9.5 9.7 10 .. 6 11.9 

1785 13.9 15.6 16.9 19.4 22.0 23.6 25.4 28.3 31.6 36.,l 42.0 46.4 

1786 49.7 54.5 60.7 66.7 72.6 79.4 87.0 93 .. 4 97.5 100.9 104.4 107.9 

1787 111.4 115.3 119.2 123.0 125 .. 9 129.5 132.2 133.3 136.6 138.l 136.4 137.8 

1788 140.7 141.2 140.5 139.2 136.6 132.8 129.9 128.,8 127.6 127.3 128.4 127.4 

1789 124.9 122.5 119.9 116.5 116.0 117 .. 9 117.7 117.3 116.4 114.2 111 .. 7 109.2 

1790 106.0 103.4 101.3 99.6 97.2 92.5 88.7 84.7 81.,0 79.3 77.8 75.9 

1791 74.9 73.2 70.9 69.5 67.9 66.9 66.0 65.5 65 .. 1 64.6 64.0 63.4 

1792 62.2 61.9 62.3 61.8 61.3 60 .. 5 60.0 59.,5 58.8 57.6 56.2 55.4 
·~ 

1793 55.2 54.1 51.3 49.3 48.3 47.4 46.5 45.,6 44.4 42.6 41.7 41.4 

1794 40.7 4008 40.7 39.4 39.6 40.8 40.0 38 .. 9 37.,7 36.l 34.,7 32.7 ~ 

1795 30.5 28.7 28.2 28.0 25.8 22.7 21.3 20.7 20.1 20.8 20.9 20.1 

1796 20.2 19.8 19.0 18.9 17.8 16.6 15.7 14.6 13.3 11.7 9.9 9.5 

1797 8.8 8.0 7.7 7.0 6.7 6.5 5.9 5.4 5.7 5.9 5.5 4.8 

1798 4.1 3.8 3.5 3.2 3.2 3.8 4.1 4.4 5 .. 2 5.8 6.5 7.3 

1799 7.8 7.8 7.5 7.6 7.3 6.9 7.,0 7.1 6.6 6.0 5.5 5.9 ~ -, 

1800 7.2 8.8 10.1 10.9 11.5 13.2 15.4 17.0 18.5 20.i 22.9 24.3 

1801 25.2 26.6 28.3 30.1 32.1 _ 33.7 34,.9 36.5 37.7 38. 39.5 40.7 

1802 41.9 42.9 44.1 45.1 45.1 45.0 45.1 45.4 45.1 43.,9 43.2 42.8 

1803 42.4 41.,8 40.8 41.2 42.5 43.1 42.8 42.5 43.2 45.,1 45.7 45.2 

1804 44.4 44.0 44.7 45.3 46.l 47.0 48 .. 2 48.6 48.6 48.2 47.9 48.4 

1805 48.9 49.2 48.8 47.1 44.9 43.1 41.3 39.8 38.4 37.2 36.3 35.2 

1806 34.2 33.2 31. 7 30.7 30.0 28.7 27.0 25.1 23 .. 5 22.4 21.5 20.2 

1807 18.9 17.6 16a3 14.,7 13.0 11.0 9.5 8.7 8 .. 0 7.1 6.8 7.0 

1808 6.9 6.4 6 .5 6.6 6.8 7.6 8 .. 4 8.9 9.2 8.8 7.9 7.2 - ' 

1809 6.7 6.1 5.J 4.6 4.0 3.1 2.2 1.6 1.2 1.0 .8 .4 

~ 



xii f 

Year Jano Feb. Mar. April May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

1810 0.1 o.o o.o 0.,0 OoO o.o o.o o.o o.o OoO o.o o.o 
1811 .3 .6 .7 loO 1.3 1.4 1.9 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.7 

1812 2.5 2.9 3.7 3.7 3.9 4.6 4o5 4o4 4.8 5.,5 6 .. 4 1.0 

1813 8.2 8.,6 8.7 l Ool llo5 12.0 13ol 14.1 14.4 14.8 15.1 15.3 

1814 15.4 15.2 14.6 14 o0 13o5 13.,7 1308 14.,6 16.3 17.4 17.9 19.8 

1815 22.,2 24.8 27.6 29.2 30o7 33.5 35.7 37o5 41.0 44.2 46.7 47.6 

1816 47.,3 46.,4 46.,l 47 .,7 48.,7 47o3 46.2 46.,2 46.7 46.3 44.,0 42.,9 

1617 43.,2 44.5 45.,0 43.,3 41.,6 4lol 41.,0 39.5 35.2 32.8 34.,5 35.7 

1818 3406 33ol 32.1 31 .,9 31.,4 30.5 30.3 30.,2 29.0 27.,3 25o3 23.9 

1819 24.,0 23o9 23.2 22.,6 23.,0 23.7 23.4 23 .. 1 23.,4 23.4 23.,7 23.1 

1820 21.,7 21.2 20.8 19.,6 18.1 16 .. 6 1508 15.,0 14.,1 13.7 12 .. 1 10.6 

1821 9.,5 708 6.,9 7.,3 7.,6 7.,0 5.,7 4.,7 5.,0 5.6 5.7 5 .. 9 

1822 6.3 6J+ 6 .,1 5.2 4.,2 4o0 4.,0 _ 4.,0 3.,3 2 .. 1 1.,5 1.2 

1823 .,6 .,2 0.,1 0.,1 0.,1 1 .. 0 2.7 4.1 4.5 5.2 6.2 6.3 

1824 6.3 603 7.,3 9.2 10.2 9.,4 7.,9 7.,4 805 8.8 8.7 9.8 

1825 11.,7 14.,0 14 .,8 14.2 14.,3 15.,7 17.,1 17.,7 18.4 19.9 2lo4 23.0 

1826 24.,9 26.,4 27.1 28.,7 31.,3 34.,4 37.0 38.,9 41.,0 4208 44.,7 t.6.5 

1827 46.,9 47.1 49 .0 50.,6 51.,2 50.,6 50.,5 51.9 52o9 53.,9 55.,9 60.,0 

1828 61.,2 62.6 63 .. 6 62.,7 62.1 62.5 62.,1 6lol 60 .. 7 62o5 63 .. 0 61.,1 

1829 61.6 63.,2 63.4 64.,4 65 .. 8 66.6 67.,4 68.8 70o2 71.,2 71.,7 71.,3 

1830 69.,0 65.9 65.l 66.6 68.,3 70o0 70.,8 69.,7 69o2 67.,3 64.,0 61.,5 

1831 60.2 60.,J+ 59.,6 57.,0 53.,8 50.,0 47.,1 46.,7 45.3 42.6 41.,5 4lo4 

1832 39 .. 8 36 .. 6 33.,4 31.,2 28.9 27.,6 26.,7 24o2 20.,7 17.,9 15 .. 7 13.,5 

1833 12.,1 llo7 11 ., 7 11.3 10.,4 9o3 8.,3 8.1 7.,9 7.,6 7.3 7.,4 

1834 7.,8 7.,8 7.,7 8.4 10.,2 12 .. 2 13.,3 13.,7 14.,7 17.,8 21.,8 24.,3 

1835 27.,5 Jlo9 37 ., 9 44.,6 50.,4 55.l 60.2 67.,1 73.8 80.,5 8607 93.,J 

1836 99.5 103.,9 105.,7 107.,.3 109.,9 116.1 125-.6 132.,6 136.9 138.2 138.0 139.,4 

1837 142.7 145 .. 7 146., 9 146.4 145.,2 141 .. 5 136.5 130.,9 127.,4 127.,2 127.,8 126.3 

1838 121.,3 116.,7 113 .5 111 .. 2 108.,6 105.2 101.,6 too .. 8 98.,9 93.,5 87o4 82.,J 

1839 79.,6 80~8 ss.., , Fr?.9 87 .. 6 86.5 84 .. 7 83.0 81.5 80.8 81.,6 82.,0 

e 
.. 



X.i..L.1 ~ 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. April May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

1840 80.7 76.7 11.2 66.9 64.6 63.6 60.8 56.0 52.5 50.5 49.5 49.7 

1841 48.8 46.7 44.3 u.s 39.5 37.4 36.6 36.2 35.5 34.6 32.1 28.9 

1842 26.6 25.8 24.6 23;8 25 .. l 25.l 23.9 22.8 21.4 20.1 19.2 18.7 

1843 18.1 17.4 16.2 14.2 12.0 10.8 10.6 10.8 11.5 11.7 12.4 11.7 

184.4 11.9 12.9 13.5 14.3 14.6 14.6 15.7 17.6 20.0 22.7 25.7 28.4 

1845 29.9 30.6 32.0 33.8 35.8 38.4 40.5 41.4 42.6 44.0 45.0 46.9 

1846 49.0 50.6 54.8 58.8 60.2 61.2 62.5 63.2 63.9 63.8 63.8 64.8 

1847 66.0 69.8 75 .. 2 88.0 91.5 96.6 102.4 109.3 11300 116.6 120.3 123.0 

1848 128.2 131.6 126.7 124.2 121 .. 2 122.2 124 .. 2 124.4 125.2 124.6 123.5 120.8 

1849 116.4 110.9 107.7 104.9 101.8 98.5 97.6 87.6 85.2 82.2 79.0 77.7 

1850 75.6 74.0 z3.7 73.4 71.5 69.0 66.4 67.0 66.9 66.7 67.2 67.0 

1851 66.6 66.2 5.4 64.2 63.7 64.0 64.2 62.4 60.6 60.8 60.9 59.9 

1852 59.4 58.9 56.9 55.9 56.2 55.3 53.1 50.9 48.9 47.2 45.6 44.5 

1853 44.4 45.0 45.2 44.0 41.9 39.7 37.5 36.0 34 .. 3 32 .. 7 31.4 30.1 

1854 28.2 25.6 23.6 22.0 20.8 20.6 20.4 19.9 19.4 18.4 16.8 15 .. 6 

1855 14.2 12 o.l+ 11.4 10.4 9.2 7.4 6.2 5.4 4.5 3.8 3.6 3.2 

1856 3.4 3.6 3.9 3.9 3.8 4.2 5.4 5.5 5.8 6.2 7.6 9.2 

1857 10.4 11.6 13.7 16.8 19.3 21.6 23.a 26.0 29.8 32.h 34.3 36.0 

1858 38.6 41.7 44.8 48.5 51.4 53.6 56.6 60.7 64.2 67.6 11.6 75.5 

1859 78.9 82.6 85 •. 8 87.9 90.8 93.2 93.7 93.6 94.0 93.8 93.9 95.4 

1860 97.2 97.8 97.0 95.4 94.4 95.1 94.9 93.6 93.3 94.6 93.6 90.6 

1861 88.6 85.8 84.5 83.0 80.2 77.8 77.2 76.6 73.7 69.4 67.9 68.1 

1862 67.8 66.8 65.4 63.8 62.6 60.8 58.5 57.6 58.1 58.6 57.6 55.4 

1863 5lo4 50.0 47.1 45.2 44.0 44.0 44.4 44.4 44.0 43.a 43.0 43.2 

1864 44.8 46.0 46.6 46.6 47.2 47.5 46.6 45.7 44.4 43.0 42.6 41.2 

1865 39.1 37.2 36.2 35.2 33.2 31.2 29.8 29.0 28.4 27.2 25.9 ,.2 

1866 22.8 21.0 19.4 18.6 17.8 16.8 15.0 12.0 9.8 8.7 7.8 .8 

1867 6.0 5.4 5.2 5.2 5.2 6.2 7.9 9.2 10.5 12.6 14.9 17.1 

1868 19.3 21.6 24.2 27.6 31.7 35.6 39.2 42.9 45.8 47.0 50.4 56.9 

1869 61.4 64.6 67.5 69.4 70.6 72.8 74.6 77.6 84.4 93.8 101.7 105.8 

1870 110.0 116.2 120.1 127.5 134.0 138.0 139.5 140.4 140.2 139.6 138.4 135.4 

1871132.3 129.2 124.6 120.4 116.2 112.9 110.8 110.2 107.8 103.0 98.8 98.0 

~ 
I-'-.... 

.. 



xiv 

Year Jano Febo Mar. April May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

1872 98.8 98.2 98.9 101.0 101.8 101.8 10109 101.6 101.5 100.8 97.$ 92.1 
1873 87.4 85 .. 2 8lo4 76o2 71.2 67.8 65.2 62.4 58.4 54.4 52.4 52o0 
1874 5108 51.5 50.4 49.0 47,.4 45.4 42.7 39.0 36.$ 36.1 34.6 3206 
1875 29.7 25.5 22.5 20.5 19.2 17.9 17.0 16.7 16.3 15.1 13.8 1206 
1876 11.7 11.6 11.6 12o0 11.8 11.4 11.8 llo9 10.8 10.6 ~11.8 13.0 
1877 13o0 12.6 12.8 12.7 12.6 12.6 11.4 10.4 10.2 9o3 8.,0 7.1 
1878 6.6 6.,0 5.3 406 4.0 3.4 3.3 3.0 2.4 2o4 2o4 2o2 
1879 2.5 3.2 3.7 4.1 5.0 5.7 7.0 9.0 11.0 12.3 13.7 1508 

1880 17.6 1908 23.9 21.6 29.6 31.4 32.8 34.4 3608. J9o4 4106 4306 
1881 46.9 49.6 49.6 49,.9 5108 53.5 54.6 55.6 57.0 60.0 62o2 62o4 
1882 60,,4 58.4 5708 5708 5808 5908 60.3 60.0 58.0 56.4 54.6 54.5 
1883 57.3 59.0 59o0 59.8 6008 62.2 65o0 68.0 71.4 7206 74.7 74.2 
1884 72.4 71.6 72.4 71.8 6708 64.6 61.4 58.8 56.6 54.2 53.6 55.2 
1885 57o0 57.4 56.2 540$ 54.4 53.2 51.6 49o2 47.6 47.4 45.2 41.0 
1886 37.2 34.3 32.2 30.2 27.6 25.8 24.6 23o2 20.4 16.7 14.8 13.,8 
1887 13.1 13o0 12.6 11.9 12.1 12.7 13.1 13.,0 12.8 13.0 12.4 llo4 
1888 10.2 806 70$ 7.8 7.,8 7.3 6.3 5.8 508 5.8 5.6 5.4 
1889 5.6 6.6 7o2 7ol 607 6.3 6.4 6.3 5o9 5.7 5.7 5.6 

1890 5 .. 4 5.0 5o0 5.8 6.6 1.0 7.4 8.6 908 1008 13.1 16.6 
1891 20.4 23.4 26o0 29.2 32.2 34.6 37o9 42.4 46.,4 50.0 5Jo7 56.4 
1892 57o9 61.4 65o2 66 .. 4 6801 71.0 73.,2 73.3 73.9 75.4 76.3 77 .. 0 
1893 78.0 7906 81.4 82.4 83.2 84.3 85.2 86.1 $6.0 85.2 85.6 86.8 
1894 ·87 o9 86.2 83 .2 82.6 81.6 79.4 77.2 75.6 75o2 75o4 73.8 71.2 
1895 67,,7 65.2 64.8 64.2 63.4 63.6 ,6208 60.7 59.9 58.,2 55o2 52.6 
1896 51.5 49.6 48,,0 46.6 44.5 43.0 42.3 4106 39.4 38.0 37.1 35o2 
1897 32.9 32.0 31.2 30.0 28o2 26.6 25.8 25.7 26.4 26o0 25.6 26.,3 
1898 26.0 25.,6 25.4 25.8 27.5 27.6 26.2 24.7 22.6 21.8 21.0 20;2 
1899 20 .. 4 19.4 17.1 15.1 13.2 12 .. 2 11.7 11.4 11.2 10.9 11.J 11.2 

1900 10.7 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.4 9.8 9.0 8.2 7.6 6.$ 5.9 5.4 
1901 4.8 4.4 3.9 J.2 2.8 2.8 3 .. 0 3.1 3.3 3 .. 6 J.3 2.8 

r1 
< 



xv 

Year Jano Febo Maro April May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Novo Dec. 

1902 2.6 2o7 3.0 3.8 4.6 5o0 5.2 600 6.8 7.4 9.5 1006 
1903 12o3 14.5 15o7 16.8 19.2 22.6 25.4 2606 27.9 2906 3lo4 33o4 
1904 35.4 37 06 39,,7 41.1 41.4 41.6 43.0 ,46o4 49.8 50.4 5006 5lo3 
1905 52 .5 53.4 54.6 56.6 60.5 63.4 63.1 60.4 58.5 59.0 60.6 61.6 
1906 63.4 64.2 63.8 61.3 56.0 53.4 55.1 5906 62.6 62.4 61.7 60.2 
1907 57.0 55.0 56.4 59.6 62.6 62.8 60.4 55.8 51.4 50.3 50.4 50.6 
1908 50.5 51.6 53.2 5lo9 49.8 48.8 49.2 50.5 52.6 53.2 51.,9 5006 
1909 49.4 46.4 41.6 40.7 42.2 43.,2 42.6 40.8 38.2 35.4 33.8 32.8 

1910 31.5 30.1 29.0 27.6 24.7 20.6 17.2 15.8 14.2 14.0 13.8 12 .. 7. 
1911 12.0 11.2 10.0 7.6 6.0 5.8 5.6 5.,0 4.,6 3.9 3.2 3.2 
1912 3 .. 2 3.,1 3ol 3.4 3,.4 3.4 3.7 3.9 308 3o4 .3.2 2.8 
1913 2.6 2.5 2.2 1.8 1,,6 1.,5 1.4 1.4 106 2o4 3.2 4.0 
1914 4.6 5 .. 0 5.8 6.5 7.4 8.8 10 .. 4 13.0 16.1 18.6 20.7 24o2 
1915 29o4 34.8 38.8 42.3 45o3 46.9 48.3 49.8 51.5 54.0 57.0 58.6 
1916 55.8 55.,6 54.0 33.,7 5406 56.,3 58.3 60.,2 62.0 63.3 65.6 68.8 
1917 73.4 81.1 89.6 94ol 96o2 10007 104.8 105.4 104.2 103.4 101.7 98.,3 
1918 95o5 9208 8805 87.0 87.0 83.5 78.6 77.2 77.6 76.6 75.4 78 .. 0 
1919 78.4 75.2 72.8 70.4 67.4 64.6 63.7 62.8 61.8 60o0 56.7 51.3 

1920 46.8 43o2 40o4 39.4 .3806 37.8 36 .8··_·: 35 .o 32.0 30.5 31.2 30.6 
1921 31.0 3108 3lol 29.0 27o3 26.5 25.J 24.4 25.5 25.8 24.3 22.6 
1922 20ol 18.1 16.8 15.8 14o9 14.4 13.9 12.6 9.5 7.1 6.7 6.6 
1923 6.,4 5.8 6.0 606 609 6.4 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.8 6.8 8.2 
1924 9.8 1106 12o9 13.9 15.0 16.1 16.9 17.8 19.3 20.8 22.6 24.0 
1925 25.4 27ol 29o3 32.6 35o9 40.9 47.0 5108 55.6 57.7 58.9 60o9 
1926 6206 64.,1 65 .. 1 65o2 65o4 · 64o7 64.3 65.7 66.9 69.5 72.4 72.4 
1927 71.9 71,.7 71.7 71.7 71.6 70.5 69.l 68.4, 68.3 68.4 67.7 6805 
1928 72.6 75o2 77o3 78ol 77o3 77o2 77.2 76.2 74.8 71.6 69.8 68.2 
1929 66,,2 64.3 61.2 58.6 59.6 6300 64.9 64o2 62.8 61.6 60ol 57o4 

1930 53 .6 4908 48.0 47.1 44.4 39.1 33.6 31.2 30.1 30.2 29o4 28o4 
1931 2706 2609 25 .. 9 24.3 22.6 21.6 21.1 19.7 17.5 15.,9 14.8 1408 

~ 



xv\. 

Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

1932 14.8 14.7 13. 3 1i.. 7 12.2 11. 4 11. 2 11,7 12. 1 11. 7 10.7 9. 4 

1933 8.4 7. 9 7'. 7 7.5 6.9 6. 1 5. 3 4. 3 3. 5 3. 6 4.6 5. 4 

1934 5. 7 6.3 6.6 6.7 7. 1 8. 1 9.4 10.6 11. 9 12.7 13. 0 . 15. 0 

1935 17.6 19.5 22.0 25.6 29.9 34. 1 37.9 42.0 46.5 51. 3 55. 1 57.2 

1936 59.0 62.2 65 , 9 68.8 72.5 77.2 82.6 87.8 90.3 92.1 96. 1 101. 2 

1937 107.6 113. 5 11 6. 7 119.2 119. 0 115. 9 113. 0 111. 2 110.9 110. 7 110. 8 109,9 

1938 109.4 109. 3 107. 9 106. 3 107.2 109.4 108.9 106. 3 103. 7 103. 1 103. 0 102.8 

1939 100.1 96.9 97.5 98.0 95.3 90. 9 87.6 85.6 85.6 84. 3 79.7 76. 3 

1940 74.3 73. 0 71. 1 67.8 66.0 66.7 67.6 66.8 64.6 61.9 59.7 57.7 

1941 56.7 54.7 52.8 52.5 51. 3 49.0 47.1 47.0 47.7 49.2 so. 1 47.9 

1942 43.9 40.2 36.5 33. 3 -31. 9 31. 0 29.7 27.7 25.5 23.0 21. 1 20.5 

1943 20.2 20.0 19.6 18. 8 17.4 16.5 16.0 14.4 12.6 10.8 9. 3 8.7 

1944 8. 2 7.7 7. 8 8.4 8.8 9. 2 10. 2 11. 2 12. 0 13.9 16.4 18.8 

1945 21. 7 23. 7 25.0 28. 0 31. 6 33. l 34.3 38.6 43.9 48.0 52.2 56.0 

1946 60.6 67.0 72, 9 76.8 81. 5 88.6 95.4 100.1 104. 3 109.6 117. 7 126. 4 

1947 131. 7 136.8 143. 4 149.0 151. 8 151. 7 151. 2 149.0 145.5 145.7 146.2 145.2 

1948 144. 8 142.8 140, 5 138.2 135. 8 135. 3 136.6 141. 1 147.7 148.5 143. 9 139. 2 

1949 136.6 134. 5 133, 2 133.0 134.8 136.0 134. 4 130.0 124.4 121. 0 119. 6 118. 0 

1950 115. 0 111.9 106. 4 99.5 92.9 86.6 82.2 79.0 75.3 72,2 71.4 72.2 

1951 71. 7 69.5 69. 8 70.7 70.2 69.7 68.5 66.1 63. 1 59.0 52.7 46. 5 

1952 42.9 41.7 · 39. 2 35.7 33. 2 31. 5 30.4 29.0 27. 8 27.3 26.8 25. 7 

1953 23.8 21. 1 19. 5 18.4 16.9 14.7 12. 2 11. 2 11. 0 10.0 8. 5 7. 1 

1954 6. 1 5.3 . 4. 0 . 3. 3 3.6 4.2 5.4 7.2 7.8 7.9 9,5 12. 0 

1955 14. 2 16.4 i9. 5 23.4 28.8 35. 1 40.1 46.5 55.5 64.4 73.0 81.0 

1956 88.8 98.5 109. 3 118. 7 127.4 137. 0 145. 5 149.6 151. 5 155. 8 159.6 164.3 

1957 170.2 .172.2 174. 3 . 181. Q 185 .• 5 187. 9 191. 4 194,4 197.3 199.5 200.8 200.1 

1958 199.0 200.9 20 1, 3 196.8 191. 4 186.8 185.2 184.9 183.8 182.2 180.7 180. 5 

1959 178.6 176.9 174. 5 169.2 165.2 161. 4 155.5 150.6 

1960 a 1961 
1962 
1963 

~ 
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